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Legal Notice
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by
the Combustion Engineering
Owners Group and ABB Combustion Engineering. Neither
Combustion Engineering Inc. nor
any person acting on its behalf:
A.

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied
including the warranties
of fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability, with respect
to the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of the information, apparatus, method,
or process
disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights;
or

B.

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the
use of, any information, apparatus, method or process disclosed
in this report.

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Operations Inc.
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Executive Summary
All analog instrument loops possess some amount of channel
uncertainty that varies with
time and environment conditions. At the time CE-NPSD-925,
revision 0 was issued,
there was no industry standard that gave guidance on how
instrument uncertainties should
be accounted for in Emergency Operating Procedures.
CE-NPSD-925 provides a suggested process for determining
where to account for
instrument uncertainties in the Technical Specifications
and Emergency Operating
Procedures, and makes general recommendations on methods
that can be used to determine
the instrument uncertainties.;- In this context, account
for instrnment uncertainty means:

to make a deliberate effort to determine the impact of instrument
uncertainty on safe plant
operation, and to take action to ensure that instrument uncertainties
do not compromise
safe plant operation. The guideline covers the treatment
of instrument uncertainties for
installed instruments that perform monitoring and control
functions associated with
technical specifications and emergency operating procedures.
Due to the large number of Instrument Applications
covered by CE-NPSD-925, a
rule-based system of classification was developed to divide
the decision problem into a
logical sequence of smaller more manageable tasks. The
result is a hierarchal model
designed specifically to deal with a large variety of
Instrument Applications and
parameters. The classification process presented in CE-NPSD-925
provided an efficient
means of sorting Instrument Applications and their associated
plant parameters into groups
with common instrument uncertainty requirements.
The purpose of this project was to review anl EOP category
01 and 02 instrument
applications, and: 1) define the associated engineering limit
and the basis for each limit;
and 2) determine how instrument uncertainties should be
accounted for and provide a
justification for this determination.
The conclusions and recommendations found in this report
are the result of a collaborative
effort between the participants, and shall not be construed
as a requirement. Questions
and comments that arose during the development of
the Engineering Limit Bases
Documents were resolved using a consensus approach.
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In revision 01, each Engineering Limit Bases Document
was up-dated to agree with
information found in CEN-152, revision 04. The "nominal
values" in revision 00 were
replaced with the CEN-152 revision 04 "value descriptors".
If new applications were
added by CEN-152, revision 04, the associated Engineering
Limit bases Documents were
developed and incorporated into this report. To protect
the integrity of Task 766 work,
CE-NPSD-925 was not revised following CEN-152, revision
04. Revision of this report
provides adequate linkage to ensure agreement and easy
cross-reference between the work
of the I&C Working Group and the CEN-152, revision
04 Working Group.
Three new appendices have been added to this report. The
new appendices are: 1) revised
Task 776 Use Report, 2) CE-NPSD-1009 to CEN-152,
revision 04 Cross Reference. 3)
CEN-152, revision 03 to revision 04 Value Descriptor
Cross Reference. The Task 776
Use Report was revised to show the changes in EOP Use
categories that have been made
since CD-NPSD-925, revision 00 was issued. CE-NPSD-1009
to CEN-152, revision 04
Cross reference was added to correlate CEN-152, revision
04 instrument applications to
CE-NPSD-1009 Engineering Limit Bases Documents.
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The purpose of Task 868 was to determine the engineering
limits and develop a complete
basis statement for all Task 776 Category 1 and 2 numbers
and value descriptors contained
in the Combustion Engineering (CE) Emergency Procedure
Guidelines (EPGs), CEN-152
revision 03. Ultimately, the goal was to provide an up
to date document that will help
participants- ensure a consistent translation of Task
776 instrument uncertainty
recommendations into their equivalent plant specific EOP
parameter values and value
descriptors.
2.2 Background
There are many occurrences throughout the EPGs where
operators must observe a
parameter indicator and compare the reading to a value
or description of the appropriate
number (called a value descriptor) within the guidelines
to determine whether or not the
parameter is within acceptable limits.
The EPGs contain a "Bases" section which describes the
reason for each instruction within
the EPGs. At the time these bases statements were developed,
certain boundaries were
drawn around their development to keep them as short and
concise as possible while still
addressing the purpose and background of each step. The
main objective was to provide
plant specific Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) writers
a concise statement regarding
the purpose of each step contained in the EPGs, determine
if the EPG steps were
applicable to their plant, and to determine how to translate
appropriate EPG steps for use
in the EOPs.
Because of this basic EPG development philosophy, many
of the numbers found in the
EPGs are not explained at the level that would be most beneficial
to plant Nuclear Safety
Groups or Instrument and Controls (I&C) departments
when attempting to determine the
impact of instrument uncertainties on their plant specific
EOPs. Consequently, some
numbers and value descriptors translated from the EPGs
to plant specific EOP values may
not be as precise as they could be with current technology
and guidelines.
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Scope

2.3.1

Task 868
In this project, engineering limits and bases for each Category
1 and 2 instrument
application in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines were determined.
In addition,
category 03 applications for all category 1 and 2 parameters were
included in the project,
to provide a complete bases for all category 1 and 2 parameters.
Instrument Uncertainties
Guideline, (CE-NPSD-925) TEOP Condensed Use and Category"
database for Task 776
was used as a starting point for this project. Note that the original
task #776 database and
its reports were not altered.

For each Category 1 and 2 instrument application, a narrative
statement of what the
number or value descriptor is intended to represent was developed.
In addition, EPG
engineering limits were identified (except for curves, graphs, RCS
PIT limits, shutdown
margin, and radiation alarm values). In those cases, the narrative
description of what the
item represents was determine to explain how to develop the graph
or value for the plant
specific application. A concise bases for each engineering was
then prepared. The bases
includes all applicable reference information that could be located,
to clearly describe the
bases, to help ensure accuracy and consistency in developing
plant specific engineering
limits.
2.3.2

Task 884
During the I & C Working Group meeting held in December 1994,
it was suggested that
the scope of Task 868 be expanded to include possible solutions
that the utilities could use
in the event that margin loss was not acceptable, when attempting
to accommodate EOP
instrument uncertainties. ABB CENO had provided some examples
of this type of
information for the project pilot, but indicated that a complete
analysis was outside the
scope of Task 868 as it was originally proposed (determine the
engineering limits and
bases for EPG values and value descriptors).
Per the original Program Plan, the engineering limits and bases
for all EPG values and
value descriptors would first be determined. After the utilities applied
their plant specific
instrument uncertainties to their engineering limits, they would determine
where margin
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loss was unacceptable. After a list of instrument applications
with unacceptable margin
was developed, a follow-on CEOG task would determine
possible solutions to margin loss.
At the December 1994 CEOG I&C Working group
meeting, some members felt that this
process could take too long and may be inefficient.
It was suggested that the scope of the
project be modified to include an assessment of the application
of instrument unceiiites
and possible solutions to margin loss.

TASK DESCRIPTION

)
7)
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Paramet
The parameters included in the project are those pertaining
to all category 01, category 02
and category 03 EOP instrument applications as
stated in CE-NPSD-925, (reference 3).
The parameter is identified in the Engineering Limit
Basis Document (ELBD) the same
way that is it found in CE-NPSD-925, to preserve
a link between the two documents and
for use in the databases, (e.g. RCS HOT LEG TEMP).

3.1.2

Value
The value descriptors used in the project are
those found in CEN-152, revision 04,
(reference 4). Where more than one value or variation
of a value applies to a single
ELBD, they are presented in a bullated list.

3.1.3

Use
The USE CODE, (e.g.U22) designates a specific
Use listed in CE-NPSD-925. The Use
statement is also included, as it is expressed in
CE-NPSD-925. Use statements were
developed to aid in the classification process of Task
776. They are by design general in
nature. Specificity has been added by the "intent
statements" found in the Engineering
Limit Basis Section of this report. In some cases
the Use assignment was changed in the
course of this project. The changes have been incorporated
into the revised Use Report
located in the appendices.
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Category

The CATEGORY CODE, (e.g. COl), is the
current category assignment, as determined
by
thisproject. In some cases the category code
listed in this report will be different than
the
category assignment found in CE-NPSD-925.
This report contains the most up-to-date
assignments. The purpose of the instrument
uncertainties assessment performed in this
project was to perform a more in depth evaluation
of the application and determine if and
how instrument uncertainties should be applied.
In some cases, the evaluation resulted in
changing the category assignment. An application
may have been C01 based on an initial
evaluation the its safety significance in
Task 776. However, as a result of further
evaluation in this project, the safety significance,
and hence category of the application
may have been down-graded, based on the
reasoning and justification provided. The
latest
category assignments are shown in the revised
Use Report and in the Engineering Limit
Bases Documents.
3.1.5

Engineering Limit(s)

The absolute upper and/or lower acceptable
value(s) for a parameter specified in the EPGs.
When determining the Engineering Limit(s),
every effort was made to locate source
documentation (preferably a controlled
document) to support all assumptions
and
conclusions. If no such documentation could
be found, the best explanation available was
provided, noting that it is the informed opinion
of the author and/or participants, and it
can not be supported with qualified documentation.
The Engineering Limit does not include
any uncertainties or operational margin,
unless
specifically stated. They are intentionally
expressed in descriptive phrases to facilitate
determination of a plant specific Engineering
Limit. When appropriate, the limit is
presented as either the "Upper" or the "Lower"
limit, to indicate on which side of the limit
to apply the uncertainties.
3.1.6

Engineering Limit(s) Basis Section
This section contains a detailed explanation
of the bases for each Engineering Limit.
All
available information with appropriate references,
if available, is incorporated into the
basis section.
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The Engineering Limit Basis Document (ELB3D)
is intended to be a stand alone document
as much as possible, supported by legitimate
reference material. If no documentation can
be found, the best explanation available was provided,
noting that this is the opinion of the
author/participants and it can not be supported
with qualified documentation. All
assumptions, made or implied, in the Engineering
Limits Bases section are stated.
When the basis for the EPG application and Engineering
Limit is found to be incomplete,
non-existent, or otherwise inadequate, an appropriate
engineering limit was developed and
a basis prepared.
3.1.7

References Section
All references cited in the ELBD are listed in
this section.

3.2

Task 884

3.2.1

Instrumnent uncertainties assessnent Section

This section provides guidance that may be useful
in translating the EPG engineering limit
to a plant specific engineering limit.
The primary objective is to reach a conclusion
and
specify where instrument uncertainties should
be explicitly applied, where engineering
judgement may be used, or where instrument
uncertainties need no be applied. The report
provides the rationale/Justification used in making
the determination. The following are
examples of what was considered in making
the determination; 1) the specificity of the
engineering limit, 2) the safety significance,
3) the relationship to plant design, 4)
operational and equipment considerations,
5) the expected accident and instrument
response, 6) other corroborative indications
available to the operator, and 7) possible
operator response to finding the parameter in
or out of spec.
In accordance with CE-NPSD-925, each utility
value for all Category 1 and 2 instrumentation. should determine a numerical uncertainty
The methodology to be used by the utility
to arrive at the explicit value is defined generically
in the 'Category Report" CE-NPSD925, and specifically by each plant's procedures
for calculating uncertainties. Also
included in this section is guidance for deriving
an operational limit from the engineering
limit. The discussion addresses how to apply
the plant specific instrument uncertainties,
processes uncertainties and other operational
margin to the plant specific engineering limit
to arrive at the operational limit.
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Margin Loss Options Section

Potential margin loss options are offered for consideration
margin loss is determined to be unacceptable. This section and use in cases where the
applies to applications where
it has been determined that explicit instrument uncertainties
must be applied and where
engineering judgement may be used to account for
instrment uncertainties. It is not
applicable to applications where it has been determined
that instrument uncertainties need
not be applied.
In developing margin loss options, a review was conducted
to address the following
questions: 1) What other plant instrumentation could
be used to satisfy the intent of the
particular Use and application? 2) What alternative
technical guidance could be
incorporated into the EPGs instead of relying solely
on a particular instrument to
accomplish the intended Use and application? These
options are provided for plant
specific consideration. If a plant decides to investigate
adopting a particular option, it is
the utilities responsibility to verify the applicability
and appropriateness of the option for
their facility.
Engineering judgement was used to conduct a preliminary
evaluation of the technical
adequacy of each potential margin loss option. When
appropriate, the authors provided
recommendations for additional analyses, verifications
or simulator validations to confirm
the assumptions and conclusions of each potential margin
loss option. [Note: Specific
analysis, verification workshops, or simulator validations
were not part of this project.]
3.2.3

Summary Section
The summary contains a concise statement of the bases
for the Engineering Limit, the
intent, and whether or not instrument uncertainties should
be applied.
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Account for instrument uncertainties - Accounting for instrument uncertainties
relates
to the following:
1) To make a deliberate effort to determine the impact of instrument uncertainty
on safe
plant operation;
2)
To take action, as necessary, to ensure that the impact of instrument uncertainty
is
consistent with safe plant operation;

3)

To document this effort including a complete justification for the actions taken.

In some situations this evaluation may conclude that explicit application (actually
adjusting
the operational target value to include instrument uncertainty) of instrument
uncertainty is
not in the best interest of overall plant safety. In these cases, even though
no instrument
uncertainty value is included in the operational target value, it can still
be said that
instrument uncertainties are accounted for as a result of the evaluation.
Category - The highest level in the instrument uncertainty classification
hierarchy. An
Instrument Application's Category determines how instrument uncertainties
should be
accounted for.
Category 01

These Instrument Applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety
significance. Explicit instrument uncertainty calculation(s) should be
performed.

Category 02 These Instrument Applications possess a moderate to low
degree of
nuclear safety significance. Engineering judgement alone is acceptable
in determining instrument uncertainties.
Category 03 These Instrument Applications are not nuclear safety significant
or are
located outside of design bases space. Instrument uncertainties need not
be considered.
Corroborative instrumentation - For the purpose of this guideline,
corroborative
instrumentation is any set of Instrument Application(s) that confirm the status
of a different
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set of Instrument Applications. The corroborative argument may be invoked
to justify
classifying an Instrument Application into a lower Category than otherwise
might be
warranted were it not for the corroboration of other instruments to determine
the same
operational information.
Engineering Limit - The absolute upper and/or lower acceptable value(s) for
a parameter
specified in the EPGs. Engineering limits do not include any uncertainties
or operational
margin, unless specifically stated.
Engineering Judgement - A decision making process that relies on the use of informed
engineering opinion as the primary basis for resolution of an instrument
uncertainty
concern. When engineering judgement is used, it is best to use a consensus
approach
where the decision process team consists of members that are both, 1) knowledgeable
in
the particular issue being decided, and 2) have the background and experience
to evaluate
the full impact of their decision on integrated plant operations and plant
safety.
Instrument Application - the lowest level in the classification hierarchy.
An Instrument
Application is a unique instance of an instruction (either direct or implied)
to measure the
value of a plant parameter.
Nominal - A nominal value is a theoretical value considered to be a reasonable
estimate
of the actual value. Nominal values are non-limiting, and of such an imprecise
nature that
it serves no useful purpose to calculate and apply instrument uncertainties.
Operational Limit - The target operational value that is used in the EOPs.
It is the value
the operator evaluates plant performance against while executing the EOPs.
Safety Significance - Relates to the degree of importance to safety (measured
by the
consequence of failure to indicate properly) attached to Instrument Application
parameters
which monitor Nuclear Safety Related Systems, Structures, or Components
(SSCs). The
concept of degrees (high, moderate, low) of nuclear safety significance
is the bases for
many Category and Use definitions.
Use - The name of the intermediate level in the classification hierarchy,
e.g.:
Category - top level
Use - intermediate level

Instrument Application (either EOP or Tech Spec) - lowest level
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A Use links all its member Instrument Applications to
a single instrument uncertainty
Category. The purpose of a Use is to provide a single group
for Instrument Applications
with common nuclear safety significance and operational
functions, so that they may be
assigned to one Category as a group.
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Appendices
Tabs 1 through 4 of the report contain discussions pertaining
to the task scope and
description in relationship to other CEOG docuMents that
address Emergency Operating
Procedure .instrument uncertainties. Tabs 5 through 25 contain
Engineering Limit Bases
Documents (ELBDs) for EOP instrument applications within
the scope of this project. Tab
26 contains the revised Task 776 Use Report. Tabs 27 and
28 contain cross-references to
CEN-l52,jxevision 04.

Appendix EBLD

Parameter

A

111

Condensate Storage Tank Level

B

121- 122

Feedwater Flow

C

131- I38

Steam Generator Level

D

141- 144

Steam Generator Pressure

E

211 - 214

Radiation Monitoring

F

221 - 222

Containment Hydrogen Concentration

G

231 - 236

Containment Pressure

H

241 - 244

Containment Temperature

I

251 - 253

Reactor Power

J

261

CEA Position

K

271

Containment Spray Flow

L

311 - 312

CVCS Charging and Letdown Flow

M

321 - 327

Pressurizer Level
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N

331 - 333

Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring

0

341 - 343

HPSI Pump Flow

P

351

Refueling Water Tank Level

Q

411 - 415

RCS Average Temperature

R

421 - 423

Core Exit Temperature

S

431 - 437

RCS- Cold Leg Temperature

T

441 - 445

RCS Hot Leg Temperature

U

451 - 452

RCS Delta Temperature

V

511 - 514

RCS Subcooling

W
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{111)

System Subject Parameter:

CST Volume

Value:

[mImum required inventory]

Use:

U09
To monitor operability or operation of safety related
Systems,
Components (SSCs), that could impact the accomplishment Structures, and
of a safety function, if
impaired.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
The minimum quantity of available feedwater needed
to remove sensible and decay
heat to cool down to Shutdown Cooling entry conditions
within an assumed period
of time.
Summary:
The engineering limit is the minimum quantity of
available feedwater needed to remove sensible
and decay heat to cool down to Shutdown Cooling
entry conditions within an assumed period of
time.
Category C02 instrument uncertainty treatment is
acceptable when constructing the condensate
inventory graphs referenced in this application. In
these applications, the operator is making a
comparison of one set of conditions to another set
of conditions. Instrument uncertainties will not
impact the determination of a step change in tank
level. However, an allowance for instrument
uncertainty is typically applied to the lower end of
the indication to ensure that the operator
switches tanks before loosing suction to the in-service
tank.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The following statement is found in those guidelines
in which an assessment of condensate
inventory determines a course of action:
The available condensate inventory should be
monitored, and replenished from available
sources as necessary to continually provide a source
for a secondary heat sink. Examples
of alternate sources of condensate are nonseismic
potable tanks, etc. Plant-specific alternate sourcestanks, fire mains, lake water supplies,
of feedwater should be identified and
cited in the procedure. The condensate required
to
or cooldown may be determined from CEN-152, either maintain the plant at hot standby
Figures 13-14 and 13-15 (refs. 1 and 2).
Figures 13-14 and 13-15 are examples of the types
of figures that could be used in determining
how much condensate is required while a plant
is being cooled by auxiliary feedwater.
Figure 13-14 represents the amount of condensate
required to remove decay heat for a specific
duration of time before the shutdown cooling
system must be used. Each curve reflects a
different time after shutdown (in hours). Curves
representing intermediate time segments may be
added.
Figure 13-15 provides the operator with an indication
of how much condensate is required to
remove system sensible heat while cooling down
the plant to a desired cold leg temperature from
an initial cold leg temperature. Figure 13-14 and
Figure 13-15 must be used together to calculate
the condensate inventory required for decay heat
and sensible heat removal for a given cooldown.
The intent of condensate inventory information,
whether it is presented in graphical, nomograph,
or other forms, is to enable the operating staff
to determine whether sufficient inventory exists
for
the planned actions. It should give the operator
information in a timely manner such that, if a
cooldown is required, enough condensate will
be available to accomplish the task. In the event
that enough condensate does not exist for a cooldown
to shutdown cooling entry conditions, the
operator(s) can plan accordingly to maximize
the time to establish alternate sources of
condensate.
The inventory from those plant-specific alternate
sources of condensate must be designated in the
procedure (i.e., nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake
water supplies, potable tanks, etc.). Through
use of Figures 13-14 and 13-15, the operations
staff can evaluate condensate availability and
select an appropriate course of action for the plant
conditions which exist.
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Instrument uncertainties were not taken into consideration in generating
these curves. The curves
were arrived at analytically.
The engineering limit is the minimum quantity of available feedwater needed
to remove sensible
and decay heat to cool down to Shutdown Cooling entry conditions. The
at any given time will depend on decay heat load (time after shut down), actual engineering limit
power history, initial
RCS temperature, and desired terminal RCS temperature.
During the development of CEN-152, it was recognized that the scenarios
that had to be
addressed included 1) situations where the main condenser would not
be available to conserve
feedwater inventory, and 2) situations where secondary plant water inventory
losses were placing
a significant demand on condensate makeup reserves. It was also recognized
that the potential
inability to replenish condensate makeup reserves must be considered
in the development of
strategies to respond to these scenarios.
These considerations were used in the development of the following two
types of steps in CEN152:
(A)

"Ensure the available condensate inventory is adequate per Figures [XI.'

(B)

"Evaluate the need for a plant cooldown based on:
a.
b.
c.

plant status,
auxiliary systems availability,
condensate inventory (refer to Figures (X])."

The authors of CEN-152 were considering an underlying strategy in both
procedure steps. In this underlying strategy, plant operators take actions of these two types of
to remain informed on
what are the existing or potential limitations concerning the continued
use of any steam generator
heat sink if the ability to replenish condensate makeup reserves is interrupted
for an indefinite
duration.
These actions include: 1) obtaining information concerning the condensate
makeup requirement
for specific control strategies for heat removal safety functions, 2) the
existing inventory of
condensate makeup reserves, 3) comparison of the information obtained
from the first two
actions, 4) interpretation of the information obtained from the third action,
5) follow-up responses
to the interpretation from the fourth action.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Category C02 instrument uncertainty treatment is acceptable when constructing the condensate
inventory graphs referenced in this application. In these applications, the
operator is making a
comparison of one set of conditions to another set of conditions. Instrument
uncertainties will not
impact the determination of a step change in tank level. However, an allowance
for instrument
uncertainty is typically applied to the lower end of the indication to ensure
that the operator
switches tanks before loosing suction to the in-service tank.
There exist several sources of condensate makeup that could legitimately
be included as available
inventory for EOP purposes. Each source having a finite capacity, i.e. tanks,
will
levelhvolume indication. The inaccuracies associated with the tank level\volume have
indicator should
be accounted for when determining the available\usable inventory in each
tank.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Margin loss is not an issue for this particular application.
References:
1.',

CEN-152, Revision 04, Figures 13-14 and 13-15

2.

CEN- 152, Revision 04, Section 13.5.4, Derivation of Condensate Inventory
Curves
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIT

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)
1.

OK

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project

(

Authorization?

2.
3.
4.
5.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?
Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

V
-

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?
Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertinties need
or need not be applied for each application?

8.

MNA

9.

Has the rationalrjustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteia (page 2 of 2)
11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional
analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions
or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience
has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made
to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety
of the public?
Does the title page contain the following:
Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures

14.

15.

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17 .

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated
by the author?
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE
(CEN-152)

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION
I

{121}
System Subject Parameter:

MFW or AFW Flow

Value:

[minimum feedflow for heat removal], nominally
150 gpm

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to
the accomplishment of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

Sufficient feedwater flow to support post-trip
which includes core decay heat and RCp pumpRCS heat removal,
heat (ifRCPs are
operating), and allows the steam generator level
to recover over
time.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the required feedwater
flow to support post-trip RCS heat
removal, which includes core decay heat and RCP
pump heat (if RCPs are operating), and allows
the SG level to recover over time. The intent of
this limit is to provide backup or secondary
criteria in the heat removal acceptance criteria that
will ensure RCS temperature and subcooling
are controlled and SG level is being restored.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the
plant specific engineering limit when
determining the operational limit for this application,
if wide range SG level indication is available.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the required feedwater
flow to support post-trip RCS heat
removal, which includes core decay heat and RCP
pump heat (if RCPs are operating), and allows
the SG level to recover over time. The engineering
limit for this instrument application is variable
depending on plant conditions.
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This application is not used in the generic EPGs (CEN-152),
however it may be applicable to
plant specific applications associated with RCS heat removal
acceptance criteria in standard post
trip actions (SPTA) and the safety function status checks
(SFSCs) of other EPGs.
The intent of each of these sets of safety function acceptance
criteria is to ensure the presence of
an operable steam generator for heat removal. Each set
is intended
ensuring adequate decay heat removal following reactor shutdown. to prevent core damage by
For plants with only narrow
range SG level instrumentation, it is not uncommon for SG
level to drop below the indicated
range after a reactor trip. Therefore, the requirement to check
for
feedwater flow was included as a backup or secondary parameter a minimum amount of
in the heat removal acceptance
criteria to provide indication of an adequate heat sink when
SG level indication was unavailable
and to ensure that a "below normal range" SG level is corrected
over time.
CEN-152, revision 04, specifies: "level being restored by
main or auxiliary feedwater' as part of
the heat removal criteria because sometimes level can rise
due to a
or due to steam generator swell. Therefore, this criteria requires heatup of the steam generator
the operator to verify that main
or auxiliary feedwater is flowing to the steam generator(s)
to restore level and that the level rise is
not from another heatup or swell. The operational limit [150
gpm per SG] that was used in CEN1S2, revision 3 was a reference plant "nominal" value based
on a rough calculation of "minimum
Feed Rate", obtained by dividing "decay Heat Rate" by the
"change in Enthalpy". The results
provide an approximation of the required flow to each steam
generator that is needed to remove
the maximum assumed decay heat following reactor trip and
to restore SG level over time.
Originally, CEN-152 did not include removal of RCP heat
or sensible heat from the RCS in this
limit. However, the engineering limit should include all of
the above. Instrument inaccuracies
have not been accounted for in this value.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The engineering limit value for post-trip feedwater flow rate
need not be adjusted for instrument
uncertainties when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit, if wide range SG
level indication is available. If only narrow range SG level
indication is available, accurate
feedwater flow indication is needed when SG level is off-scale
low, and in instrument uncertainties
should be accounted for.
EPG safety function control strategies rely on process variable
indications and trends other than
feedflow rate to provide an indication of the status ofRCS
Heat
success criteria in CEN- 152 are deliberately designed to only Removal. The safety function
include consideration of specific
feedwater flow rates when the indicated steam generator
downcomer levels of in-use steam
generator(s) are less than the indicating range.
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When steam generator level is not in the indicated range, the combination
of feedwater flow to the I
in-use SG and RCS temperature and their associated trends, provide
adequate
successful plant and operator responses to monitor the RCS Heat Removal indication of
safety function. If
I
these process variables are in the acceptable range, while steam generator
level is less than the
indicating range, the RCS heat removal safety function is satisfied.
The above mentioned process variables are primary indicators, and feedwater
flow indication is
secondary. Therefore, the.'need for precise measurement of feedwater
flow at the expected rates
following a reactor trip is determined to be not necessary if wide range
SG level indication is
available and in use in the EOPs.
Trending of wide range SG level should be used to evaluate the degree
to which existing feedflow
rates are supporting recovery of steam generator level.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 2
{122}
System Subject Parameter.

MFW or AFW Flow

Value:

[maximum feedflow that will not cause water-hammer],
nominally 150 gpm

Use:

U36

To verify the operability of non-safety related equipment
such as RCPs, whose
failure to operate is not likely to impact a safety function.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

The maximum MFW/AFW flowrate to a drained steam
generator
feed ring that can be demonstrated will not cause water-hammer
damage to the feed ring of piping leading to the
feed ring.

Summary:
This limit is only applicable to plants that are equipped
with feed rings which are susceptible to
damage due to water-hammer. The engineering limit
is
to re-establishing feedwater to a voided feed ring too based on preventing feed nng damage due
quickly.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this
application. [150 gpm] is a nominal value
used for equipment protection only. Because this application
does not directly impact a safety
function, a best estimate degree of accuracy is acceptable
to obtain the desired result.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on preventing feed ring
damage due to re-establishing feedwater to
a voided feed ring too quickly.
This operational limit is only applicable to plants that
are equipped with feed rings which are
susceptible to damage due to water-hammer. The
application appears in the loss of all feed
(LOAF) optimal recovery guideline (ORG) and the
functional recovery guideline (FRG). The
purpose of the engineering limit is to prevent feed ring
damage due to excessive refill flow to a
drained feed ring.
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During the early 1980s, steam generator feed rings at several CE
NSSS units were damaged as
the result of "water-hammer" pressure transients during recovery
of feedwater flow to a drained
feed ring. The physical evidence of this damage included displaced,
unattached "J-tubes", bending
of the feedring from its installed geometry, and collapsing of portions
of the feed ring.
As the various revisions of CEN-152 were developed, the authors
of CEN-152 were generally
aware that feed ring damage had occurred as the result of water-hammer
in feedwater piping
during feedwater restoration. However, at the same time, no studies
were available to
demonstrate to what degree feed ring damage could occur during response
to a plant transient
without unacceptably degrading the heat removal capabilities of the
affected steam generator
during the remainder of the response of the transient.
There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and
the conditions to preclude feed
ring failure. A nominal feedflow of 150 gpm was recommended as
a procedural limit in CEN152, revision 03, based on the fact that no significant water-hammer
had been observed during
testing or operation with flow rates of this magnitude. Additionally,
150 gpm has been
traditionally accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for
water hammer protection. The
five minute duration of this limited flow is conservatively based on
twice the refill time for the 350
gallon feed ring. In the event that refilling of portions of the main
feedwater piping must be
considered, this time should be adjusted accordingly. Instrument
uncertainties were not included.
An intention of the authors of CEN-1 52 was to help ensure that feedwater
recovery strategies of
plant-specific Emergency Operating Procedures were designed to
minimize opportunities for
"water-hammer" shock waves in feedwater piping during recovery
of feedwater flow to a drained
feedring. The resulting steps that were placed in the EPGs focus on
deliberate manual control of
feedflow to a steam generator that has had a complete interruption
of feedflow to a steam
generator during an event.
Operator training should stress slow restoration of feedflow to the
steam generator. If the ability
to accurately monitor feedflow rate to a voided SG feedring is compromised,
then, the only other
corroborative methods that address the intent of the bases is to rely
on operator skill and
judgment to very slowly re-establish feed to the voided SG
feedring.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties.
[maximum feedflow that
will not cause water-hammer] is assumed to be a nominal value
used for equipment protection
only. This application does not directly impact a safety function, because
it is not related to the
piping leading to the feedring.
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In addition, the application of instrument uncertainties does not make sense in
this case. Applying I
instrument uncertainties to such a low engineering limit may result in the operational
limit
approaching zero, which renders the limit useless. Using a low nominal number,
such as [150]
gpm, even if appreciable instrument uncertainty does exists, should not result
in sever water
hammer, as long as the flow is restored gradually. This opinion was reached
by a consensus of
task 884/868 participants, and can not be supported with qualified documentation.
Therefore, a
best estimate degree of accuracy is acceptable to obtain the desired result.
The consequences to the -steam generator internals of restoring feed water flow
too rapidly to a
drained feed may be severe. It depends on the operator's ability to accurately
determine if the
feedring is drained or less than completely full, and subsequently the operators
ability to restore
flow slowly.
When assessing the impact of instrument uncertainties on this application, the
following questions
should apply:
1.

Is the steam generator design susceptible to feedring damage due to water hammer?

2.

Prior to restoring feed flow, is the actual level in the downcommerless than the
bottom of
the feedring, and is the feedring less than completely fill?

3..

Is the temperature of the feed water assumed to be that of the coldest possible
feedwater
source?

I
I

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:

I

None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page I of 2)
1. Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and
the Project
Asuthorizanon?
2.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly
expressed?
3. Has the Enier-gIimit been clearly identified?

N/A

6

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineenng Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

A

V

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

I

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear
Safety
been addressed?

8.

OK

^

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties
need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Ha the rationaLriustification used in makting the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made
to consider

other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to
be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)
11.

When Necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
consideked and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination(page I of X)

All Required Signatures
15.

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17.

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING IDfiT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 1

{1311
System Subject Parameter:

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[[above the feedring] or [below the feedring]

Use:

U09
To monitor operability or operation of safety related systems, structures, and
components (SSCs), that could impact the accomplishment of a safety function, if
impaired.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

SG level equivalent to the bottom of the feed ring.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on traditionally accepted industry and NRC guidance for the
prevention of water hammer damage to feed rings. With steam generator level at the bottom of
the feedring, following an interruption of feedwater flow, water hammer and the resultant
structural damage to the feed ring will be avoided when feedflow is restored.
Category C02 instrument uncertainties should be applied to the engineering limit based on the
need for the operator to take compensatory actions to avoid feedring damage.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the lower engineering limit is to keep the feed ring from drying out. With SG level
at the bottom of the feedring following an interruption of feed water flow, water hammer and the
resultant structural damage to the feed ring will be avoided when feedflow is restored.
This operational limit is only applicable to plants that are equipped with feed rings which are
susceptible to damage due to water-hammer. The application appears in the loss of all feed
(LOAF) optimal recovery guideline (ORG) and the functional recovery guideline (FRG). The
purpose of the engineering limit is to prevent feed ring damage due to excessive refill flow to a
drained feed ring.
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During the early 1980s, steam generator feed rings at several CE NSSS
units were damaged as
the result of "water-hammer" pressure transients during recovery of feedwater
feed ring. The physical evidence of this damage included displaced, unattachedflow to a drained
"3-tubes", bending
of the feedring from its installed geometry, and collapsing of portions
of the feed ring.
As the various revisions of CEN-152 were developed, the authors of
CEN-152 were aware that
feed ring damage had occurred as the result of water-hammer in feedwater
piping during
feedwater restoration. However, at the same time, no studies were available
to demonstrate to
what degree feed ring damage could occur during response to a plant
transient without
unacceptably degrading the heat removal capabilities of the affected steam
generator during the
remainder of the response of the transient.
There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the
conditions to preclude feed
ring failure. A nominal feedflow rate of 150 gpm has been recommended
as a procedural limit
based on the fact that no significant water-hammer has been observed
during
testing or operation
with flow rates of this magnitude. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally
accepted as a flow
limit by industry and the NRC for water hammer protection. The five
minute duration of this
limited flow is conservatively based on twice the refill time for the 350
gallon feed ring. In the
event that refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be considered,
this time should
be adjusted accordingly. Instrument uncertainties were not included.
The intention of the authors of CEN-152 was to help ensure that feedwater
plant-specific Emergency Operating Procedures were designed to minimize recovery strategies of
opportunities for
"water-hammer' shock waves in feedwater piping during recovery of
feedwater flow to a drained
feed ring. The resulting steps that were placed in the EPGs concern
deliberate manual control of
feedflow to a steam generator that has had a complete interruption of
feedflow to a steam
generator during an event.
Operator training should stress slow restoration of feedflow to the steam
generator. If the ability
to accurately monitor feedflow rate to a voided SG feedring is compromised,
then, the only other
corroborative methods that address the intent of the bases is to rely
on operator skill and
judgment to very slowly re-establish feed to the voided SG feedring.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Category C02 instrument uncertainties should be applied to the engineering
limit based on the
need for the operator to take compensatory actions to avoid feedring
damage. Category C02
treatment is justified because this application does not directly impact
a safety function. There is
no evidence to show that water-hammer in the feed ring will damage
feed piping external to the
SG. This opinion was reached by a consensus of task 884/868 participants,
and can not be
supported with qualified documentation.
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If feed ring damage were to occur as a result of water-hammer, the damage would not interfere
with adding water to the generator and consequently cooling the core. This opinion was reached
by a consensus of task 884/868 participants, and can not be supported with qualified
documentation.

I

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:

I

None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUEiNT 3 - APPLICATION
2
{132}El
System Subject Parameter.

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[SG level for initiating OTC], nominally 15 %

Use:

U05
To verify or ensure RCS and Core Heat Removal
Safety Function Acceptance
Criteria are satisfied.

Cat:

C01

Use:

U19
To provide indirect support for the accomplishment
of a safety function.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

The point at which the steam generator starts to
become ineffective
as a heat sink.

Summary:
The intent of this limit is to ensure that action is taken
after a loss of all feedwater event, while some margin to line up Once-Through-Cooling (OTC),
still exists to the point where the steam
generator starts to become ineffective as a heat sink.
This margin is necessary to ensure that OTC
will be initiated prior to a complete loss of SG heat
removal, and ultimately prevent core
uncovery.
This application possesses a moderate degree of
nuclear safety significance, because of the use of
T cold instrumentation as a backup to SG level instrumentation.
Therefore, category two (C02)
instrument uncertainties and engineering judgment
may
be
applied
to the plant specific
engineering limit to arrive at an appropriate plant
specific operational limit. If T cold is not used
as a backup to SG level, this application should
be CO0.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The basis for the engineering limit is to initiate Once-Through-Cooling
(O-T-C) during a loss of
all feedwater (LOAF) event before the steam generator
(SG) becomes ineffective as a heatsink.
The conditions under which primary feed and bleed would
be successfWll in preventing core
uncovery can be qualitatively described by starting with
a comparison of the mass flow rates of
the PORVs, BPSI pumps and charging pumps as a function
of pressure. During O-T-C, there
will always be a net mass loss from the RCS as long as
the RCS pressure is above the shutoff head
of the HPSI pump.. Thus, in order for primary feed and
uncovery, it must be initiated in a manner that results bleed to be successful in preventing core
in RCS depressurization to below the HPSI
pump shutoff head in time to prevent core uncovery. Parametric
studies, for a given plant design,
show that the two factors which primarily determine if
core uncovery will occur are the size of the
PORVs and when they are opened. The larger the PORVs,
the later they can be opened and still
prevent core uncovery. (refs. 1, 2 and 3).
Wide range SG level decreasing to [SG level for initiating
OTC], nominally LI 5%] in both SGs is
used as indication of a total loss of all feedwater event
in the EPGs. This value was selected to
ensure that at least one SG is a viable heat sink at the time
O-T-C is established. This strategy is
intended to ensure that there is no interruption in core
and RCS heat removal during the transition
from heat removal via O-T-C. The CEN-152, revision
03 operational imit is based on an assumed
SG wide range level instrument inaccuracy of[t10%]
plus a [5%] margin to where the SG starts
to become an ineffective heat sink. An effective SG heatsink
is defined as a SG having enough
secondary inventory with steaming capability such that
core decay heat can be removed without
uncontrolled reduction in RCS subcooling.
In the event of a total loss of all feed water, if O-T-C
is not initiated until after both SGs are lost
as a heatsink, core uncovery and possible core damage
may occur. The loss of a SG as a heatsink
will result in reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature
and
expansion into the pressurizer will result in RCS pressure pressure increasing rapidly. RCS
opening
period of subcooled depressurization, two phase repressurization the PORVs. Following a
occurs resulting in the primary
safety valves (PSVs) lifting and RCS pressure remaining
above high pressure safety injection
(HPSI) pump shutoff head. The duration of the subsequent
two phase depressurization phase of
the event depends on the decay heat generation rate at
the time feedwater was lost. However,
RCS inventory will continue to be lost through the PSVs
or the PORVs, with no means to
replenish it, and core uncovery will occur before HPSI
injection is reestablished (ref 1).
The authors of CEN- 152 used engineering judgment
in selecting the engineering limit used in the
EPGs. They did not actually calculate the time required
to steam the SG dry. They did not
actually calculate the time required to transition from SG
heat removal to O-T-C. In both cases,
the results would be plant specific.
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They validated the operational limit and margin
through
to ensure the adequacy ofthe selected EPG strategy. the various simulator validation sessions
The EPG specified times and margins were
found to be acceptable through those validation
operator action times, than calculations would sessions, and in fact, are more accurate for
most likely be. Each utility should use their plant
specific design and system response to determine
their engineering limit and EOP operational
limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application possesses a moderate degree
of nuclear safety significance, because of the use
of
T cold instrumentation as a backup to SG level
instrumentation. Therefore, category two (C02)
instrument uncertainties and engineering judgment
may be applied to the plant specific
engineering limit to arrive at an appropriate plant
specific operational limit. If T cold is not used
as a backup to SG level, this application should
be CO 1.
Task 776 defines the SPTA, SFSC, and success
path acceptance criteria applications as category
one applications. Category C02 is acceptable
in this case because of the use of T cold as a
backup indication. Also by definition in task 776,
actions were assigned to category two. To avoid applications in the instructions and contingency
a situation where similar applications located
in
different sections of the EPGs have different
operational limits, all of these applications should
be
treated as C02. By doing so, the same value
will be used throughout the EPGs. This practice
is
conservative by nature, and preferred from a human
factors perspective.
At least one SG, having at least [SG level for
initiating OTC], nominally 15 % wide range
level is
intended to ensure that sufficient SG inventory
is available to support RCS heat removal during
the transition to O-T-C. This operational limit
is based on an assumed SG wide range level
instrument inaccuracy of [±10%] plus a [5%]
margin to where the SG starts to become an
ineffective heat sink (0% for the EPG reference
plant).
The actual inventory in the SG where it begins
to be an ineffective heat sink is difficult to
accurately establish for all plant conditions and
power histories. The operational limit should
not
be less than the engineering limit, plus instrument
inaccuracies, plus some operational margin,
based on how long it takes to initiate O-T-C.
It is
for initiating O-T-C. When the criteria are reached,important to stress that these are the criteria
initiating O-T-C, not continuing efforts to restore the primary effort of the crew then becomes
feedwater. It is important to establish O-T-C
before RCS temperature and pressure start increasing.
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Efforts to restore feedwater may continue, as
long as
plants that do not have PORVs, or a depressurization it does not delay establishing O-T-C. For
system, restoration of a viable SG heat sink
is the only option.
Potential Margin :Loss Options:
Margin loss is not an issue with this application.
Applying a larger amount of instrument
uncertainty will move the operational limit in
the conservative direction. The consequences
may possibly result in prematurely initiating
of this
O-T-C. From a safety point of view, this is
acceptable.
References:
1.

CE-NPSD-167, "Alternatives for Decay Heat
Removal
Supply Systems", Task 434 Final Report, September in C-E Supplied Nuclear Steam
1982, section 5.5, "Analysis of
Primary Feed and Bleed".

2.

CEN-239, "Depressurization and Decay heat
Removal Response to NRC Questions", June
1983, section 2.8, "Question 8: Extended Loss
of Feedwater".

3.

CEN-152, revision 03, page 8-50.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1- DOCUMENT 3- APPLICATION 3
{133}
System Subject Parameter.

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[SG level for terminating O-T-C], nominally 30 %

Use:

U69
to verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided
in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

Steam generator level corresponding to approximately 1/3 of
the
tube height.

Summary:
The engineering limit is a "nominal value" that represents a conservative
steam generator level
that will provide adequate primary to secondary heat transfer area
to ensure single phase natural
circulation flow will be established. The operational limit is intended
to increase the likelihood that
single phase natural circulation can be maintained following termination
of OTC, even if a
temporary interruption of feedwater should occur.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied when determining
an appropriate plant specific
operational limit. This application possesses a low degree of nuclear
safety significance, relative
to this EOP application. 1/3 of the tube height is a nominal value.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is a "nominal value" that represents a
conservative steam generator level
that will provide adequate primary to secondary heat transfer area
to ensure single phase natural
circulation flow will be established. The steam generator heat transfer
area is sized for full power
operation. Therefore, only a portion of the tubes (approximately
1/3
corresponding to 3040°/0 WR level) must remain covered to ensure of the tube height,
normal NC flow. This is a
minimum level for ensuring that single phase NC is viable. It also
provides some margin to the
point where OTC initiation would be justified (ref. 1).
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The operational limit is intended to increase the likelihood that single
phase natural circulation can
be maintained following termination of OTC, even if a temporary
interruption of feedwatertshould
occur. The operational limit of 30% WR in CEN-152, revision 03
was obtained by adding 25%
margin to the O-T-C initiation level of 5% WR to ensure that RCS
heat removal can be
maintained for some time after OTC has been terminated in case feed
water is once again lost.
The 25% margin was arbitrarily chosen to provide additional assurance
that natural circulation
will be established.
This application appears only once in the EPGs as part of the termination
criteria for stopping
Once-Through-Cooling (O-T-C). The particular criterion deals with
verifying that at least one
SG is available to provide a viable heat sink for RCS heat removal
before securing O-T-C, by
verifying wide range SG level greater than [SG level for terminating
O-T-C], nominally 30 %,
with feed and controlled steaming capability.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application possesses a low degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to this EOP
application. The engineering limit is a nominal value. Therefore category
(C03) applies and
instrument uncertainties need not be applied when determining an
appropriate plant specific
operational limit.
The actual amount of operational margin to be applied is arbitrary
and up to the analyst. 25%
margin was used by the authors of CEN-152. When determining
the amount of additional
operational margin, it is important to keep in mind that the basic intent
of the operational limit.
The purpose of the limit is to ensure that when trainsitioning back
to SG heat removal, there is
more than an adequate feedwater inventory in the SG to support
natural
additional margin in case feedwater makeup is temporarily interrupted. circulation, plus some
Therefore, the minimum
required level is proportional to decay heat load. The time required
to establish a thermal driving
head will vary with decay heat load and initial level. The operational
value should include an
allowance for a possible interruption of feedwater makeup capability.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Margin loss is not an issue with this application. Applying a larger
amount of instrument
uncertainty will move the operational limit in the conservative direction.
The consequences of this
may possibly result in remaining in OTC longer than necessary. From
a safety point of view, this
is acceptable.
References:

1.

CE-NPSD-154, Natural Circulation Cooldown, Task 430 final Report,
section 5.3.5,
"RCS Heat Removal", page 5-35.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 4
{134}
System Subject Parameter
Value:
Use:

MS Steam Generator Level

[expected post-trip band]
Ull
To verify plant parameters are in the "normal" or expected post-trip
range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Maximum observed normal post-trip steam generator level.

Lower =

Minimum observed normal post-trip steam generator level.

Summary:
The bases for the upper and lower engineering limits is the normal post-trip
steam generator level
response.
Calculated instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly applied or accounted
for in this
application.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the upper and lower engineering limits is the normal or "nominal"
post-trip steam
generator level response. A nominal value is one that is consistent with
the planned or design
plant response. Nominal is by definition, not limiting and may have a wide
range of acceptable
values depending on plant conditions.
The intent of this application is to establish a post-trip reference band for
SG level, where the
operator can correctly conclude that the secondary systems are operating
satisfactory. This is
particularly true when SG level in the [expected post-trip band] is used in
SPTA and in RTR. In
CEN-152, the purpose of SPTA and SFSCs is to try to identify safety functions
that are being
challenged by the event. The ability to maintain [expected post-trip band]
implies the RCS heat
removal via the steam generators is not being challenged by the event.
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The authors of the CEN-152, decided to refer to the no-load
SG control band as the "normal
control band". For simplicity, the terminology, "normal control
band" is used through out the
EPGs. This convention is true for all of the referenced EPG
applications, even though they may
differ slightly on a plant specific level.
The acceptance criteria for RCS heat removal success paths involving
a steam generator require
that at least one steam generator must have level within the [normal
control band] with feedwater
available to maintain level, or level being restored to its [normal
control band] by feedwater .
Based on these requirements, the engineering limits for these
uses will be equal to the upper and
lower engineering limits for normal operation.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The relative degree of safety significance associated with this
application in the EOPs is low. This
application does not directly impact a safety function. It does not
require a high degree of
accuracy to conclude that the post-trip response is in the normal
band. In this case, the same
degree of accuracy that is required for normal operations is acceptable
for EOP applications.
It is generally not practical, nor necessary to explicitly apply instrument
uncertainties to nominal
values. Further, instrument inaccuracy should only be applied
to limitin values where the basis
for the limit is known, and the limit can be numerically determined.
Therefore, for this
application, calculated instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly
applied or accounted for.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 6
{136}
System Subject Parameter:

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[normal control band]

Use:

Ull
To verify plant parameters are in the "normal" or expected post-trip
range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Maximum observed normal post-trip steam generator level.

Lower =

Minimum observed normal post-trip steam generator level.

Summary:
The bases for the upper and lower engineering limits is the normal
post-trip steam generator level
response.
Calculated instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly applied or
accounted for in this
application.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the upper and lower engineering limits is the normal
or "nominal" post-trip steam
generator level response. A nominal value is one that is consistent
with the planned or design
plant response. Nominal is by definition, not limiting and may have
a wide range of acceptable
values depending on plant conditions.
The authors of the CEN-152, EPGs decided to refer to the no-load
SG
"normal control band". For simplicity, the terminology, "normal controlcontrol band as the
band' is used through
out the EPGs. This convention is true for all of the referenced EPG
applications, even though
they may differ slightly on a plant specific level.
The acceptance criteria for RCS heat removal success paths involving
a steam generator require
that at least one steam generator must have level within the [normal
control band] with feedwater
available to maintain level, or level being restored to its [normal control
band] by main or auxiliary
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feedwater. Based on these requirements, the engineering limits for these uses
will be equal to the
upper and lower engineering limits for normal operation.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The relative degreeoOf safety significance associated with this application in the
EOPs is low. This
application does not directly impact a safety function. It does not require a high
degree of
accuracy to conclude that SG level is within of being restored to the normal control
band. In this
case, the same degree of accuracy that is required for normal operations is acceptable
for EOP
applications.
@
It is generally not practical, nor necessary to explicitly apply instrument uncertainties
to nominal
values. Further, instrument inaccuracy should only be applied to limiting values
where the basis
for the limit is known, and the limit can be numerically determined. Therefore,
for this
application, calculated instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly applied
or accounted for.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 7
{137}
System Subject Parameter.

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[top of the indicated range], nominally 85%

Use:

U22

To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment
of a safety

function.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper
Summary:

=

the highest reliable and measurable level which can be accepted
before steam generator level is considered off-scale high

The engineering limit is the highest reliable and measurable level which
can be accepted before
steam generator level is considered off-scale high. Calculated instrument
uncertainties need not be
explicitly applied or accounted for in this application because there
is no defined upper limit
within the range of indication that is being protected against.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is the highest reliable and measurable level which
can be accepted before
steam generator level is considered off-scale high. A nominal operational
limit is 85%. The
upper limit maintains level in the indicated range to limit the possibility
of filling the affected
steam generator to the point that the main steam header is also filled.
This application is used in SGTR instructions. The intent is to maintain
the isolated SG level to
prevent over filling the SG and keep the tubes covered. If the isolated
SG level is rising due to
RCS in-leakage, the operator is instructed to let it continue to rise
to greater than the [top of
the tubes], then maintain it less than the [top of the indicated range].
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Calculated instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly applied or
accounted for in this
application because there is no defined upper limit within the range
of indication that is being
protected against. Instrument uncertainties will not negatively affect
accomplishing the intended
function of the step because there are several feet of elevation above
the upper tap of the SG level
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instruments to the elevation of the MS lines. Engineering judgement may be used when selecting
the highest reliable and measurable level which can be accepted before steam generator level
is
considered off-scale high.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:

None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 1 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 8
{138}

System Subject Parameter.

MS Steam Generator Level

Value:

[top of the tube bundle]

Use:

U34
To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment
are
necessary to support a safety function.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

the elevation of the top of the steam generator tube bundle.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the elevation of the top of the tube bundle.
Accurate SG level
indication is very important is this case to effectively execute the
associated SG level control
strategies. Therefore, instrument uncertainties must be accounted
for. Engineering judgement
may be used when applying the uncertainties.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is the elevation of the top of the tube bundle.
application is used in SGTR strategies to control level in the isolated This instrument
SG and to cool\
depressurize the isolated SG to SDC entry conditions.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
These applications possess of low degree of nuclear safety significance.
level indication is very important to effectively execute the associated However, accurate SG
SG level control strategies.
Instrument uncertainties should be known and accounted for when
selecting the associated
operational limit. Due to the low safety significance of these applications,
engineering judgement
may be used when applying the uncertainties.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and
the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?_

4.

Has the bases frthe Engineering Limit been clearly
expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly
expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

5.
6.

N/A

I

_OO

4 '

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to
nuclear Safety.
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument
uncertainties need
or need
not be applied for each application?

9.

Hlas the rationaVdustification used in maldng the
applicabilitye
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been
made to consider

other options to be used in the event that the instrument
uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them
to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

-

N/A

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)

All Required Signatures
15.

Does the header of each page contain the following:
- Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

16.
17.

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:

-P

-

-

uepennUUCUL Kewer:
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System Subject Parameter:

MS Steam Generator Pressure

Value:

[minimum expected post-trip value], nominally < 800 psial

Use:

U11
To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip
range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Minimum expected normal post-trip SG pressure.

Lower =

Main Steam Isolation System (MSIS) setpoint.

Summary:
The upper engineering limit is based on the lowest expected post-trip
steam
The lower engineering limit is based on the low steam generator pressure generator pressure.
setpoint for MSIS for in
technical specifications. The operational limit and engineering limit
are intended to mitigate or
prevent excessive RCS heat removal resulting from a malfunction
of the Turbine Bypass Valves
(TBVs), Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs), or Main Steam Safety
Valves (MSSVs).
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application because
it is backed up by MSIS
which is designed to protect the core in severe overcooling events,
independent of operator
action.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the upper engineering limit is the lowest expected post-trip
steam generator
pressure. The bases for the lower limit is the same as the bases for
the TS low SG pressure
setpoint for MSIS (refs. 1 and 2).
This application is used in standard post trip actions (SPTAs), reactor
coolant system (RCS) Heat
Removal contingency actions to provide early recognition of an
over-cooling event and to verify
that the secondary systems are working properly.
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In this application, the operator is directed to ensure that the turbine bypass
valves (TBVs),

atmospheric dump valves (ADVs), and main steam safety valves (MSSVs) are closed
if SG
pressure is less than the [minimum expected post-trip value], nominally < 850 psia.
The
operational limit should be set for approximately 50 psia below the upper engineering
limit,
(approximately 800 psia). The limit is intended to detect off-normal SG pressure response
following a reactor trip. It is assumed that if SG pressure decreases to less than the
[minimum
expected post-trip valuest
nominally < 850 psia, approximately 100 psia below the normal
control point, then some system abnoa5ality exists that should be investigated and
corrected. The
operational limit should be far enough below the [expected post-trip band], nominally
850 - 920
psia] to minimize unnecessary operator action, but high enough to allow time for
the operator to
identify and correct a control system problem prior to reaching the MSIS setpoint.
The degree of safety significance of this application is low because MSIS will back
up any omitted
operator action. CEN-152 revision 03 did not include instrument uncertainties in
the [800 psia]
EPG operational limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Explicit SG pressure instrument uncertainties need not be applied or specifically accounted
for in
the equivalent plant specific operational limit.
This application was category two (C02) in CEOG task 776, CE-NPSD-925, revision
00. As a
result of a more extensive review of this application in this task, this application has been
changed
to category three (C03). This change is justified for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

The lack of absolute accuracy of the SG pressure instrumentation in this case will not
prevent the operator from accomplishing the intended function of this instrument
application.
There is significant redundant and corroborative instrumentation available to the operator
to address the intent of this instrument application.
The instrument application is backed up by and MSIS which is designed to protect
the
core in sever overcooling events, independent of operator action.

The plant specific operational limit should be less than the no-load SBCS control program
band
and less than the typical SG pressure trend following an uncomplicated reactor trip.
The selected
value should be far enough below the SBCS control program to avoid unnecessary
operator
intervention, while still high enough to give the operator time to find and correct a problem
prior
to a MSIS actuation, if possible.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:

1.

CIEN-pa
35Restructured Standard Technical Specifications, Volume 3, Bases, May
1989,

page B 3.2-46A

2.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01 "Standard Technical Specifications Combustion
Engineering
Plants, page B 3.3-17 and B 3.3-20
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System Subject Parameter:

MS Steam Generator Pressure

Value:

[lwest MSSV setpoint] or [maximum expected post trip value],
nominally 950

Use:

U27
To prevent or mitigate off-site exposure
to the public.

Cat:

COl

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

less than the equivalent pressure to the lowest set Main Steam
Safety Valve (MSSV), including lift tolerance.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the pressure setpoint for the lowest lifting
main steam safety valve, plus
lift tolerance. Maintaining this limit prevents an uncontrolled
release of radioactivity from a
ruptured steam generator through the MSSVs.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation
should be performed for this
application due to its relationship to off-site exposure to the
public as described in the bases
section. The derived uncertainties should be applied to the plant
specific engineering limit when
determining the appropriate plant specific operational limit.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the lift setpoint of the lowest
MSSV, plus lift tolerance.
The intent of the application is prevent lifting an MSSV which
then sticks open, resulting in an
uncontrolled release to the environment, because the operator
can do nothing to stop it.
The CEN-152 revision 03 operational limit [< 950 psia] was
derived bytaking the lowest MSSV
setting [1000 psia.], subtracting the lift tolerance, typically dI%
(ref. 1), [ 1I0 psi], and additional
operational margin [40 psi].
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This application appears in steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) and in heat removal (HR-and
HR-2) of the functional recovery guideline (FRG) . In these steps the operator is directed to
maintain the affected steam generator (SG) pressure less than the [lowest MSSV lift setpoint],
nominally 950 psiaJ once the ruptured SG has been isolated. The operator is instructed to
operate the atmospheric dump valves (ADVs) from the Control Room, or locally as necessary.
Maintaining this operational limit prevents an uncontrolled release of radioactivity from the
ruptured SG to the environment via the MSSVs, if the MSSV sticks open after actuating. The
objective is to use the ADVs to control SG pressure prior to reaching the MSSV lift setpoint.
It is believed that this application was included in earlier revisions of CEN-152 during its

development in response to NRC concerns about off-site exposure during a SGTR event.

However, documented evidence in support this belief could not be located.

In SGTR, the steam generator with higher activity, higher radiation levels, or increasing water
level should be isolated. Reducing RCS temperature to below the saturation temperature
associated with the setpoint of the lowest MSSV is one of the actions required to prevent
inadvertent opening the isolated SG MSSV, which is a direct path to the environment. However,
should the pressure in the isolated SG approach the lift setpoint for the isolated SG MSSVs for
steam generator protection, it is more desirable from the perspective of positive operator control
that the ADVs open first. This is accomplished by raising the automatic ADV lift setpoint to the
upper end of the [expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia, or by manually'Jocally
opening the ADV at the upper end of the [expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia and
increasing, if it fails to open in auto. To minimize release of radioactivity to the environment,
opening the affected SG ADVs should be minimized.
This instrument application helps ensure that the assumptions in accident analysis associated with
off-site exposure during design basis events (DBEs) are not exceeded. Instrumentation used to
mitigate off-site exposure to the public have a high priority in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criteria.
Therefore, this instrument application is considered to have a high degree of nuclear safety
significance.

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO1) should be performed for the SG
pressure instruments used by the operator in this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit.
The application of instrument uncertainties is important to carrying out the intent of this particular
instrument application due to its relationship to off-site exposure to the public as described in the
bases section.
The plant specific engineering limit is derived as described in the bases section. The plant specific
operational limit is arrived at by subtracting plant specific SG pressure instrument uncertainties
from the plant specific engineering limit.
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Additional operational margin is taken from the resultant value to arrive at a
readable and

controllable operational limit. The amount of additional operational margin is arrived
at
subjectively. When doing so, it is important to keep in mind the basic intent of the
operational
limit and what it is designed to protect against, i.e. inadvertent or unnecessary opening
of the
MSSVs on an isolated steam generator with a tube rupture. Deliberate operation
of the ADVs is
preferred, if necessary to control SG pressure. The operational limit should be high
enough to
avoid unnecessarily opening the ADVs, but low enough to ensure operator action prior
to lifting
an MSSV. Equipment location, operator training, and response time should be factored
in to the
value determnination. The value should be easy to read on the designated SG pressure
indicators.
This application occurs in SGTR and in the Functional Recovery Procedure. Consequently,
harsh
containment instrument uncertainties need to be included for the FRG instrument
application.
Potential Margi Loss Options:
If when plant specific instrument uncertainties are applied to the plant specific engineering
limit
and the resultant margin between the engineering limit and the operational limit is
not acceptable,
the following options may be considered:
1.

SG temperature indication (if available) could be used to determine the equivalent
saturated SG pressure. The operator would have to place the controller in manual
and
operate the ADVs manually using this indication. Directing the operator to take
action
based on SG shell temperature instrumentation to address the intent of this application
may have unacceptable limitations. For example, deriving the equivalent saturation
pressure requires that the operator refer to the steam tables.

2.

T hot in the affected loop will be approximately equal to the affected SG temperature.
Therefore, SG pressure will be approximately equal to the saturation temperature
associated with T hot. It should be noted that this will not be true under some
circumstances, (e.g. forced flow in an isolated SG loop during a rapid RCS cooldown).

References:

1.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
Protection" Class 2 Components.
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System Subject Parameter:

MS Steam Generator Pressure

Value:

[expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia

Use:

Ull

To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper =

35 psi above a nominal [885 psia] setpoint for the TBVs/SBCS

Lower

35 psi below a nominal [885 psia] setpoint for the TBVs1SBCS

=

Summary:

The engineering and operational limits are based on a 10 0 F post-trip RCS
temperature control
band of nominally [525 - 535°F] which was established based on engineering
judgment
(including, but not centered on the no-load temperature) to arrive at the
SG pressure control
band.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application. Instrument
uncertainties were
already included when establishing the normal TBVs/SBCS control band.
In addition, it does not
require a high degree of instrument accuracy to verify that a parameter is within
the normal
control band.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering and operational limits are based on a 100 F post-trip RCS
temperature control
band of nominally [525 - 535 0F] which was established based on engineering
judgment
(including, but not centered on the no-load temperature) to arrive at the SG
pressure control
band. The resulting nominal SG pressure band is [850 - 920 psia], with a
nominal TBV
setpoint of 885 psia.. The intent of this application is to assist the operator
in detecting a
malfunction of the TBVs, MSSVs or steam bypass control system (SBCS)
as soon as possible.
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This application is used in Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs)
as part of the criteria for
acceptable Reactor Coolant System (RCS) heat removal, i.e.
at least one steam generator-(SG)
has level in the [normal control band] or feedwater restoring level
to the [normal control band],
average RCS temperature within the [expected post-trip band],
and SG pressure within the
[expected post-trip band].
The high and low operational limits are intended to define the
normal post-trip SG pressure band,
and thereby assist the operator in detecting and responding to
a malfunction with the TBVs,
MSSVs or steam bypass control system (SBCS) as soon as possible.
The TBVs/SBCS is
designed to remove decay heat and sensible heat following a
reactor trip without overcooling the
RCS.

I
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application does not directly impact a safety
function. Therefore, it does not
require a high degree of accuracy. Explicit SG pressure instrument
applied or specifically accounted for in determining the appropriate uncertainties need not be
plant specific operational
limit.
This application is used to confirm that SG pressure is within the
expected range (normal control
band) following an uncomplicated reactor trip. It is used to
help the operator verify that the
TBVs/SBCS is functioning properly.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter.

MS Steam Generator Pressure

Value:

(MSIS setpoint], nominally 500 psia.

Use:

U13

To verify automatic actuation of the ESFAS due to its setpoint being exceeded, or
to indicate directly to the operator to manually actuate the safety systems
associated with those setpoints since they failed to automatically actuate.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Lower

=

the technical specification engineered safety features actuation
system (ESFAS) setpoint for main steam isolation system (MSIS)
on low steam generator (SG) pressure.

Summary:
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical specification low
steam generator pressure setpoint for MSIS. This application is used in SPTA (RCS heat
removal), to prompt the operator to ensure that MSIS has actuated at the low SG pressure
setpoint.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this application, because the ESFAS setpoint is
included only for the purpose of ensuring actuation at setpoint.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the TS low SG pressure setpoint
for MSIS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit. The MSIS setpoint is set
sufficiently below the fill load operating value for steam pressure so as not to interfere with
normal plant operation. However, the setting is high enough to provide the required protection
for excessive steam demand. An excessive steam demand causes the RCS to cool down resulting
in a positive reactivity addition to the core. A MSIS is required to prevent the excessive
cooldown(refs. 1 and 2).
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This instrument application is used in standard post trip actions (SPTAs),
RCS heat removal, to
prompt the operator to ensure that main steam isolation system (MSIS)
has actuated on low SG
pressure. The intent of the application is to prompt the operator to
verify
actuation or to manually initiate MSIS if it did not actuate when required. automatic MSIS
The engineering limit establishes the decreasing SG pressure value
at which automatic pressure
controls activate to backup the SBCS to mitigate an excessive heat
removal event independent of
operator action.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

This application is a nominal ESFAS actuation setpoint. Since the intent
is to verify MSIS
actuation at setpoint, it serves no useful purpose to add additional
uncertainties to those already
applied to establish the MSIS setpoint.
Instrument uncertainties are not applied in this case because we do
not
initiate any safety signal too early. Such action may further complicate want the operator to
an
the safety systems to automatically initiate when designed and the design event. Also, we expect
setpoint already
accounts for instrument uncertainties (ref 2). Therefore, this should
only be a manual backup in
case the automatic setpoint does not initiate.
In addition, failure of the RPS and ESFAS systems to automatically
actuate (as would be the case
if manual actuation was required) is considered to be outside design
bases space. Therefore, it is
not possible to accurately calculate and apply instrument uncertainties
in a meaningful manner in
this operational space.
Finally, no additional instrument uncertainties need to be added to
the ESFAS setpoint because
doing so would unnecessarily complicate the EOPs by creating a second
number to be used in the
EOPs for MSIS actuation verification. This would place an unjustified
burden on the operator.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

CEN-355, Restructured Standard Technical Specifications, Volume
3, Bases, May 1989,
page B 3.2-46A

2.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01 "Standard Technical Specifications Combustion
Engineering

Plants, page B 3.3-17 and B 3.3-20
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

3.
4.
5.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.

-

-

17.
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Date of Issue
Correct Revision
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Does the header of each page contain the following:
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-
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System Subject Parameter

Cond Air Eject Rad Monitor Activity

Value:

Condenser offgas monitor[alarm]

Use:

U28
To prevent significant releases of radioactive material to the environment by plant
configuration control during accident conditions

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

condenser off-gas monitor alarm value.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the condenser off-gas monitor alarm setpoint, based on the minimum
detectable activity. The intent of the application is to assist the operator in diagnosing a steam
generator tube rupture event.
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those all ready included in the alarm setpoint, need not be
applied. Alarm setpoints are adjusted/calibrated under the direction of other controlled
procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing alarm to assist in identif'ing steam generator tube
rupture events.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the minimum detectable activity which is defined as the smallest
concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will consistently yield a net count, above
system and detector background, with a low [5%] probability of non-detection or false detection
(e.g. nuisance alarm). Minimum detectable is further defined as the following:
1)the threshold level at which the detection system will consistently detect the signal,
2) the level that could be detected most of the time, and not detected only occasionally,
3) however defined, does not guarantee with certainty the presence or absence of a signal, it is a
fimction of statistics, probabilities and background (ref 2).
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The intent of this application is to assist the operator in diagnosing
a SGTR event, and to help to
discriminate between a SGTR and other events that result in
indications of RCS inventory loss
(i.e. LOCAs and ESDEs). The importance of basing the alarm
setpoint on minimum detectable
activity is further supported by a review of a recent SGTR event.
This event provides more
evidence that the condenser off-gas monitor alarm setpoint should
not be based on projected site
boundary dose, but on the activity levels in the primary and secondary
coolant.
After reviewing the above event, an NRC Augmented Inspection
Team (AIT) concluded that
because of this inappropriate setting, the condenser off-gas monitor
alarm could not have
provided reliable and timely indication of a tube rupture (ref
1). In fact, the condenser off-gas
monitor did not alarm until about I hour after the SGTR occurred
due to the high alarm setpoint
based on off-site dose and because the monitor was not within
calibration tolerances. This
resulted in a substantial delay in diagnosing the SGTR, and therefore
prevented the operators
from taking prompt mitigative actions in accordance with plant
emergency procedures. In
addition they concluded that operators should not overly rely
on high
early warning of abnormal rad levels. They stressed the importance radiation alarms to provide
of the operator trending
radiation and radioactivity levels, and being alert to unexplained
changes.
The condenser ofigas high activity, including the high alarm
is important to plant safety because it
is used to alert the operator to the onset of a radioactive release
to the environment.
The determination of the alarm setpoint is not addressed in this
document.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application is category 03. It is not necessary to apply additional
this EOP use because this monitor alarm setpoint is adjusted/calibratedinstrument uncertainties for
under other controlled
procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing setpoint to provide
indication of a SGTR event.
Periodic adjustment of the alarm setpoint may be required to
accommodate changes in SG
activity, due to small changes in SG tube leakage that may be
within the bounds of the technical
specification limits, as well as variations in detector Background.
Adjustments to the air ejector
high activity alarm setpoint should be made to maintain the operational
integrity of the alarm, such
that further degradation of SG tube performance (i.e., increased
activity) can be readily detected.
An alarm setpoint based on minimum detectable activity is justified
its importance in detecting SGTRs. This application is not related for this application because of
to off-site dose projections for
DBAs.
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Design basis steam generator tube rupture events would result in a large increase in condenser
off-gas activity, much greater than the minimum level of detection and the alarm setpoint. Smaller
tube ruptures (or leaks) would be detected and confirmed by monitoring changes in condenser
off-gas activity and changes in steam generator secondary chemistry. In the EOPs, the primary use
of the high radiation alarm is to aid in quick initial diagnoses of an event. Once the alarm has done
its job, the operators focus then becomes trending the direction and magnitude of change to
confirm diagnoses. ;Applying additional instrument uncertainties will have no impact on the
operators ability to'do this.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.
References:
1)

NRC Information Notice 93-56, 7/22/93

2)

NCRP Report No.58, A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures, May 15,
1989
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System Subject Parameter:

Containment Area Radiation

Value:

Containment area or atmospheric radiation monitor [alarm]

Use:

U28
To prevent significant releases of radioactive material to the environment by plant
configuration control during accident conditions

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

containment area radiation monitor alarm value.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the alarm setpoint, which is based on the minimum detectable
radiation
levels above background. The intent of this application is to determine if containment
isolation is
necessary, if containment integrity is being maintained, and to confirm that the
radiation alarm is
consistent with the diagnosed event.
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those all ready included in the alarm setpoint,
need not be
applied. Alarm setpoints are adjusted/calibrated under the direction of other controlled
procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing alarm to assist in identifying and categorizing
emergency events.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the minimum detectable activity which is defined
as the
concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will consistently yield a net count, smallest
above
system and detector background, with a low [5%] probability of non-detection or
false detection
(e.g. nuisance alarm). Minimum detectable is further defined as the following:
1)the threshold level at which the detection system will consistently detect the signal,
2) the level that could be detected most of the time, and not detected only occasionally,
3) however defined, does not guarantee with certainty the presence or absence of
a signal, it is a
function of statistics, probabilities and background (ref 1).
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The intent of the application is to determine if containment isolation is necessary and/or if
containment integrity is being maintained, and to confirm that the radiation alarm is consistent
with the diagnosed event. The operator is expected to routinely monitor and trend radiation and
radioactivity levels, and be alert to unexplained changes. In the context of the EOPs, increases in
containment area radiation may be indicative of a LOCA, core uncovery and core damage, or
another containment radiation anomaly that must be investigated fiuther to determine its full
meaning and implications to plant safety.
The determination of the alarm setpoint is not addressed in this document.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application is category 03. It is not necessary to apply additional instrument uncertainties for
this EOP use because this monitor alarm setpoint is adjusted/calibrated under other controlled
procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing setpoints to accomplish the stated intent.
Design basis events would result in a large increase in containment radiation levels, much greater
than the minimum level of detection and the alarm setpoint. Less than design base events may be
detected by high alarms and would be confirmed by trending the radiation levels. In the EOPs,
the primary use of the high radiation alarm is to aid in quick initial diagnosis of an event. Once the
alarm has done its job, the operators focus then becomes trending the direction and magnitude of
change to confirm diagnosis. Instrument uncertainties will have no impact on the operators ability
to do this.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
not applicable
References:
1)

NCRP Report No.58, A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures, May 15,
1989
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System Subject Parameter:

MS Activity Alarm

Value:

Steam plant activity monitor[alarm]

Use:

U28
To prevent significant releases of radioactive material to the environment by plant
configuration- control during accident conditions

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

steam plant activity monitor alarm values.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the alarm setpoint, which is based on the minimum detectable
radiation
levels above background. The intent of the application is to determine if containment
isolation is
necessary, if containment integrity is being maintained, and to confirm that the radiation
alarm is
consistent with the diagnosed event.
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those all ready included in the alarm setpoint,
need not be
applied. Alarm setpoints are adjusted/calibrated under other controlled procedures.
The EOPs
simply use the existing setpoint to provide indication of a SGTR event.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the minimum detectable activity which is defined
as the smallest
concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will consistently yield a net count,
above
system and detector background, with a low [5%] probability of non-detection or
false detection
(e.g. nuisance alarm). Minimum detectable is firther defined as the following:
1)the threshold level at which the detection system will consistently detect the signal,
2) the level that could be detected most of the time, and not detected only occasionally,
3) however defined, does not guarantee with certainty the presence or absence of
a signal, it is a
function of statistics, probabilities and background (ref 1).
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The intent of the application is to help the operator determine if containment isolation is necessary
and/or if contaimnent integrity is being maintained and to aid in determining if the
radiation alarm
is consistent with the diagnosed event. This application is also used to assist the operator
in.
diagnosing a SGTR event. The operator is expected to routinely monitor and trend
radiation and
radioactivity levels;and be alert to unexplained changes. In the context of the EOPs,
steam plant
activity monitor alarms may be indicative of a SGTR, or other steam plant radiation
must be investigated further to determine its full meaning and implications to plant anomaly that
safety.
The determination of the alarm setpoint is not addressed in this document.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application is category 03. It is not necessary to apply additional instrument
uncertainties
because this monitor alarm setpoint is adjusted/calibrated under other controlled procedures.
The
EOPs simply use the existing setpoint to provide indication of a SGTR event.
In the EOPs, the primary use of the high radiation alarm is to aid in quick initial diagnoses
of an
event. Once the alarm has done its job, the operators focus then becomes trending
the direction
and magnitude of change to confirm diagnoses. Instrument uncertainties will have
no impact on
the operators ability to do this.

I

Potential Margin Loss Options:
not applicable
References:
1)

NCRP Report No.58, A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures,
May 15,

1989
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System Subject Parameter:

Process Rad Mon Alarm

Value:

Process radiation monitor [alarm]

Use:

U28
To prevent significant releases of radioactive material
to the environment by plant
configuration control during accident conditions

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

process radiation monitor alarm values.

Summary:
The engineering limit is the alarm setpoint, which is based
on the minimum detectable radiation
levels above background. The intent of the application
is to prompt the operator to investigate
the cause of the high radiation and to confirm that the
radiation alarm is consistent with the
diagnosed event.
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those all ready
included in the alarm setpoint, need not be
applied. Alarm setpoints are adjusted/calibrated under
the
procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing alarm to direction of other controlled
assist in identifying and categorizing
emergency events.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the minimum detectable
activity which is defined as the smallest
concentration of radioactive material in a sample that
will consistently yield a net count, above
system and detector background, with a low [5%] probability
(e.g. nuisance alarm). Minimum detectable is further defined of non-detection or false detection
as the following:
1)the threshold level at which the detection system will
consistently detect the signal,
2) the level that could be detected most of the time, and
not detected only occasionally,
3) however defined, does not guarantee with certainty
the presence or absence of a signal, it is a
function of statistics, probabilities and background
(ref 1).
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The intent of the application is to prompt the operator to investigate the
cause of the high
radiation and to confirm that the radiation alarm is consistent with the
diagnosed event. The
operator is expected to routinely monitor and trend radiation and radioactivity
levels, and be alert
to unexplained changes. In the context of the EOPs, steam plant activity
monitor alarms may be
indicative of a SGTR, or other steam plant radiation anomaly that must
be investigated further to
determine its full meaning and implications to plant safety.

I

I

The determination of the alarm setpoint is not addressed in this document.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application is category 03. It is not necessary to apply additional
instrument
this EOP application because this monitor alarm setpoint is adjusted/calibrated uncertainties for
under other
controlled procedures. The EOPs simply use the existing setpoint to
provide indication associated
to the event in progress.
In the EOPs, the primary use of the high radiation alarm is to aid in quick
initial diagnoses of an
event. Once the alarm has done its job, the operators focus then becomes
trending the direction
and magnitude of change to confirm diagnoses. Instrument uncertainties
will have no impact on
the operators ability to do this.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
not applicable
References:
1)

NCRP Report No.58, A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements
Procedures, May 15,
1989
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHBECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of2)
1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

OK

N/A

-

Il

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?
Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalrJustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.

17.

l

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

16.

N/A

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?
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System Subject Parameter:

Containment Hydrogen Concentration

Value:

[minimum detectable concentration], nominally 0.5 %

Use:

U20
To determine when to activate a safety related SSC for which no automatic
initiation is provided in support of a safety function, safe shutdown, cooldown or
depressurization-

Cat:

Col

Value:

(minimum detectable concentration], nominally < 0.5 %

I

Use:

U34
To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment are
necessary to support a safety function.

I

Cat:

C02

Value:

[minimum detectable concentration], nominally 0.5 %

I

I

Use:

To provide indirect support for accomplishment of a safety function.
Cat:

C02

I

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

CEOG TASK 884

the lower flammability concentration of hydrogen in dry air or the
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. Summary:

The engineering limit establishes a nominal value for hydrogen that
is high enough to be within the
limits of detectability, yet low enough to permit the operator to take
corrective action prior to the
hydrogen concentration reaching hazardous levels (i.e. the flammability
limit).
Category one (CO1) instrument uncertainties should be conservatively
applied
engineering limit when arriving at all the associated EPG values, regardless to the upper
of category
application
.

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):.

The upper engineering limit is based on the design criteria for the
Hydrogen Recombiners which is
to control the bulk hydrogen concentration in containment to less
than
concentration for hydrogen], , nominally 4.0% vlo, following a DBA. the [lower flammable
This control would prevent
a containment wide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring the pressure and
temperature assumed in the
analysis are not exceeded and minimizing damage to safety related
equipment located in
containment. The limiting DBA relative to hydrogen generation is
a LOCA (ref 1).
Studies have shown that in dry air and abundant oxygen, the lower
limit of flammability for H2 is
4%. Therefore, the engineering limit is usually conservatively set
at 4% (since the Containment
atmosphere will contain moisture) (refs. I and 2).
Although hydrogen is not flammable until it reaches the lower limit
of flammability, it is prudent
to maintain hydrogen concentration as low as possible. Therefore,
H2 recombiners are placed in
service at [minimum detectable concentration], nominally 0.5 %
. Such action minimizes the
possibility of reaching the lower limit of flammability. It also preserves
the assumptions made in
the Safety Analyses (ref 2).
The intent of the engineering limits is to establish a low nominal value
for H2 concentration that is
high enough to be within the limits of detectability, yet low enough
to prompt taking corrective
action prior to reaching hazardous levels. The EPG authors of earlier
revisions to CEN-152
assumed [0.5%] H2 concentration to be the lower limit of detection
(LLD) and therefore
established [0.5%] as the generic operational target value.
These instrument applications are used in the following context
in CEN-152:
[minimum detectable concentration], nominally 0.5 % hydrogen concentration1) less than
is used in LOCA,
ESDE, and CCCG-l safety function status checks as an acceptance
criterion for Containment
Combustible Gas, 2) greater than [minimum detectable concentration],
nominally 0.5 % hydrogen
concentration is used as the setpoint to initiate hydrogen Recombiner
operation.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Category one (CO1) instrument uncertainties should be applied to the upper engineering limit.
Additional operational margin should then be subtracted to arrive at an operational limit
corresponding to LD). This will ensure that the Containment Combustible Gas Control safety
function criterion is maintained below the lower flammability limit and therefore meets the intent
of the engineering limit.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1)
NUREG-1432, Revision 01: (A) Section 3.3.11 (Analog), "Post Accident Monitoring
(PAM) Instrumentation,", (B) Section 3.3.11 (Digital), "Post Accident Monitoring (PAM)
Instrumentation (Digital), (C) Section B 3.3.11 (Analog), and (D) Section B 3.3.11
(Digital) Page 6 of 13
2)

NUREG-1432, revision 01, Section B 3.6.8 (Pages B 3.6-71 through B 3.6-75.)
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System Subject Parameter:

Containment Hydrogen Concentration

Value:

[lower flammability concentration for hydrogen], nominally 4 %

Use:

U08
To verify or ensure Containment Combustible Gas Control Safety Function
Acceptance Criteria are satisfied.

Cat:

COl

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the lower flammability concentration for hydrogen in dry air or the
most limiting value assumed in the SAR|

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on ensuring the containment hydrogen concentration remains less
than the lower flammable concentration following a DBA, nominally [lower flammability
concentration for hydrogen], nominally 4 % vlo. The intent of this instrument application is
to
establish Containment Combustible Gas Control H2 concentration safety function acceptance
criteria that is less than the lower flammability concentration for hydrogen in the Containment.
Category one (CO 1) instrument uncertainties should be applied to the engineering limit to arrive
at
a conservative operational value.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on ensuring the containment H2 concentration remains less than
the |
lower flammable concentration following a DBA, nominally [4.0%] v/o. This control would
prevent a containment wide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring the pressure and temperature assumed
in the analysis are not exceeded as a result of the burn and mininizing damage to safety related
equipment located in containment.
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The limiting DBA relative to hydrogen generation is a LOCA (ref 1)
Studies have shown that in dry air and abundant oxygen, the lower limit of flammability for H2 is
4%. Therefore, the engineering limit is conservatively set at 4% (since the Containment
atmosphere will contain moisture). The authors of CEN-152 incorporated NRC guidance that the
Containment Combustible Gas Control Safety Function Acceptance Criteria should be less than
the lower flammability concentration for hydrogen in the Containment, and within the design
capacity of the hydrogen recombiners. It was the informed opinion of the working group that in
making that determination. The CEN-152 authors used data that was generated for the NRC in
post-TM[ studies. No controlled documentation in support of this opinion was located.
The intent of this instrument application is to establish Containment Combustible Gas Control H2
concentration safety function acceptance criteria that is less than the lower flammability
concentration for hydrogen in the Containment.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Category one (CO 1) instrument uncertainties should be applied to the engineering limit to arrive at
a conservative H2 concentration operational value. This will ensure that the Containment
Combustible Gas Control safety function criterion is below the lower flammability limit and
therefore meets the intent of the engineering limit.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

1)

More accurate H2 measuring devices may be required in order to meet the intent of the
engineering limit.

References:
1)

NUREG-1432, revision 01, Section B 3.6.8 (Pages B 3.6-71 through B 3.6-75.)
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authoriiation?

2.

Has theintent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

N/A

/

V

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?
Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalrJustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions
or
conclusions, been provided?

11.

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has
been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to
consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the
public?
Does the title page contain the following:

14.

-

-

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)

AlRequired Signatures --' ck. ,
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Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
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15.

-

16.
17.

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the
author?
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System Subject Parameter:
Value:

Containment Pressure

[maximum expected normal containment pressure], nominally 1.5 psia or [high
containment pressure alarm setpoint], nominally 1.5 psia

Use:
U28
To prevent significant releases of radioactive material to the environment by plant
configuration control during accident conditions.
Cat:
T5ngineering

C03
Limit:

Upper

=

the High Containment pressure alarm setpoint.|

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the high containment pressure alarm setpoint, which is typically
near the high end of the normal containment pressure band. The CEN-1 52 authors selected [1.5
psig] as the engineering limit because it was the alarm setpoint for the reference plant.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific engineering limit when
determining the plant-specific operational limit, because the limit is based on an alarm setpoint.
Typically, instrument uncertainties are applied to the alarm setpoint with respect to the technical
specification LCO for containment pressure. Therefore, they are inherent in the plant-specific
operational limit.
Basis for Engineering Limit:
The engineering limit is based on the high containment pressure alarm setpoint which is typically
the high end ofthe normal operating band for containment pressure. The CEN-152 authors
selected an engineering limit and operational limit of 1.5 PSIG for these applications. The
engineering limit is consistent with the High Containment Pressure alarm setpoint associated with
monitoring Technical Specification LCO requirements for containment pressure during operating
MODES 1, 2, and 3. (ref. 1 ).
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This instrument application is used in instructions and safety function status
operator to further evaluate instantaneous containment pressure changes andchecks to prompt the
to alert the operator
to a possible high energy line break in the containment. It is not used to
verify automatic
actuation's or for manual actuation of safety systems.
In developing CEN-152 instructions and safety function status checks (SFSCs)
to address
containment pressure, the authors assumed the following:
1)

Immediately prior to the initiation of any plant transient, indicated containment
pressure is
within the associated limits of Technical Specifications.

2)

The control room has high Containment pressure alarm circuitry designed
to alert the
operator that containment pressure is approaching the LCO value stated in Technical
Specifications.

3)

During any plant transient that does not include a high energy line release into
the
containment environment, the available means of containment cooling will support
continued maintenance of the limit on containment pressure that is provided
in Technical
Specifications (including scenarios that include interruption of off-site AC electrical
power
sources and scenarios that include interruption of all AC electrical power to vital
electrical
busses.)

4)

Indications that containment pressure is increasing and approaching or exceeding
Technical Specification limits should prompt the operator to monitor for the
possible
actuation of Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systems.

The authors of CEN- 152 did not apply additional instrument uncertainties to
the EPG engineering
limit when arriving at an appropriate operational limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific engineering
limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because it is based
on the alarm
setpoint. Typically, instrument uncertainties are applied to the alarm setpoint
with respect to the
technical specification limit. Therefore, they are inherent in the plant-specific
operational limit.
In addition, if a high energy line break were to occur in containment and instrument
uncertainties
are present, containment pressure will continue to increase until the alarm is actuated,
or until the
ESFAS setpoint is reached. Therefore, the intent of the step would
still be met.
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When developing the plant specific operational limit, each plant must verifr that the appropriate
amount of uncertainties were included in the containment pressure high alarm setpoint. When
possible, EOP limits should be consistent with limits for normal operations.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.6.4A "Bases for Containment Pressure
(Atmospheric)", Pages B 3.6-34 and 3.6-35
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MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 2
{232}
System Subject Parameter:

Containment Pressure

Value:

[CIAS reset pressure], nominally 3.0 psig

Use:

U15
To Determine if an ESFAS initiating parameter is less than the
reset value, to
facilitate resetting the actuation and taldng manual control of affected equipment.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit:

Upper =

less than the technical specification allowable setpoint for the
Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CLAS) or [Containment
Cooling Actuation Signal (CCAS)].

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the technical specification allowable
setpoint for Containment
Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS) or [Containment Cooling Actuation
intent of the reset value is to permit restoration of emergency systems Signal (CCAS)]. The
to a standby status as soon
as soon as possible, but not so early so as to unnecessarily challenge
the actuation logic and
actuate CCAS.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application because,
there is no safety impact
on containment integrity, or NSSS operations associated with resetting
this system.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical
specification
allowable setpoint for the Contaimnent Isolation Actuation signal (CIAS)
or [Containment
Cooling Actuation Signal
(CCAS)].
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The allowable setpoint is high enough to allow for small pressure increases in
Containment that
are expected during normal operation (i.e. heatup), and which are not indicative
of an off-normal
condition. The setpoint is low enough to initiate the CIAS or [CCAS] when an
off-normal
condition is indicated. This allows the emergency containment cooling systems
to perform as
expected in the Accident Analyses to mitigate the consequences of the analyzed
accidents (ref 1).
The reset setpoint represents the containment pressure value at which the CIAS
of [CCAS] may
be reset and the emergency fan coolers may be shifted to their normal standby
configuration. The
intent of this operational limit is to restore emergency systems to a standby status
as soon as soon
as possible, but not so early so as to unnecessary challenge to the actuation logic
and actuate
CIAS or [CCAS].
This instrument application is used in LOCA, ESDE, and FRG Safety Function
Success Path
CTPC-2 to allow the emergency fan coolers to be shifted to their normal configuration
when
containment temperature and pressure are reduced to levels where there is no
impact on
containment integrity, or NSSS operations. The intent is to minimize unnecessary
prolonged
operation of emergency systems, to stabilize the plant and to support long term
recovery of the
plant.
There is no safety significance associated with this application because continued
operation of
containment cooling systems in emergency mode would provide no reduction
in a plants' safety
margin and premature resetting CIAS or [CCAS] would only result in immediate
auto actuation.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is a category 03, because there is no impact on containment
integrity,
or NSSS operations.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
The following design and administrative features ensure that any premature resetting
of
containment cooling systems from an emergency configuration is promptly corrected:
1)
containment cooling actuation logic and 2) EOP steps based on CEN-152 guidance
that
prompt
verification or manual actuation of containment cooling systems in emergency
configurations.
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01 Section 3.3.5 (Digital), "ESFAS Instrumentation
(Digital),"
Page 3.3-26, NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section 3.3.6 (Digital) "ESFAS Logic
and
Manual Trip (Digital)," Page 3.3-31 and NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section
B 3.3.6
(Digital), Page B 3.3-112
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{233}
System Subject Parameter:

Containment Pressure

Value:

[CSAS reset pressure], nominally 7.0 psig

Use:

U15
To Determine if an ESFAS initiating parameter is less than the reset value, to
facilitate resetting the actuation and taking manual control of affected equipment.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

less than the technical specification allowable trip setpoint for
Containment Spray Actuation System (CSAS).

Summary:
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical specification
allowable value for resetting the Containment Spray Actuation System (CSAS).
The reset value represents the containment pressure at which the Containment Spray System may
be secured, the CSAS logic may be reset, and the Containment Spray System may be returned to
a normal standby configuration. The intent of this instrument application is to restore containment
spray to a standby status as soon as possible to minimize the effects of the spray on equipment
inside containment, but not so early so as to unnecessary challenge to the actuation logic and
actuate CSAS.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application because, there is no safety impact
on containment integrity, or NSSS operations associated with resetting this system.
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical specification
ALLOWABLE VALUE for CSAS. CSAS initiates containment spray, preventing containment
overpressurization during a LOCA or MSLB. The Allowable Values are based on the analytical
limits stated in FSAR analysis. Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure that
the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable, providing the plant is
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as designed
(ref 1, 2, 3, and 4).

*1

The reset value represents the containment pressure value at which the Containment Spray
System may be secured, the CSAS logic may be reset, and the Containment Spray System may be
returned to a normal standby configuration. The intent of this operational limit is to restore
emergency systems to a standby status as. soon as soon as possible to minimize the effects of the
spray on equipment inside containment, but not so early so as to unnecessary challenge to the
actuation logic and actuate CSAS.
This instrument application is used in LOCA, ESDE, and FRG Safety Function Success Path
CTPC-2 to permit terminating Containment Spray when containment temperature and pressure
are reduced to acceptable levels and when continued operation of the sprays will increase the
possibility of wetting electrical connectors which may result in electrical grounds, shorts, and
other malfunctions. The containment spray system should then be realigned for automatic
operation in case containment pressure again increases to the actuation setpoint. This instrument
application is intended to minimize unnecessary prolonged operation of emergency systems, to
stabilize the plant and to support long term recovery of the plant.
This instrument application possesses a low degree of safety significance because continued
operation of Containment Spray systems would provide no reduction in a plants safety margin and
premature resetting CSAS would only result in immediate auto actuation.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is a category 03, because there is no impact on containment integrity,
or NSSS operations.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

The following design and administrative features ensure that any premature resetting of
containment spray systems is promptly corrected: 1) containment spray actuation logic and 2)
EOP steps based on CEN-152 guidance that prompt verification or manual actuation of
containment spray systems.
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References:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.3.4 (Analog), "ESFAS Instrumentation
(Analog)" Bases, Pages B 3.3-70 & B 3.3-71, Section B 3.3.5 (Digital),
Page B

3.3-91

I

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.3.5 (Analog), "ESFAS Logic
and Manual Trip
(Analog)" Bases, Page B 3.3-93, Section 3.3.6 (Digital), Page 3.3-117

I

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.6.6A (Atmospheric and Dual),
Pages B 3.6-44
through B 3.6-53 and Section B3.6.6B Pages B 3.6-55 through B3.6-64.

I

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.6.7, "Spray Additive System
(Atmospheric and
Dual), Pages B.6-65 through B.6-70.

I
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System Subject Parameter:-

,.I

Containment Pressure

Value:

[CSAS setpoint], nominally 10 psig.

Use:

U13
To verify automatic actuation of the ESFAS due to its setpoint being exceeded, or
to indicate directly to the operator to manually actuate the safety systems
associated with those setpoints since they failed to automatically actuate.

Cat:

C03

I

I

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the technical specification allowable trip setpoint for the
Containment Spray Actuation System (CSAS).

Summary:
The basis for the engineering limit is the same as the basis for the technical specification
allowable
setpoint for CSAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit.
The engineering limit establishes the increasing containment pressure at which automatic
containment pressure/temperature controls activate to remove heat from the containment
atmosphere, thereby ensuring that containment pressure remains below design pressure,
independent of operator action.
This instrument application is a nominal ESFAS actuation setpoint. Since the intent of this
instrument application is to verify' actuation of Containment Spray at setpoint, it serves
no useful
purpose to add additional uncertainties to those already applied to establish the CSAS setpoint,
which is a category 01 application.
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the TS allowable
setpoint for
CSAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit.
CSAS initiates containment spray, preventing containment overpressurization
during a LOCA or
MSLB. The Allowable Values are based on the analytical limits stated in FSAR
analysis.
Setpoints in accordance with the TS ALLOWABLE VALVE will ensure that,
to the extent
possible, the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable,
providing the
plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the DBA, and the equipment
functions as
designed.
This instrument application appears in LOCA and ESDE Containment Temperature
and Pressure
SFSCs and SPTA. It is also used in LOCA, ESDE, and FRG Safety Function
Success Path
CTPC-2 instructions to prompt the operator to ensure that Containment Spray
has actuated or
other Containment Emergency Cooling systems are in operation, based on Containment
pressure
increasing to the CSAS setpoint. The intent of the application is to prompt the
operator
to veri*y
automatic Containment Spray actuation or to manually initiate CSAS if it did
not actuate when
required.
The engineering limit establishes the increasing Containment pressure value at
which automatic
Containment atmosphere pressure/temperature controls activate to remove heat
from the
Containment atmosphere, thereby ensuring that Containment pressure remains
below design
pressure, independent of operator action.
The authors of CEN-152 assumed that the instrument inaccuracy considerations
that have
previously been discussed in this section were taken into consideration in the
development of this
setpoint.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is the ESFAS actuation setpoint. Since the intent
is to verify
Containment Spray actuation at setpoint, it serves no useful purpose to add
additional
uncertainties to those already applied to establish the CSAS setpoint (COI)
(ref.1 and 2).
Additional instrument uncertainties are not applied because, in order to work
to the
preventing unnecessary challenges to Engineered Safeguard Features, the operator goal of
should not
initiate any safety signal too early. Such action may further complicate an event.
Also, we expect
the safety systems to automatically initiate when designed and the design setpoint
already
accounts for instrument uncertainties. Therefore, this should only be a manual
backup in case the
automatic setpoint does not initiate.
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Additionally, failure of automatic actuation of redundant ESF trains in the presence of a valid
automatic actuation condition is beyond scope of required design base accident analysis for
individual licenses and the requirements of 10CFR50.
Finally, no additional instrument uncertainties need to be added to the ESFAS setpoint because
doing so would unnecessarily complicate the EOPs by creating a second number to be used in the
EOPs for Containment Spray actuation verification. This would place an unjustified burden on
the operator.
N
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, Rev. 01, Section B.3.3.4 (Analog), Page B 3.3-65

2.

NUREG-1432, Rev. 01, Section B 3.3.5 (Digital), Page B 3.3-83
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 5
{235}l
System Subject Parameter:

Containment Pressure

Value:

[CIAS setpoint], nominally 4 psig

Use:

U13
To verify automatic actuation of the ESFAS due to its setpoint being exceeded,
or
to indicate directly to the operator to manually actuate the safety systems
associated with those setpoints since they failed to automatically actuate.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =
Summary:

the technical specification allowable trip setpoint for Containment
Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS) and Containment Cooling
Actuation Signal (CCAS).

The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical
specification
allowable values for CIAS/CCAS. The operational limit is the same as the
engineering limit establishes the increasing containment pressure value at engineering limit. The
which automatic
controls activate to isolate and cool the containment, independent of operator
action.
This instrument application verifies an ESFAS actuation. Since the intent
is to verify Containment
Isolation and Containment Cooling actuation at setpoint, it serves no useful
purpose to add
additional uncertainties to those already applied to establish the CIAS/CCAS
setpoints, which is a
category 01 application.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the TS ALLOWABLE
VALUES
for CIAS and CCAS. The operational limit is the same as the
engineering limit.
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The Design Bases Accidents that will likely result in release
of radioactive material to the
Containment atmosphere are a loss of coolant accident
CLOCA), a main steam line break
(MSLB), and a control element assembly ejection accident
(CEAEA). In the analysis for each of
these accidents, it is assumed that containment isolation
valves are either closed or function to
close within the required time following event initiation.
The Containment Isolation Actuation Signal logic is designed
to support these DBA analysis
assumptions. The Allowable Value for the bistable setpoint
is set high enough to allow for small
pressure increases in containment expected during normal
operation (i.e. plant heatup) and is not
indicative of an off-normal condition. The setting is low enough
to initiate the ESF functions
when an off-normal condition is indicated (ref. 1, 2, and
3).
This instrument application is used in SPTA, LOCA, ESDE,
and the FRG instructions to prompt
the operator to ensure that Contaiiment Isolation and Containment
Emergency Cooling have
actuated, based on Containment pressure increasing to the
CIAS/CCAS setpoint.
The intent of the application is to prompt the operator to
verify automatic Containment Isolation
actuation and to manually initiate Containment Isolation
and Emergency Cooling if they did not
actuate when required to.
The engineering limit establishes the increasing Containment
pressure value at which automatic
controls activate to isolate and cool the containment, independent
of operator action. The authors
of CEN-152 assumed that the instrument inaccuracy considerations
that have previously been
discussed in this section were taken into consideration in
the development of this setpoint. It was
also assumed that the same value of indicated Containment
pressure is used as the setpoint for the
Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS) and the
setpoint for the Containment Cooling
Actuation Signal.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is a ESFAS actuation setpoint.
Since the intent is to verify
Containment Isolation and Containment Cooling actuation
at setpoint, it serves no useful purpose
to add additional uncertainties to those already applied to
establish the CIAS/CCAS setpoints
(CO) (ref. 1).
Additional instrument uncertainties are not applied because,
in order to work to the goal of
preventing unnecessary challenges to Engineered Safeguard
Features, the operator should not
initiate any safety signal too early. Such action may further
complicate an event. Also, we expect
the safety systems to automatically initiate when designed
and the design setpoint already
accounts for instrument uncertainties. Therefore, this should
only be a manual backup in case the
automatic setpoint does not initiate.
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I

Additionally, failure of automatic actuation of redundant ESF trains
in the presence of a valid
automatic actuation condition is beyond scope of required design base
accident analysis for
individual licenses and the requirements of I 0CFR50.

I

Finally, no additional instrument uncertainties need to be added to
the ESFAS setpoint because
doing so would unnecessarily complicate the EOPs by creating a second
number to be used in the
EOPs for Containment Isolation and Cooling verification. This would
place an unjustified burden
on the operator.

I

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not Applicable
References:
1.

NUJREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.3.4 (Analog), "ESFAS Instrumentation
(Analog)" Bases, Pages B 3.3-71 and Section B.3.3.5 (Digital) Page
B 3.3-87

I

2.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.3.5 (Analog), "ESFAS Logic
and Manual Trip
(Analog)" Bases, Page B 3.3-90 and Section B 3.6.6 (Digital) Page
3.3-112

I

3.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, Section B 3.6.6A (Atmospheric and
Dual), Pages B 3.6-44
through B 3.6-53 and Section B 3.3.6B Pages B 3.6-55 through B 3.6-64

I
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 6
{236}
System Subject Parameter:

Containment pressure

Value:

[Containment design pressure], nominally 60 psig

Use:

U25
To verify operation within the design limits to prevent damage to safety related
SSCs.

Cat:

COl

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Containment design pressure.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the containment design pressure. This
limit is
with the FSAR design criteria and the limiting pressure assumed in the accident consistent
analysis for
high energy line releases inside containment.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO1) should
be performed
containment pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties for
should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the plant
specific operational
value.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the containment design pressure. This
limit is consistent
with the FSAR design criteria and the limiting pressure assumed in the
accident analysis for
high energy line releases inside containment (ref 1).
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed
for
containment pressure instrumention for this application. The derived uncertainties
should
be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the plant specific
operational
limit.
Harsh containment instrument uncertainties need to be applied for the LOCA, ESDE,
and FRG
instrument applications.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
None
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.6.4 and associated
Bases
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables cossetwith the Project Plan and the Project
.
Authorization?

2.
3.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

6.

V/

:

Liz
/

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalrustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

-

IS.

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures-

?.

O.

N/A

f(L

Does the header of each page contain the following:
-

Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17.

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 1
{241}

System Subject Parameter

Containment Atmospheric Temperature

Value:

[maximum expected normal containment temperature], nominally 1200
F.

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment
of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

technical specification LCO for containment temperature.

Summary:
The CEN-152 authors selected the technical specification LCO for containment
temperature
[120 0 F1 as the engineering and operational limit based on human factor
considerations. [1200 F]
was a value familiar to operators. It was located at the upper end of the
normal containment
temperature band, and would therefore provide adequate indication of
the on-set of an off-normal
condition.
The primary purpose of this instrument application is to assist in determining
if a high energy line
break exists inside containment. This instrument application is category
03 because it is essentially
a nominal value.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The CEN-152 authors selected [1200F] as the engineering and operational
limit for a variety of
reasons based on human factor considerations. The chosen value was
a familiar value located at
the upper end of the normal containment temperature band. Therefore,
the value would provide
adequate indication of an off-nornal condition. It was consistent with
the technical specification
LCO for containment temperature. It was also the design temperature
of the containment, and
assumed in the accident analysis for a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
and main steam line break
(MSLB), (ref 1).
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Even though the assumptions for the initial conditions of the accident
analyses do not need to be
preserved in the EOPs, if a condition such as this exceeds the accident
analysis initial condition
assumption, a high energy line break inside containment should be
suspected.
The primary purpose of this instrument application is to assist in determining
if a high energy line
break exists inside containment. Hence, it is chiefly used as part of
the diagnostic tools of Safety
Function Status Checks. It is also used to prompt operators to evaluate
if containment
atmospheric conditions warrant firther evaluation of the performance
of containment cooling and
spray systems.
It is used in throughout the EPGs to prompt the operator to finther
evaluate containment
temperature and pressure trends. It is not used to prompt actions
to verify the automatic actuation
or to prompt manual actuation of a system or component. If containment
temperature and
pressure are greater than expected, the operator is instructed to
verify that the Containment
normal coolers are operating, or if necessary, operate the Containment
emergency cooling system
when the [Containment Cooling Actuation System (CCAS)] or equivalent
setpoint is reached, or
the Containment Spray System when the CSAS setpoint is reached.
In developing SPTA and the SFSCs that address Containment atmosphere
temperature, the
authors of CEN-152 made the following assumptions:
1)

Immediately prior to the initiation of any plant transient, indicated
Containment
atmospheric temperature is within the associated limits of Technical
Specifications.

2)

During any plant transient that does not include a high energy line
release
Containment environment, the available means of Containment cooling into the
continued maintenance of the Containment atmospheric temperature will support
limit that is provided
in Technical Specifications.

3)

The presence of Containment atmospheric temperature and pressure
conditions that are
within the Technical Specification limits provide indirect indication
that the conditions
required for free hydrogen generation in Containment do not exist.

4)

Indications that Containment atmospheric temperature is approaching
or exceeding
Technical Specification limits should prompt operator evaluation
concerning the degree to
which Containment cooling systems are controlling related safety
functions.

5)

Only Containment pressure indication signals are used to prompt
automatic actuation of
related reactor protection systems and emergency safeguard actuation
systems
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The authors of CEN-152 ensured that containment atmosphere temperature
was never used in any I
part of EPG guidance as the sole process variable reviewed in evaluating
equipment performance
or in considering what manual response/recovery actions should be taken.
I
not apply additional instrument uncertainties to the EPG engineering limit In addition, they did
when arriving at an
appropriate operational limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is category 03 because this value is essentially
a
nominal value. If during normal operation, containment temperature
exceeds the technical
specification LCO value, the plant would be shut down. In addition, if
a high energy line break
occurs inside containment, containment temperature will not remain less
than the technical
specification limit. Therefore, instrument uncertainties are inherently
included in this EOP value.
When possible, EOP limits should be consistent with limits for normal
operations.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

NUlREG 1432, revision 1, 04/07/95, Section B 3.6.5, Page 3.640 and
B 3.6-41.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 2
{242}
System Subject Parameter:

Containment Atmosphere Temperature

Value:

[aturated vapor temperature corresponding to the CIAS setpoint],
nominally
180OF

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment
of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper =

the maximum containment atmosphere temperature value that:
(A) does not exceed the plant-specific temperature requiring
application of harsh containment uncertainties for instrumentation
located inside containment AND
(B) that is less than the saturated vapor temperature corresponding
to the high containment pressure alarm setpoint [1.5 psig].

Summary:

This engineering limit is based on the plant-specific temperature
at which pressure transmitters
located in containment may start to be significantly affected by harsh
containment conditions, and
the saturated vapor temperature corresponding to the [CIAS setpoint],
application is a corroborative indication used to back up the [maximum nominally 180 'F. This
expected normal
containment pressure], nominally 1.5 psia or [high containment pressure
alarm
setpoint],
nominally
1.5 psia

Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific
engineering limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because
the limit is essentially based
on the high containment pressure alarm setpoint.
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the plant-specific temperature at which
the pressure transmitters
located in containment may start to be significantly affected by harsh
containment conditions and
the saturated vapor temperature corresponding to a containment pressure
that is equivalent to the
alarm setpoint. :
This Containment Temperature application is being used as a corroborative
to the [maximum|
expected normal containment pressure], nominally 1.5 psia or (high containment
pressure alarm
setpoint], nominally 1.5 psia. The authors of CEN-152 intended this operational
limit to be a
backup to the Containment Emergency Cooling actuation if they should
fail to
conservative common-cause environmental factors on Containment pressure actuate due to noninstrumentation.
The degree to which the design of independent, redundant channels of
Containment pressure
instrumentation mitigates the potential for such common-cause factors
was not evaluated by the
authors of CEN-1 52.
Among the plant transient scenarios that are addressed in CEN-152 are
scenarios where harsh
Containment conditions may result in ambiguous or conflicting indications
presence of high energy line breaks inside containment. Such scenarios concerning the
could include cases where |
reactor coolant system parameters or secondary system parameters indicated
the presence of a
high energy release to the Containment, while indicated Containment
pressure readings remained
below the nominal ESFAS setpoint values.
The intent of the authors of CEN-152 was that this engineering limit
would prompt operators to
consider the possibility that all containment pressure indications had
been non-conservatively
affected by harsh containment environmental factors. This was made evident
in the basis for this
limit in the Functional Recovery Safety Function Status Checks of CEN-152,
Submittal 1, dated July 1985 (Ref. 2). The reference to this original bases Revision 03,
does not exist in the
final submittal of CEN-152, Revision 03 (Ref. 1).
In developing the concepts that resulted in the development of this engineering
limit application,
the authors of CEN-152 used the following assumption:
1)

During any plant transient that does not include a high energy line release
into the
Containment environment, the available means of Containment cooling
will support
continued maintenance of the limit on Containment atmospheric temperature
that is
provided in Technical Specifications.
When the authors of CEN-152 applied this assumption in consideration
of a combination
of "high" indicated containment temperature and "low"/normal indicated
containment
pressure, their conservative conclusion was that such conditions would
be caused by a
common-cause and non-conservative effect on all containment pressure instrumentation.
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The following considerations demonstrate that this assumption may
not be applicable in all
possible
event scenarios that require the use of EOPs:

2)

The authors of CEN-152 did not validate that containment atmosphere
temperatures
would remain below plant-specific Technical Specification limits during the
following
scenarios:
i.)
Partial or complete interruptions of cooling water to containment air coolers
ii.)
Partial or complete interruptions of electrical power to containment air
coolers.

3)

The degree to which the design of redundant, independent containment pressure
instrumentation addresses the potential effects of harsh containment conditions
was not
evaluated by the authors of CEN-152.

Containment temperature instrument uncertainties were not applied to the
engineering limit by the
authors of CEN-1 52 in the development of this operational limit.
The inclusion of this operational limit in CEN-152, was an attempt by the
authors of
address an issue concerning the possible effects of harsh containment environmental CEN-152 to
conditions on
plant instrumentation in one specific scenario (indicated containment pressures
did
not
correspond
to the potential for a high energy line break that was represented by indications
of other process
variables).
While monitoring of containment atmosphere temperature is important
in evaluation the degree of
success obtained by in-use safety function success paths, the guidance
of CEN-152 is intentionally
designed to ensure that containment atmospheric temperature is never
used as the sole process
variable reviewed in evaluating equipment performance or in considering
what manual
response/recovery actions should be taken.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific engineering
limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because the
limit is based on the high
containment pressure alarm setpoint.
In addition, if a high energy line break were to occur in containment and
instrument uncertainties
are present, containment pressure will continue to increase until the alarm
is actuated, or until the
ESFAS setpoint is reached. Therefore, the intent of the step would still
be met.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:

1.

CEN- 152, Revision 03, Functional Recovery Guideline Safety Function
Success Path
CTPC-1 Criterion Ia, Page 11-369.

2.

CEN-152, Revision 03, Submittal 1, dated July 1985, Bases for Safety Function
Status
Check Criteria, Page 10 - 39
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEEIUNG LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 3
{243 }
System Subject Parameter:
Value:

Containment Atmospheric Temperature

[[aturated vapor temperature corresponding to CSAS setpointj,
nominally

240 0 F

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment
of a safety
function

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Summary:

the maximum containment atmosphere temperature value that:
A) corresponds to the saturated vapor temperature for the
Containment pressure value that is equal to the nominal
Containment Spray Actuation Setpoint (CSAS), OR
B) the containment atmosphere vapor temperature value as derived
from plant-specific computer modeling of high energy
line break
scenarios inside Containment that corresponds to the nominal
CSAS setpoint.

The engineering limit may be based on the saturated vapor temperature
corresponding to the
Containment Spray Actuation (CSAS) Setpoint, or on the saturated
vapor temperature derived
from plant-specific computer modeling of high energy line break
scenarios inside Containment
corresponding to the CSAS setpoint.
The primary purpose of this instrument application is to provide
an independent, approximate
validation of indicated containment pressure when determining
if containment spray and/or
containment emergency cooling should have initiated.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific
engineering limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because
temperature is a back up
approximation. Containment pressure is the primary process variable
that is monitored and acted
on by the operator.
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit may be based on the saturated vapor temperature corresponding to the
Containment pressure value that is equal to the Containment Spray Actuation Setpoint (CSAS),
or the containment atmosphere vapor temperature value as derived from plant-specific computer
modeling of high energy line break. scenarios inside Containment that corresponds to the nominal
CSAS setpoint.
The primary purpose of this EPG value is to provide an independent, approximate validation
of
indicated containment pressure when evaluating if containment spray should have already
initiated. Indicated containment pressure remains the fundamental process variable that is
monitored concerning containment spray and containment cooling. It is the process variable that
provides input signals to generate automatic Engineered Safeguard Features Actuation Signals
(ESFAS). Containment atmospheric temperature is not an input variable in the licensed design
of
ESFAS actuation logic circuitry.
During a high energy line break inside containment, steam mixes with the pre-existing
containment atmosphere. As a result, it is anticipated that the actual containment atmospheric
temperatures would be less than the saturated steam temperature when containment pressure
reached the pressure setpoint for Containment Spray actuation. Any indication that containment
atmosphere temperature has reached a value corresponding to a saturated vapor temperature
for
the pressure value equal to the CSAS setpoint provides indication that containment pressure has
exceeded the CSAS setpoint.
During the development of CEN-152, the degree to which containment pressures would exceed
the CSAS setpoint before containment atmospheric temperatures reached this value were not
quantified. Since the development of CEN-152, some CE NSSS stations have used sophisticated
containment performance modeling software to identify the anticipated maximum indicated
containment temperature that would exist when containment pressure reached the nominal CSAS
setpoint during high energy line break scenarios.
[Containment atmospheric temperature less than the saturated vapor temperature corresponding

to CSAS setpoint], nominally 240 OF is included to provide an approximate correlation
to

pressure in containment, recognizing that the actual temperature would likely be different. The
assumed nominal CSAS setpoint is [10 psig]. The actual temperature in containment at spray
actuation will not be equal to the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure increase
required to actuate spray. The containment temperature value is included in the EPGs as a
backup to containment pressure for spray actuation.
No specific instrument uncertainties were applied by the authors of CEN- 152 in the development
of this setpoint.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific engineering limit
when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit. This is justified because
this
evaluation has concluded that the instrument application possess a low degree of nuclear
safety
significance. Containment pressure is the primary process variable that is monitored
by the operator in conjunction with Containment Spray and Containment Emergency and acted on
Cooling
actuation.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Consider not using this instrument application in the plant specific EOPs, if a plant-specific
number can not be generated that will be a close approximation of what the operator
will actually
observe under similar Containment conditions. Including an invalid number is worst
than not
providing one at all. It was intended to be a corroborative indication only.
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 4
{244}
System Subject Parameter:

Containment Atmospheric Temperature

Value:

[maximum expected containment temperature during station blackout]

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
fimction.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper=

The maximum expected containment atmosphere temperature
based on time after blackout, as determine by plant specific
analysis.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the projected maximum containment temperature based on tme
after blackout. This value is calculated on a plant specific bases.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific engineering limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because containment temperature is
used only as a back up for containment pressure indication.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the projected maximum containment temperature based on time
after blackout. This value is calculated on a plant specific bases.
The application is used in the Station Blackout ORG safety function status checks for
Containment Temperature and Pressure, and Combustible Gas Control. The associated
acceptance criteria are: Containment temperature less than [maximum expected containment
temperature for station blackout] and Containment Pressure less than [maximum expected normal
containment pressure].
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It is used to prompt the operator to fbrther evaluate containment
temperature and pressure trends,
in addition to difecting the operator to the Functional Recovery
Procedure, due to a failed safety
fimction. It is not used to prompt actions to verify the automatic
actuation or to prompt manual
actuation of a system or component. The containment temperature value is
included in the EPGs
as a corroborative backup to containment pressure. It a station
blackout, it is assumed that the
operators are doing everything possible to restore power to containment
cooling and ventilation
equipment.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the plant-specific
engineering limit when
determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit, because
temperature is a back up
approximation. Containment pressure is the primary process variable
that is monitored and acted
on by the operator.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

1.

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)
Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

6.
7.

OK

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/Justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)
11.

12.
13.
14.

-

15.

-

17.

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
AllRequired Signatures -

7

Q

N/A

t/

V

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

16.

OK

When necessary, have recommendations for additional
analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions
or
conclusions, been provided?
Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?
Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the
public?
Does the title page contain the following:

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the
author?

v

Comments/remarks:
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 5 - APPLICATION 1
{251)}
System Subject Parameter:

Core Power

Value:

[maximum expected reactor power 15 minutes after shutdown], nominally
1E(X)%

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Use:

U16
To evaluate whether or not automatic control of safety equipment should/may be
overridden to regain manual control of affected equipment

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

The maximum expected reactor power level at approximately 15
minutes after shutdown following extended full power operation.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the post trip trend of reactor power following an uncomplicated
trip from 100% power and extended full power operation. The intent is to provide the maxium
post-trip value of reactor power that will verify successful reactivity control and confirm that the
reactor is shutdown and is being maintained shutdown throughout the event.
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Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because the engineering limit is a nominal value and

there is no explicit design limit to protect against. Also, in the context of the EPGs, the
engineering limit is supplemented with the additional criteria that, "reactor power is constant or
lowering. " This additional qualification decreases the reliance on a specific reactor power value
to determine the status of the reactivity control safety function.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the post trip trend of reactor power following an uncomplicated
trip from 100% power and extended full power operation.
After the reactor is tripped, neutron power should immediately drop to approximately 6%, due to
prompt drop. It will then asymptotically approach an negative 80 second period (1/3 DPM), due
to decay of the longest lived delayed neutron precursor. It will remain on the negative 80 second
Period (113 DPM) for approximately 15 - 20 minutes, until it starts turning at about I0 /o power.
The rate of decrease in power level then slows significantly. Power level is then a function of the
photoneutron reaction with the Deuterium in the water. The slowly decreasing trend will
continue for approximately 3 - 4 hours until reaching equilibrium conditions due to subcritical
multiplication (ref. 1).
The intent of this engineering limit is to provide the maximum post-trip value of reactor power
that will verify successful reactivity control and confirm that the reactor is shutdown and is being
maintained shutdown throughout the event. This application is used'in the Functional Recovery
Procedure, Reactivity Control, Safety Function Status Check and in Success Path RC-3.
Constant or decreasing reactor power is a positive indication of reactivity control. If no specific
value is provided along with "constant or decreasing", the operator may not be certain that the
reactor is shutdown, once power level becomes constant. Therefore, the authors of CEN-152
included a value to help the operator to verify that the reactor remained shutdown.
The power level at approximately 15 minutes after the trip is used as a benchmark value because it
will typically take at least this amount of time for the operator to get into the FRG, where this
instrument application is used in the EPGs.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:

The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties when determining the
plant specific operational value. Adjusting the engineering limit for instrument uncertainties is
unnecessary to meet the intent of the limit, for the following reasons:
1)
2)

3)

The engineering limit is a nominal value and there is no explicit design limit to protect
against.
In the context of the EPGs, the engineering limit is supplemented with the additional
criteria that, "reactor power is constant or decreasing." This additional qualification
decreases the reliance on a specific reactor power value to determine the status of the
reactivity control safety function.
The application of instrument uncertainties may create a safety function acceptance
criterion that is misleading or impossible to meet: For example, once the theoretical
subcritical core power is determined, if instrument uncertainties are subtracted from the
calculated value (i.e., conservatively lowering the limit below what was calculated) the
operator may believe there is a problem with reactivity control when in fact the reactor is
shutdown as expected.

However, the selected operational limit should be above the "noise" level, but low enough to
ensure the reactor is shutdown.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

not applicable
References:

1)

Reactor Theory training information on post-trip trace, pages 8 and 9. (This training
material is not a controlled document. The origin and author are not known. It is the
opinion of the working group, that its use as a reference in this case is acceptable.)
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 5 - APPLICATION 2
{252}

System Subject Parameter.

Core Power

Value:

[reactor shutdown] or reactor [remains shutdown]

Use:

U60

Cat:

C04

To monitor core design parameters to ensure reactivity control.

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower Limit

=

keff< 0.99

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the reactivity condition (Keff) used in the technical
specification definition of Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown, and Cold Shutdown (Modes 3, 4 and 5).
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this instrument application. Reactivity
is a core physics parameter, possessing a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but it is not
considered a process variable when used in EOP instrument applications.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the reactivity condition (Keff) used in the technical
specification definition of Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown, and Cold Shutdown (Modes 3, 4 and 5).
The intent of the engineering limit is to ensure that the reactor is maintained subcritical during
accident conditions when there is no available means to borate the RCS, such as during a station
blackout.
In mode 3 and 4 technical specification LCO 3.1.1 (Shutdown Margin (SDM) - > 200'F) is
applicable. If the condition of this LCO can not be maintained the operator is required to
initiate boration to restore SDM to within the limit. If there is no means to borate, due to the
nature of the event in progress, the operator must control moderator temperature to preclude
inadvertent criticality. RCS temperature should be maintained as stable as possible to
minimize RCS cooldown. It is always preferred to meet the LCO. If the plant is outside the
condition limits of the LCO (i.e, using the lower engineering limit as stated above), the
operator is required to continue efforts to comply with the technical specification action
statement and restore the conditions of the LCO as conditions permit.
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However, there may be competing factors that collectively warrant initiating cooling down the
RCS to the greatest extent possible without exceeding the above engineering limit.
When choosing this reactivity control strategy, the utility must understand that the plant is now
operating outside the Shutdown Margin LCO. This means that the plant may no longer be
protected for a MSLB, CEA bank withdrawal, CEA ejection, inadvertent RCP start or
inadvertent boron dilution. The decision to lessen the margin to criticality must be justified by
the specifics of the event and the need to cooldown. For example, in a Station Blackout (SB)
when there is no ability to borate to the RCS. The MSLB analysis assumes boron will be
injected during the MSLB event. Maintaining the Shutdown Margin LCO during a SB no
longer maintains the plant within the assumptions of the MSLB analysis. Cooling and
depressurizing the plant will minimize loss of inventory while maintaining the RCS subcooled.
Many multiple casualty events are beyond the design bases and attempting to maintain an
LCO under these conditions may not provide the best strategy to mitigate multiple events.
Under such conditions maintaining the reactor Keff .99 or less will maintain the reactor
shutdown as defined in the Technical Specification of Operational Modes.
Each plant should determine the best indications to be used by the operator to impliment this
reactivity control strategy. A plant specific table and curves, similar to the that located in the
implimentation section of CEN-152 under "Reactivity Control Strategy" could be developed
and placed in the EOPs. The curves would show the minimum temperature that the operator
could cooldown to and not exceed the engineering limit and still maintain the [reactor
shutdown], assuming all rods in, one rod stuck out, or one or two charging pumps operating.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this instrument application. Reactivity
is a core physics parameter, possessing a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but it is not
considered a process variable when used in EOP instrument applications.
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When calculations for the determination of the margin to criticality are performed, calculational
uncertainties should be applied when necessary. In addition, anytime data from a process loop
inputs to these calculation, category one level uncertainty calculations must be performed on
those loops and the resulting instrument uncertainties accounted for in the core physics parameter
calculation.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

Standard Technical Specification for Combustion Engineering Plants, NUREG-1432, Vol
1, Revision 1, April 1995, Table 1.1-1.

2.

CEN-1 52, Implimentation Section, "Reactivity Control Strategy"
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 2 - DOCUMENT 5 - APPLICATION 3
{253}

System Subject Parameter:

Core Power

Value:

[adequate shutdown margin]

Use:

U60

Cat:

C04

To monitor core design parameters to ensure reactivity control.

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower Limit =

In accordance with technical specification limits.

Summary:
The intent of the engineering limit is to be in compliance with plant specific technical
specification shutdown margin requirements based on moderator temperature.
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this instrument application. Reactivity
is a core physics parameter, possessing a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but it is not
considered a process variable when used in EOP instrument applications.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the technical specification limits on shutdown margin (ref 1
and 2)
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this instrument application. Reactivity
is a core physics parameter, possessing a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but it is not
considered a process variable when used in EOP instrument applications. When calculations for
the determination of the margin to criticality are performed, calculational uncertainties should be
applied when necessary. In addition, anytime data from a process loop inputs to these calculation,
category one level uncertainty calculations must be performed on those loops and the resulting
instrument uncertainties accounted for in the core physics parameter calculation.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:

1.

Standard Technical Specification for Combustion Engineering Plants, NUREG-1432, Vol
1,Revision 1, April 1995, Table 1.1-1.

2.

CEN-152, Implimentation Section, 'Reactivity Control Strategy"
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OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.
3.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?/

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value 'or descriptor to nuclear Safety'/
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalfjustification used in maling the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.
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Correct Revision
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System Subject Parameter:

Core CEA Position

Value:

no more than [one full length CEA] not inserted

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

maximum of 1 CEA not fully inserted

Summary:
The bases for the engineering limit is to ensure that the actual CEA positions are within the limits
assumed in the technical specification definition of shutdown margin. The intent is to determine
the status of the reactivity control safety function via CEA position.
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties because the engineering
limit is a specific plant condition that is either true or false. There is no analog component in this
application, it only represents a binary condition. Therefore, it is both unnecessary and
impractical to apply instrument uncertainties to the engineering limit.
Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

The bases for the engineering limit is to ensure that the actual CEA positions are within the limits
assumed in the Technical Specification definition of Shutdown Margin (references 1 and 2).
Where, Shutdown Margin is defined as: the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which the
reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present condition assuming all full length
control element assemblies (shutdown and regulating) are fully inserted except for the single
assembly of highest reactivity worth which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.
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The intent of the engineering limit is to determine the status of the
reactivity control safety
function via CEA position. In the context of the EPGs, the purpose
for determining the status of
the reactivity control safety function via CEA position is to ensure
sufficient shutdown margin.

I
I

Uncertainties Application Assessment:

I

The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties
when determining the
plant specific operational target value.
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties
because the engineering
limit is a specific plant condition that is either true or false. There
is no analog component in this
application, it only represents a binary condition. Therefore, it is both
unnecessary and
impractical to apply instrument uncertainties to the engineering limit.
In addition, the importance of instrument uncertainties is diminished
because
one of several possible indications to determine the status of the reactivity CEA position is only
control safety function
(reactor power constant or decreasing, and boron addition flow rate
are other methods).
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1)-

CEOG RSTS, rev 1, 04/07/95, page B 3.1-1

2)

NLUREG-1432, Revision 01, "Standard Technical Specifications
Combustion Engineering
Plants": Section B 3.1.1 (Analog) Pages B 3.1-1 through B 3.1-3
and Section B 3.1.1
(Digital) Pages B 3.1.1 through B 3.1.3
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OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
AuthorizAtion?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?X

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalrJustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
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System Subject Parameter:

Value:

ESF-CS Flow

CS pump [design flowrate], nominally 1500 gpml

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

TS LCO containment spray pump design flowrate, nominally [1500

GPM].
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the minimum required containment spray flow needed to remove
50% of the design basis containment heat load assumed in the accident analyses for LOCA or
MSLB DBA. Containment spray flow in each header equal to or greater than the engineering
limit ensures that each spray header is providing 50% of design requirements for containment heat
removal (Ref 1).
The intent of the operational limit is to provide the operator with criteria for verification that
adequate containment spray flow exists after CS system actuation and to prompt the operator to
investigate possible causes of degraded system flow if it is below the expected value. The
operational limit is used to aid the operator in evaluating CS system performance and to prompt
the operator to investigate possible causes of degraded system flow if it is below the expected
value.
The Containment Spray and Emergency Containment Cooling systems are designed to provide
containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature in containment to
within their design limits. The reduction of containment pressure, and the iodine removal
capability of the spray, reduces the total release of fission product activity from containment to
the environment, following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to within the acceptable limits.
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The authors of the EPGs did not include instrument uncertainties when
selecting the EPG
operational limit.
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, Revision 01, dated April 1995: Section B 3.6.6A
(Pages B 3.6-44 through
B 3.6-54) and Section B 3.6.6B (Pages B 3.6-55 through B 3.6.6-64)
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OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationaljustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

11.

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.
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System Subject Parameter(s):

CVCS Charging Flow or CVCS Letdown Flow

Value:

[letdown flow greater than charging flow]

Use:

U54
To consider parameters in the decision making process.

Cat:

C03

I

Engineering Limit(s):
None
Summary:
"Letdown flow greater than charging flow" is a comparative value. There are no engineering
limits associated with the comparison of parameters.
Instrument uncertainties can not be meaninglly applied in cases where no engineering limit or
operational limit is included for verification or comparison. This application is used to evaluate
system performance and conditions for decision making purposes only. Decisions to implement
strategies to reduce or remove indicated RCS voiding are not going to made solely on the
presence of this indication.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
"Letdown flow greater than charging flow" is a comparative determination. There are no
engineering limits associated with the comparison of parameters.
The intent of comparing charging flow to Letdown flow is to determine if voiding is taking place
in the RCS, after attempting to depressurize and observing that RCS pressure fails to decrease as
expected. Letdown flow greater than charging flow may be indicative of void formation.
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This instrument application is not safety related. It is one of five (when indication of impeded
RCS pressure trend is included) that are listed in applicable EPG steps as available indicators
of
RCS voiding. As a result, decisions to implement strategies to reduce or remove indicated RCS
voiding are not going to made solely on the presence of this indication.

I

I

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties can not be meaningfully applied in cases where no engineering limit or
operational limit is included for verification or comparison. This application is used to evaluate
system performance and conditions for decision making purposes only. Decisions to implement
strategies to reduce or remove indicated RCS voiding are not going to made solely on the
presence of this indication.
Usually, when the operator is instructed to trend an indication, the indication is used in
conjunction with other parameters to corroborate a condition or a safety fumction. Such is the
case in this application. The operator is not required to perform a safety related action on the
trending of a single parameter by itself in the EPGs.
Where the trending of a parameter is combined with an operating limit, e.g. pressurizer
level >
100" and increasing, the operational limit should be evaluated independently to determine
the
engineering limit and the impact of applying instrument uncertainties.
This application was category two (C02) in CEOG task 776, CE-NPSD-925, revision 00. As
a
result of a more extensive review of this application it has been changed to category three (C03).
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable.
References:

None
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System Subject Parameter:

CVCS Boration Flow

Value:

[nominal capacity of one charging pump], (operational limit 40 gpm)

Use:

U69

To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Lower

=

the nominal capacity of one charging pump, nominally 44gpm

Summary:
The engineering limit is the minimum positive indication of boration flow into the RCS which
corresponds to the nominal RCS makeup flowrate supplied by one charging pump. This
operational value is used to identify an abnormal boration system lineup. Reactor shutdown can
be assured by the minimum boration rate (assuming one more than one CEA is not fully inserted).
However, confirmation of successful achievement of the reactivity control safety function is
directly determined by a decreasing reactor power trend.
Instrument uncertainties need not to be applied for this application. In this case, there is no
specific analytical limit.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
Since this instrument application pertains to boration using CVCS, as monitored by the charging
header flowmeter, the engineering limit is the minimum positive indication of boration flow into
the RCS which corresponds to the nominal RCS makeup flowrate supplied by one charging
pump. The charging pumps are positive displacement pumps, and therefore they can not be
throttled. The entire discharge flow of at least one charging pump is assumed to be going to the
RCS, via the normal charging line and the 4 RCP seal injection lines. The charging header flow
meter monitors the total charging flow to the RCS.
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The CEN-152, revision 03 operational limit (_40 gpm) is a "nominal" operational
minimum value.
This value is based on the design capacity of one charging pump, which was 44 gpm
for the EPG
reference plant. Using engineering judgement, the CEN-152 authors subtracted 4
gpm from
rated capacity of one pump, to account for pump internal loses and instrument inaccuracies the
to
arrive at the 40 gpm value. The also took into consideration the possibility that some
charging
pump flow was being diverted to Reactor Coolant Pump seal injection in the design
of some CE
NSSS units.
This operational value is used to identify an abnormal boration system lineup. Reactor
shutdown
can be assured by the minimum boration rate. However, confirmation of successful
of the reactivity control safety function is directly determined by a decreasing reactorachievement
power
trend.
In the determination of the required combination of boration flow rate and boron
concentration of
the makeup water, there is no unique minimum boration flow requirement that must
be satisfied
(ref 1).
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Since there is no specific analytical limit in this case, instrument uncertainties can not
be applied.
When determining the plant specific operational limit, reasonable pump internal loses
and
inefficiencies should be accounted for.
The ultimate goal is to derive a reasonable minimum operational value, that will provide
the
operator with a valid indication of an abnormal system line up that should be promptly
investigated and corrected.
If plant-specific control room alarm and annunciator systems include a charging
pump discharge
low flow alarm, consideration should be given to the comparison between the
setpoint used for
this EPG/EOP instrument application and the charging pump discharge low flow
alarm setpoint.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable.
References:

1)

NUREG 1432, Revision 01 Section 3.1.1 (Analog) and NUREG-1432, Revision
01,
Section 3.1.1 (Digital).
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Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
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Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

/

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?
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7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalfjustification used in making the applicability

/

determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 1
{321)
System Subject Parameter:

I

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[expected post-trip band], nominally 35 - 245 inches

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

I

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =
Lower =

the highest level which will assure that there is still sufficient steam
space to ensure pressure control using Pressurizer sprays
the lowest measurable level which can be accepted before the
pressurizer is drained

I

I

Summary:
Pressurizer level within the [expected post-trip band], nominally 35 - 245 inches
indicates
adequate RCS inventory control via a saturated bubble in the Pressurizer.
This operational band
is intended to ensure the continued operability of the Pressurizer. The [minimum
inventory control], nominally 35 inches, corresponds to the lowest level which level for
can be accepted
before the pressurizer is drained. The [maximum level for inventory control],
nominally 245
inches, corresponds to the highest level which will still provide sufficient
steam space for normal
pressure control.
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This application is a nominal operational guideline, possessing
a low degree of nuclear safety
significance,

relative to its use in the EOPs. Engineering judgment is used to
establish both the
upper and the lower engineering limits. Therefore, instrument
uncertainties need not be applied.
Basis for Engineering Linit(s):
The upper engineering limit is based on engineering judgment.
The chosen limit is intended to: 1)
avoid water-solid conditions, 2) provide sufficient steam space
to ensure pressure control using
sprays, and 3) bound thehighest pressurizer levels observed in
best estimate analysis.
The [maximum level for inventory control], nominally 245 inches,
which is approximately ([70%0/])
of a typical Combustion Engineering Pressurizer's range (0 - 350)"),
was chosen by the authors of
CEN-152 as an upper limit for Pressurizer level to account for
some
uncertainties. The upper limit was established to avoid filling the instrument and process fluid
Pressurizer to water-solid
conditions and bounded the highest level observed in the best estimate
used engineering judgment to establish the corresponding engineering analysis. CEN-152 authors
limit at [78%]. Instrument
uncertainties, assumed to be + 8%, were conservatively applied
to the engineering limit, yielding
the upper operational limit of [70%]. [70%] is also a "nominal"
setpoint for the Pressurizer high
level alarm.
The [minimum level for inventory control], nominally 35 inches,
which
of a typical Combustion Engineering Pressurizer's range, was chosen is approximately ([10%])
as the lower limit to account
for some instrument and process fluid uncertainties. The lower
limit
indication that with confidence reflects an actual Pressurizer level. is based on the lowest
The authors of CEN-152 used
engineering judgment to establish the corresponding engineering
limit at [2%]. Instrument
uncertainties, assumed to be + 8%, were conservatively applied
to the engineering limit, yielding
the lower operational limit of [10%].
Pressurizer level within the [expected post-trip band], nominally
35 - 245 inches defines an
acceptable transient control band following a reactor trip. Ultimately,
level should be restored to
the [normal control band]. Level in the transient band is indicative
of RCS inventory control via a |
saturated bubble in the Pressurizer. It provides the operator with
information
to support the
continued operability of the Pressurizer. [35"] corresponds to the
lowest level which can be
accepted before the pressurizer is considered drained. [245"] corresponds
to the highest level
judged to provide sufficient steam space to ensure pressure control
using
Pressurizer
sprays
without immediately bringing the plant to a water-solid condition.
In the EPGs, the RCS is not
considered water-solid if there is evidence of a steam void anywhere
in
pressurizer, the reactor vessel head, or in the steam generator tubes. the RCS, i.e. in the
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This instrument application is used to verify that charging, and/or
SIS
maintaining or restoring Pressurizer level to an acceptable pressurizer pumps, and letdown are
level control band following
an uncomplicated trip and to direct event re-diagnosis if it is not.
This application possesses a low degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in the
EOPs. As stated previously, the authors of CEN-152 used engineering
judgment to establish both
the upper and the lower engineering limits.
They did not perform a calculation to determine the exact pressurizer
level at which sprays are no
longer effective for controlling RCS pressure. The lower engineering
limit is defined as the
theoretical mininum detectable level at which it is possible to observe
a change in pressurizer
level, either rising or lowering.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for the following reasons:
1)
The safety significance associated with both limits is low because neither
is intended to
protect a design limit,
2)
These operational guidelines are nominal values, they are not calculated
or analytical
values. They were established using engineering judgment,
|
3)
In the EPGs, RCS temperature and pressure instrumentation is used
to corroborate the
upper limit on pressurizer level to determine the effectiveness of pressurizer
sprays and the
onset of water-solid conditions,
4)
In the EPGs, RVLMS and subcooled margin are used to corroborate
the lower limit on
pressurizer level to ensure inventory control and core covery.
Originally, CEN-152 used engineering judgment to establish the upper
engineering limit. The
authors did not perform a calculation to determine the exact pressurizer
level at which sprays are
no longer effective for controlling RCS pressure. The importance of
the upper limit was based by
operational concerns associated with the effectiveness of sprays, and
the desire to avoid watersolid conditions.
Water-solid operations were not directly addressed in CEN-152, revision
03.
changes to the EPGs to include guidance to recognize, control and recover Revision 04 made
from water-solid
operations. The new guidance uses RCS temperature and pressure response
to back up
pressurizer level. Therefore, the importance of pressurizer level in determining
whether or not the
RCS is water-solid has been lessened.
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From a safety significant point of view, it has been shown that
instrument uncertainties need not
be applied. However, from an operational view, it may be desirable
to
ensure that the operational limits capture the intent of the application. apply some margin to
Once again, the intent is to
indicate adequate RCS inventory control via a saturated bubble
in the Pressurizer. The lower
indicated operational limit should correspond to the lowest level
which can be accepted before the I
pressurizer is drained. The upper indicated operational limit should
correspond to the highest
level which will assure that there is still sufficient steam space for
normal pressure control.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 2
{322}
System Subject Parameter

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[rmaximum level for inventory control], nominally 245 IN

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the highest level which will assure that there is still sufficient steam
space to ensure pressure control using Pressurizer sprays.

Summary:
A pressurizer level of [maximum level for inventory control] corresponds to the highest level
which will assure that there is still sufficient steam space for normal pressure control. The intent
of this application is to establish pre-requisite conditions prior to cycling the PORVs /presurizer
vents for RCS pressure control and avoid relieving water through the PORVs/vents.
This application is a nominal operational guideline, possessing a low degree of nuclear safety
significance, relative to its use in the EOPs. Engineering judgment is used to establish the upper
engineering limit. Therefore, instrument uncertainties need not be applied.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The upper engineering limit is based on engineering judgement. The chosen limit is intended
to:
1) avoid water-solid conditions, 2) provide sufficient steam space to ensure pressure control
using
sprays, and 3) bound the highest pressurizer levels observed in best estimate analysis.
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The upper operational limit of [245"], which is approximately ([70%/o]) of
a typical Combustion
Engineering Pressurizer's range (0 - 350)"), was chosen by the authors of
CEN-152 as an upper
limit for Pressurizer level to account for some instrument and process fluid
uncertainties. The
upper limit was established to avoid filling the Pressurizer to water-solid
conditions and bounded
the highest level observed in the best estimate analysis. CEN- 152 authors
used engineering
judgement to establish the corresponding engineering limit at [78%]. Instrument
uncertainties,
assumed to be + 8%, were conservatively applied to the engineering limit,
yielding the upper
operational limit of [70%]. [70%] is also a "nominal" setpoint for the Pressurizer
high level
alarm
[245"] corresponds to the highest level which will assure that there is still
sufficient steam space
to ensure pressure control using Pressurizer sprays without immediately bringing
the plant to a
water-solid condition.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for the following reasons:
1)
The safety significance associated with the limit is low because it is not
intended to protect
a design limit,
2)
This operational guideline is a nominal value, it is not a calculated or analytical
value. It
was established using engineering judgement.
3)
In the EPGs, RCS temperature and pressure instrumentation is used to
corroborate the
upper limit on pressurizer level to determine the effectiveness of pressurizer
sprays and the
onset of water-solid conditions
Originally, CEN-152 used engineering judgement to establish the upper engineering
limit. The
authors did not perform a calculation to determine the exact pressurizer
level at which sprays are
no longer effective for controlling RCS pressure. The importance of the
upper limit was based by
operational concerns associated with the effectiveness of sprays, and the
desire to avoid watersolid conditions.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUIENT 2 - APPLICATION 3
{323}

System Subject Parameter.

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[mimum level for inventory control], nominally 35 inches

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

the lowest measurable level which can be accepted before the
pressurizer is drained.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the lowest indication that, with confidence, reflects an actual
pressurizer level of subcooled fluid. This operational limit is intended to ensure the continued
operability of the pressurizer. The engineering limit corresponds to the lowest level which can be
accepted before the pressurizer is drained.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because the safety significance associated with this
limit is low due to the fact that in the EPGs pressurizer level is backed up by RVLMS when
evaluating the adequacy of inventory control.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The lower operational limit of [35"], which is approximately ([10%]) of a typical Combustion
Engineering Pressurizer's range, was chosen as the lower limit to account for some instrument and
process fluid uncertainties. The lower limit is based on the lowest indication that with confidence
reflects an actual Pressurizer level. The authors of CEN-152 used engineering judgment to
establish the corresponding engineering limit at [2%]. Instrument uncertainties, assumed to be +
8%, were conservatively applied to the engineering limit, yielding the lower operational limit of
[10%].
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This operational limit is intended to ensure the continued operability of the pressurizer. The
engineering limit corresponds to the lowest level which can be accepted before the pressurizer
is
drained.
This instrument application appears in the Inventory Control safety function acceptance
criteria of
ESDE, SGTR and SBO to initiate-back up verifications and contingency actions in the
event of
low pressurizer level. It also appears in other locations throughout the ORG and FRG instructions
to define the lower end of the [expected post-trip band].
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for the following reasons:
1)
The safety significance associated with this limit is low because it is not intended to
protect a design limit,
2)
Engineering judgment is used to establish the limit, it is not a calculated or analytical
value,
3)
In the EPGs, RCS temperature and pressure instrumentation is used to corroborate the
upper limit on pressurizer level to determine the effectiveness of pressurizer sprays and
the
onset of water-solid conditions,
4)
In the EPGs, RVLMS and subcooled margin are used to corroborate the lower limit on
pressurizer level to ensure inventory control and core covery.
From a safety significant point of view, it has been shown that instrument uncertainties need
not
be applied. However, from an operational view, it may be desirable to apply some margin
to
ensure that the operational limits capture the intent of the application. Once again, the intent
is to
indicate adequate RCS inventory control via a saturated bubble in the Pressurizer. The lower
indicated operational limit should correspond to the lowest level which can be accepted
before the
pressurizer is drained. The upper indicated operational limit should correspond to the highest
level which will assure that there is still sufficient steam space for normal pressure
control.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUNMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 4
{324}
System Subject Parameter:

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[normal PLCS program band], nominally 120 - 220 inches

Use:

U11
To verify that parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip
range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the maximum programmed level as generated by the Pressurizer
Level Control System (PLCS)

Lower =

the minimum programmed level as generated by the
Pressurizer
Level Control System (PLCS)

Summary:
The engineering limits are based on the pressurizer level control program
generated by the
Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS). These limits define the bounds
of the "normal" or
expected post-trip Pressurizer level response. If an uncomplicated reactor
trip has occurred and
the automatic Pressurizer Level Control system is functioning properly,
the level should be
returning to this range.
It is not necessary to add additional instrument uncertainties to those
which have been addressed
when developing the Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS) upper
and lower program limits.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limits are based on the pressurizer level control program
generated by the
Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS).
The upper engineering limit for the maximum programmed level is the
technical specification
maximum Pressurizer level limit. During normal operation (Modes 1,
2, and 3), Pressurizer
operability is defined, in part, by Pressurizer water level remaining
< [60]% (ref 1).
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{This volume is typically equivalent to 50% of the Pressurizer
volume, e.g. 900 cubic feet for a
1800 cubic foot pressurizer.} The maximum water level limit
permits pressure control equipment
to function as designed. The limit preserves the steam space
during normal operation, thus, both
sprays and heaters can operate to maintain the design operating
pressure. The level limit also
prevents filling the pressurizer to water-solid conditions during
anticipated design basis transients,
thus ensuring that pressure relief devices, (PORVs or pressurizer
safety valves) are able to control
pressure by steam-relief rather than water-relief
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble
is reflected implicitly in the
accident analyses. All analyses performed from a critical reactor
condition assume the existence
of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in the pressurizer.
In making this assumption, the
analyses neglect the small fraction of noncondensible gases normally
present (ref 2).
The lower engineering limit for the minimum programmed level
is based on keeping the
pressunzer heaters covered with water, and thus preserving the
normal means of RCS pressure
control following a reactor trip. The pressurizer heaters maintain
RCS pressure to keep the
reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS pressure
during natural circulation flow could
result in loss of single phase flow and decreased capability to remove
core decay heat.
These operational limits define the bounds of the "normal" or
expected post-trip Pressurizer level
response. If an uncomplicated reactor trip has occurred and the
automatic Pressurizer Level
Control system is functioning properly, the level should be trending
to this range . These
operational limits are also used to direct the operator to take
manual control of charging and
letdown to control pressurizer level in the event that automatic
controls are not
maintaining/restoring level to the expected range.
This instrument application does not directly substantially impact
a safety function.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
It is not necessary to add additional instrument uncertainties
to those which may have been
included in development of the Pressurizer Level Control System
(PLCS) upper and lower
program limits.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to normal control
bands. The associated instruments
do not require a high degree of accuracy to verify that a parameter
is within the normal control
band and to verify that the PLCS is functioning properly. There
are other checks within the EOPs
that monitor this parameter when it is outside the normal control
band. These checks are used to
ensure adequate RCS inventory control via a saturated bubble
in the Pressurizer.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable.
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.9, page 3.4-18

2.

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.9 Bases, page 3.4-38
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMiT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 5
{325}
System Subject Parameter:

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[RCP restart level control band], nominally 100 - 200 inches

Use:

U36
To verify the operability of non-safety related equipment such as RCPs, whose
failure to operate is not likely to impact a safety function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the maximum level allowed by technical specifications for RCP
restart.

Lower =

the minimum level required to maintain Pressurizer heaters covered.

Summary:
The upper engineering limit is based on technical specification RCP restart requirements,
which
ensure following RCP restart, that there is still sufficient steam space to ensure pressure
control
using Pressurizer sprays, and preclude a large pressure surge in the RCS.
The lower engineering limit is based on keeping the pressurizer heaters covered to preserve
normal means of RCS pressure control following RCP restart.
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those applied in the technical specification value,
need not
be applied to arrive at an upper operational limit. Heater availability is an operational concern
and
not a safety concern. Therefore instrument uncertainties need not be applied to arrive at
the
lower operational limit.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

Establishing pressurizer level within the required restart level band provides a minimum level
to
help mitigate the effects ofRCS void collapse during RCP restart, and a maximum level to
keep a
pressurizer steam space available for RCS pressure control.
The CEN-152 authors used engineering judgment to establish the upper limit of[200"]. They
did
not perform a calculation to determine the exact pressurizer level which would help ensure
that
the pressurizer would not go solid on RCP restart following an ESDE.
The upper engineering limit is based on TS RCP restart requirements which will ensure that
there
is still sufficient steam space to ensure pressure control using Pressurizer sprays, and preclude
a
large pressure surge in the RCS following restart. [LCO 3.4.6] (ref.2) prohibits RCP restart
with
T cold less than [285'F], unless pressurizer lever in less than [60%], or secondary side water
temperature in each steam generator is less than [100 0 F] above each of the RCS cold leg
temperatures. Satisfying either of the above conditions will preclude a large pressure surge
in the
RCS when the RCP is started.
The lower engineering limit is based on keeping the pressurizer heaters covered to preserve
nor mal means of RCS pressure control following RCP restart. The pressurizer heaters maintain
RCS pressure to keep the reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS pressure during
natural circulation flow could result in loss of single phase flow.
Following reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) restart, the operator is directed to operate charging
(and/or BPSI) pumps, and letdown to restore and maintain pressurizer level [RCP restart level
control band, nominally 100 to 200"], to ensure that pressurizer heaters remain covered and
at
the same time minimize the amount of water added to the RCS to avoid water-solid operation,
which could increase the potential for PTS. Greater than 100" is used in all other EPGs,
without
the maximum limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those applied in the technical specification value, need
not
be applied to arrive at an upper operational limit.
The lower engineering limit is based on keeping the pressurizer heaters covered to preserve
normal means of RCS pressure control. Heater availability is an operational concern and not
a
safety concern. Therefore instrument uncertainties need not be applied.
However, from an operational point of view, it may be desirable to apply some margin to
the
lower engineering limit to ensure that the lower operational limit is consistent with the low
level
heater cutoff setpoint.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:

1)

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.9 Bases, page 3.4-38

2)

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.6 Bases, page 3.4-26
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMiT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 6
{326}
System Subject Parameter:

Pressurizer Level

Value:

[heater cutoff setpoint], nominally 100 inches

Use:

To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post trip range

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

the minimum level required to maintain Pressurizer heaters covered.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on keeping the pressurizer heaters covered to preserve a normal
means of RCS pressure control following a reactor trip.
This instrument application is used throughout the EPGs to ensure inventory control and a normal
means of pressure control by ensuring the heaters remain covered.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because pressurizer heaters are not necessary for
event recovery. Typical safety analyses presented in the FSAR do not take credit for pressurizer
heater operation. The SIS system is designed to restore inventory and pressure control in the
absence of a means of normal pressure control.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on keeping the pressurizer heaters covered to preserve the normal
means of RCS pressure control following a reactor trip. The pressurizer heaters are used to
maintain RCS pressure, and keep the reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS
pressure during natural circulation flow could result in loss of single phase flow.
This instrument application is used throughout the EPGs to maintain normal pressure control by
ensuring that pressurizer heaters remain covered, prior to entry into Shutdown Cooling, prior to
throttling or stopping BPSI, and after restarting RCPs.
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Although the heaters are not specifically used in the accident analysis, they help maintain
subcooling in the long term.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because pressurizer heaters are not necessary for
event recovery. Typical safety analyses presented in the FSAR do not take credit for pressurizer
heater operation. The SIS system is designed to restore inventory and pressure control in the
absence of normal pressure control. If the heaters are unavailable and pressurizer level rises to
greater than the heater cutoff the operator would still throttle HPSI.
The plant specific engineering limit is defined by the elevation at the top of the highest heater
element in the Pressurizer. To arrive at the plant specific operational limit, it may be desirable to
include sufficient operational margin to arrive at an easy to read value. The operational limit
should be established sufficiently greater than the low level heater cut-off setpoint to
accommodate a reasonable amount of undershoot following initiation of corrective action by the
operator to restore level at the operational limit. Engineering judgment and empirical data
obtained from observation of simulator exercises should be considered in making this
determination.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1)

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.9 Bases, page 3.4-38
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I

TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page I of 2)
1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.
3.

Has the intent of the Engineerng Limit been clearly expressed?
Has the Engineerng Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the En

5.

Has what the Engineerng Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

6.

OK

Limit been clearly expressed?

-

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument unertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/justification used in maldng the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

11.

Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)
When necessaryhave recommendati--ons for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

OK

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures -

-

15.

17.

a.

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

16.

'7.

N/A

7

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstries initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:

I

kj

i•6 A M c #

4--'k a 4W'a.'CA

11 uL
.
~
Independent Reviewer. Name/Signature/Date
.
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System Subject Parameter.
Value:

RCS RX VESSEL LEVEL

[top of the hot leg nozzles]
U22

To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.
Cat:

C03\

I

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

the top of the hot leg nozzles.

I

Summary:
The engineering limit of "above the top of the hot leg nozzles" helps to ensure (along
with
subcooled margin being greater than the minimum required), that pressurizer level
is a good
indication of inventory control.

I

It does not make since to apply RVLMS instrument uncertainties, because they are
negligible and
therefore will have no significant impact on execution of the EOPs.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The intent of the engineering/operational limit is to ensure that adequate RCS inventory
control
has been established. It ensures that pressurizer level is an accurate representation
(along with
greater than [minimum required RCS subcooling]) ofinventory control.
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The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) provides
an indication of level based on
which sensors are covered with water. The level indication
changes only when a sensor becomes
uncovered. Variations of level between sensors may not
be detected by the RVLMS.
The engineering uimit
of "above the top of the hot leg nozzles" helps to ensure (along
with
subcooled margin being greater than the minimum required),
that pressurizer level is a good
indication of inventory control. Therefore, the safety function
acceptance criteria and the
performance of the success paths in the Functional Recovery
are satisfied.
This indication is taken in conjunction with a pressurizer level
above the heaters, subcooling
greater than the minimum required, and at least one steam
generator available for heat removal, to
provide the entire Stop/Throttle criteria. Satisfying all criteria,
provides assurance that the RCS is
stabilized, and that once HPSI is throttled or terminated,
or O-T-C is terminated, forced or
natural circulation can be used to remove heat through at
least one steam generator.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Il

RVLMS indication possesses a high degree of nuclear safety
significance, relative to its use in the
EOPs, because RVLMS is the last indication of inventory
control in the core. However,
instrument uncertainties need not be applied, because they
are negligible and therefore will not
significantly impact execution of the this EOP application.
This opinion is the consensus of the I
& C working group. No controlled documentation in
support
of this opinion is provided. Each
plant should verily that instrument uncertainties associated
with their RVLMS are indeed
insignificant.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not Applicable
References:

None
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{332}
System Subject Parameter:
Value:

RCS RX VESSEL LEVEL

[top of active fuel region]
U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03\

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

the top of the active fuel region.

Summary:
The engineering limit of"the top of the active fuel region" helps to ensure that the core remains
covered with water.
It does not make since to apply RVLMS instrument uncertainties, because they are negligible and
therefore will have no significant impact on execution of the EOPs.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering/operational limit represents the elevation that will ensure that the active fuel
region of the reactor vessel is completely covered with water.
The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) provides an indication of level based on
which sensors are covered with water. The level indication changes only when a sensor becomes
uncovered. Variations of level between sensors may not be detected by the RVLMS. The
engineering limit of "the top of the active fuel region" helps ensure that the core remains covered
with water. Therefore, the safety function acceptance criteria and the performance of the success
paths in the Functional Recovery are satisfied.
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This instrument application appears throughout the EPGs as Inventory
Control Safety Function
Acceptance Criteria. It also appears in inventory control verification
steps in Loss of Off-Site
Power and Station Black-out. To ensure that the integrity of the fuel
cladding is maintained, the
core must remain covered. This requirement is reflected in the acceptance
Inventory Control Safety Function Status Checks provided in the EPGs. criteria for the
In conjunction with
indication that the level is above the active core region, the EPGs require
that inventory control
has stabilized or-s being restored.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
RVIMS indication possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in the
EOPs, because RVLMS is the last indication of inventory control in
the
instrument uncertainties need not be applied, because they are negligible core. However,
and therefore will not
significantly impact execution of the this EOP application. This is
the consensus opinion of the I
& C working group. No controlled documentation in support
this opinion is provided. Each
plant should verify that instrument uncertainties associated withof
their RVLMS are indeed
insignificant.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not Applicable
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter.
Value:

RCS RX VESSEL LEVEL

[fill]

I

U22

To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.
Cat:

C03\

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

the top of the Reactor Vessel Head.

I

Summary:
The intent of the engineering/operational limit is to detect voiding in the Plenum or Head, when
the RCS fails to depresssurize as expected. The engineering limit is the highest elevation in the
interior Reactor Vessel Head area.
It does not make since to apply RVLMS instrument uncertainties, because they are negligible and
will have no significant impact on execution of the EOPs.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is the highest elevation in the interior Reactor Vessel Head.
The intent of the operational limit is to detect voiding in the Reactor Vessel Head when the
attempts are made to depressurize the RCS and system pressure fails to respond as expected.
Detection of a level less than 100% in the Plenum or Head, is an indication of void formation.
This instrument application appears in the Heat Removal SFSCs of RTR and the FRG. It also
appears in void detection and elimination contingency actions in LOCA, SGTR, ESDE, LOAF,
LOOP, and the FRG.
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The Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System (RVLMS) uses several
sensors to monitor the area
between the fuel alignment plate and the top of the head, to provide
discrete
indications. The Heated Junction Thermocouple System (HJTCS) is designedwater level
to detect voids in
the reactor vessel head. The HJTCS provides discrete level indications
based on the number of
sensors covered by water. If the highest sensor is covered, the indicated
level will be 100%.
However, it is possible for a void to exist with the highest sensor covered
since the highest sensor
is usually located m inches below the top of the reactor vessel head.
The exact elevation of the
sensors is plant specific. Consequently, there is no way of determining
if the reactor vessel head is
completely free of voids.
Another item that must be taken into consideration is the RCS and RVLMS
response for various
RCP operating configurations. Due to upper guide structure design,
there are mechanical
restrictions to flow above the fuel alignment plate which could bias the
RVLMS response when
RCPs are operating. The RCP operating configuration also has different
effects on the various
RVLMS designs. When RCPs are operating the quality of the pumped
fluid has an effect on the
RVLMS response and this also has to be taken into account.
The safety significance of a void above the highest HJTCS sensor is
negligible. Therefore, an
RVLMS indication of 100% reactor vessel level is sufficient for these
applications.
This application possesses a moderate degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in
the EOPs. The RVLMS is not the sole indicator of voids in the RCS.
Other empirical
observations (e.g. pressurizer level increase while spraying down) are
used to detect voids.
RVLMS is simply used as a corroborative for void determination. If
the RVLMS show no
voiding, but voids exist, these other indicators will demonstrate that
fact.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this case. RVIMS uncertainties
are negligible and
therefore will not significantly impact execution of this EOP application.
This is the consensus opinion of the I & C working group. No controlled
documentation in
support of this opinion is provided. Each plant should verify that instrument
uncertainties
associated with their RVLMS are indeed insignificant.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
None
References:
None
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

OK

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project
Plan and the Project
Authorization?

I

N/A
.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly
expressed?
Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?
Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly
expressed?

-

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor
to nuclear Safety.
been addressedd-

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument
uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/Justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made
to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument
uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them
to be explicitly
applied?
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OK

11.

When necessaoy, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
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ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION I

{341}
System Subject Parameter:

I

ECCS-SI HPSI PUMP FLOW

Value:

[minimum required HPSI pump flowrate], nominally 30 gpm

Use:

U09

To monitor operability or operation of safety related Systems, Structures, and
Components (SSCs), that could impact the accomplishment of a safety function, if
impaired.
Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

the minimum required HPSI pump flowrate.

I

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the minimum required flowrate through a HPSI pump that will
avoid pump damage during continuous minimum flow operation.
The intent of the operational limit is to ensure that the HPSI pump is secured when the flowrate
through the pump decreases to less than the minimum required for continuous minimum flow
operation. This will ensure continued operability and availability of the HPSI pumps by avoiding
over heating and subsequent pump damage.
Engineering judgment may be used when evaluating the appropriateness of including instrument
uncertainties.

I

Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the minimum required flowrate through a HPSI pump that will
avoid pump damage during continuous minimum flow operation.
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The intent of the operational limit is to ensure that the HPSI pump is secured when the flowrate
through the pump decreases to less than the minimum required for continuous minimum flow
operation. This will ensure continued operability and availability of the HPSI pumps by avoiding
over heating and subsequent pump damage. This instrument application appears in LOCA and
the FRG. The CEN-152, revision 03 authors did not include instrument inaccuracies in the EPG
value, i.e. [30 gpm]
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

This application has a high degree of safety significance. However, the negative impact of
including instrument uncertainty must be considered before doing so. It may not be in the best
interest of the equipment that is being protected to apply instrument uncertainties. It could result
in a minimum flow value that is well above the required minimum flow, due to the large
uncertainties associated with the HPSI header flow instruments at low flows.
If instrument uncertainties were to be applied, the resulting inflated flow requirement may only be
managed by ensuring only one HPSI pump is in operation to maximize the flow through the one
pump. This situation could pose a problem for the operator because, if the flow is less than
required, and inventory control requirements are satisfied, the operator would have to turn the
pump off to satisfy the minimum flow requirement. This could lead to a situation where the pump
would be have to be cycled on and off many times during the event mitigation to comply with the
minimum flow requirement. This would not be desirable due to the greater negative impact of
cycling the HPSI pump on and off as opposed to running the pump with less than the minimum
required flow.
Therefore, engineering judgment may be used when evaluating the appropriateness of including
instrument uncertainties.
Typical SIS installations do not have remote indication of HPSI pump flow in the Control Room.
System and pump flow is determined using Hot and Cold Leg SI injection nozzle flow
instruments. There are four Cold Leg injection flowmeters [and two Hot Leg injection flow
meters.] The accuracy of these flowmeters at low flowrates [less than 75 gpm], is typically not
adequate to determine the minimum indicated flow rate that provides reliable pump performance,
i.e. [30 gpm] or more. Therefore, the minimum operational limit used in the EOPs must be the
minimum flow rate that provides a reliable indication.
To determine HPSI pump flow, the operator must add the individual hot and cold leg injection
flowrates (greater than minimum reliable indicated flowrate) and divide by the number of HPSI
pumps in operation. The result is the flowrate through one HPSI pump (assuming the recirc paths
to the RWT are isolated). If the calculated total flowratefper pump is greater than the minimum
reliable indicated flowrate, the minimum flowrate requirement for the pump is considered
satisfied.
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For simplicity, and to avoid confusing the operator, all HPSI pump minimum flow applications
(category one and category two) should use the same operational value throughout the EPGs.
This approach is conservative by nature and preferred from a human factors perspective.
Potential Margin:;Loss Options:

1.

Install permanent pump flow indication for each HPSI pump.

2.

Install low'pump flow alarms on each BPSI pump.

3.

Install Cold and Hot Leg injection flow meters that have the required accuracy at the low
flows necessary to check minimum flow requirements.

References:

None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 2
(342)

System Subject Parameter:

ECCS-SI HPSI PUMP FLOW

Value:

[nominal capacity of one charging pump], (operational limit 40 gpm)

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

the nominal capacity of one charging pump, nominally 44gpm

Summary:
The engineering limit is the minimum acceptable boration flowrate, which is the nominal
capacity
of one charging pump. This operational limit is used to identify an abnormal boration system
lineup. Boration in accordance with technical specification required actions will eventually
shutdown the reactor. Confirmation of successful achievement of the reactivity control
safety
function is directly determined by a decreasing reactor power trend.
Since there is no specific analytical limit in this case, instrument uncertainties can not be
applied.
Since this instrument application pertains to boration using ECCS, i.e. HPSI pumps, as
monitored
by the SI line flowmeters, the minimum acceptable boration flowrate, is the minimum
required
HPSI pump flowrate.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is the minimum acceptable boration flowrate, which is the nominal
capacity
of one charging pump. This operational limit is used to identify an abnormal boration
system
lineup. Boration in accordance with technical specification required actions will eventually
shutdown the reactor. Confirmation of successful achievement of the reactivity control
safety
function is directly determined by a decreasing reactor power trend.
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Since this instrument application pertains to boration using ECCS, i.e. HPSI pumps, as monitored
by the SI line flowmeters, the minimum acceptable boration flowrate, is the minimum required
charging pump flowrate.
The CEN-1 52, revision 03 operational limit (_40 gpm) is a "nominal" operational minimum value.
This value is based on the design capacity of one charging pump, as was described in the CVCS
applications. The same value is used in RC-3 (boration using SIS) for simplicity. This operational
value is used to identify an abnormal boration system lineup. BPSI flow is being used in place of
charging flow. In the determination of the required combination of boration flow rate and boron
concentration of the makeup water, there is no unique minimum boration flow requirement that
must be satisfied (ref 1).
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Since there is no specific analytical limit in this case, instrument uncertainties can not be applied.
The ultimate goal is to derive a reasonable minimum operational value, that wil provide the
operator a valid indication of an abnormal system line up that should be promptly investigated and
corrected. The selected value should not send the operator in search of a problem when there is
none.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable

References:
1)

NUREG 1432, Revision 01 Section 3.1.1 (Analog) and NUREG-1432, Revision 01,
Section 3.1.1 (Digital).
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 3 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 3
{343}

System Subject Parameter:

ECCS-SI HPSI PUMP FLOW

Value:
Use:

[SI flow delivery curves]
1370
To verify charging or SI flow is in agreement with "nominal design values"
included in the EOPs.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

the minimum Safety Injection flow for a given RCS pressure.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on minimum expected BPSI flow for a given RCS pressure.
The SI
flow curves were developed to provide the operator with a tool for use in making
prompt
evaluations of Safety Injection System operation.
Instrument uncertainties need not be added to the engineering limit (required system
design
flowrate) to develop the EOP [SI flow delivery curves].
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on minimum expected SI flow for a given RCS pressure.
The SI flow curves were developed to provide the operator with a tool for use in
making
evaluations of Safety Injection System operation. In order to minimize the total number prompt
of curves
(thus minimizing potential confusion) numerous plant operating configurations were
reviewed and
only the worst case, i.e. minimum flows for single and two trains of SIS operation
were included
in the EPGs.
The curves help the operator verify that Safety Injection System (SIS) is operating
properly.
Indication offlow, confirms that HPSI pumps are operating and that the valve line
up is correct.
Adequate SIS flow ensures RCS Inventory Control and Core Heat Removal safety
function are
satisfied.
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The EPG curves do not display expected or required SIS flow rates during simultaneous SIS
hot/cold leg injection. This is a controlled evolution and not considered to be part of the EPG
curve.

This instrument application appears in the SFSCs and instructions that ensure inventory control is
achieved. It is used to aid the operator in evaluating SIS system performance and to prompt the
operator to investigate possible causes of degraded system flow if it is below the expected value.
No instrument or process uncertainties were accounted for when developing the EPG curves
(e.g., the RCS pressure values were not adjusted to account for the pressurizer elevation head
when the RCS pressure versus SIS flow was plotted). The authors assumed that since the SI
system design was determined and verified through the accident analyses, as long as the system
performs as required by the accident analyses, core damage will not occur.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be added to the engineering limit (required system design
flowrate) to develop the EOP SIS minimum flow curves.
As stated previously, the curves are utilized to make a prompt determination of SIS operation.
Flow significantly below the curve may indicate equipment misoperation or improper lineup.
However, sufficient SIS flow is determined by the ability of the system, in conjunction with
operator actions, to fulfill the RCS inventory control and heat removal safety functions.
Adding additional uncertainty to the engineering limit (required system design flowrate) could
have the effect of requiring the operator to obtain a system flowrate that is beyond the design
capability of the Safety Injection System (SIS) pump. Since this would be wasting the operator's
time and may not be achievable, this practice is not recommended.
If instrument uncertainty results in the indicated SIS flowrate being not equal to the design
flowrate, it would not necessarily mean that the flow rate is inadequate. The ultimate adequacy of
SIS flowrate is determined by the status of the Reactivity Control, RCS Inventory Control and
Core Heat Removal safety functions. If these safety function become jeopardized, the operator
will be alerted to the situation by trends and alarms associated with reactor power, RCS
temperature and pressure, and take appropriate contingency action per the EOPs.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:

None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

6.
7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalrustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)
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11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
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{351)}
System Subject Parameter.

ECCS-SI RWT LEVEL

Value:

[RS setpoint], nominally 10%

Use:

U13
To verify automatic actuation of the ESFAS due to its setpoint being exceeded, or
to indicated directly to the operator to manually actuate the safety systems
associated with those setpoints since they failed to automatically actuate.

Cat:

C03

l

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the upper Technical Specification ALLOWABLE TRIP setpoint for
the Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS).

Lower =

the lower Technical Specification ALLOWABLE TRIP setpoint for
the Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS).

Summary:
The basis for the engineering limit is the same as the basis for the technical specification allowable
setpoint for RAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit.
The intent of the application is to prompt the operator to verify that RAS occurred automatically
or to manually initiate RAS if it did not.
This instrument application is the ESFAS actuation setpoint. Since the intent is to verify
Recirculation Actuation at setpoint, it serves no useful purpose to add additional uncertainties to
those already applied to establish the RAS setpoint (COl).
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the technical specification
allowable setpoint for RAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit.
The upper allowable value for this trip is set low enough to ensure RAS does not initiate before
sufficient water is transferred to the containment sump (ref 1). Premature recirculation could
damage or disable the recirculation system if recirculation begins before the sump has enough
water to prevent air entrainment in the suction.
The lower allowable value is high enough to transfer suction to the containment sump prior to
emptying the RWT and to prevent air entraimment during the transfer. Switchover from RWT to
the Containment sump must occur before the RWT empties to prevent damage to the ECCS
pumps and a loss of core cooling capability. For similar reasons, switchover must not occur
before there is sufficient water in the Containment sump to support pump suction.
Allowable Values specified in the accompanying LCO, are conservatively adjusted with respect to
the analytical limits. The actual trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally more
conservative than that specified by the allowable value to account for changes in random
measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. If the measured setpoint
does not exceed the Allowable Value, the bistable is considered OPERABLE.
This application appears in LOCA and FRG. It is used to direct the operator to verify RAS
initiation. The intent of the application is to prompt the operator to verify that the suction valve
from the Containment Sump opens automatically or to manually initiate RAS if it did not open as
required.
This application is also used in LOCA and FRG to monitor RWT level and to direct the operator
to make up to the RWT as necessary from all available sources to ensure that level remains
greater than the RAS setpoint, if the LOCA is outside of containment and cannot be isolated.
The authors of CEN-152 assumed that the instrument inaccuracy considerations that have
previously been discussed in this section were taken into consideration in the development of this
ESFAS actuation setpoint.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This instrument application is a ESFAS actuation setpoint. Since the intent is to verify
Recirculation Actuation occurs at setpoint, it serves no useful purpose to add additional
uncertainties to those already applied to establish the RAS setpoint.
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Additional instrument uncertainties are not applied because we do not want the operator to
initiate any safety signal too early. Such action may further complicate an event. Also, we expect
the safety systems to automatically initiate when designed, and the design setpoint already
accounts for instrument uncertainties. Therefore, this should only be a manual backup in case the
automatic setpoint does .not initiate.
In addition, failure of the ESFAS systems to automatically actuate (as would be the case if manual
actuation was required) is considered to be outside design bases space. Therefore, it is not
possible to accurately calculate and apply instrument uncertainties in a meaningful manner in this
operational space.
Finally, no additional instrument uncertainties need to be added to the ESFAS setpoint because
doing so would unnecessarily complicate the EOPs by creating a second number to be used in the
EOPs for RAS verification. This would place an unjustified burden on the operator.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

CEOG STS, revision 01, LCO 3.3.4 Bases, pages 3.3.65 - 66
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Have all assumptions been clearly stated?
Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety._
been addressed?
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Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?
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Has the rational/Justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?
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Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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{412)

System Subject Parameter.

RCS AVE TEMP

Value:

Dninimum expected post-trip temperature], nominally 5250 F

Use:

U22

Cat:

C03

To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety
fimction.

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the minimum
expected normal post-trip SG pressure (35 psi below the normal
setpoint for the TBVs/SBCS).

Lower =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the Main Steam
Isolation System (MSIS) setpoint

Summary:
The upper engineering limit is based on the lowest expected post-trip steam generator pressure
(35 psi below the normal setpoint for the TBVs/SBCS, nominaily 885 psia). The lower
engineering limit is based on the low steam generator pressure setpoint for MSIS in technical
specifications. The operational limit and engineering limit are intended to mitigate or prevent
excessive RCS heat removal resulting from a malfimction of the TBVs, ADVs, or MSSVs.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application because it is backed up by the
[MSIS] which is designed to protect the core in overcooling events, independent of operator
action.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The basis for the upper engineering limit is the saturation temperature corresponding to the
minimum expected post-trip steam generator pressure. The basis for the lower limit is the same as
the bases for the TS low SG pressure setpoint for MSIS.
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This application is used to provide early recognition and mitigation of an over-cooling event. In
this application, the operator is directed to ensure feed flow is not excessive, ensure
TBVs/ADVs/MSSVs are closed if SG pressure is less than [minimum expected post-trip value],
and ensure MSIS is initiated if SG pressure is less than [MSIS setpoint].
Less than [minimum expected post-trip temperature] was chosen as an operational limit for this
application because it will ficilitate early recognition of excess RCS heat removal following a
reactor trip. It is assumed that if T . decreases to less than[minimum expected post-trip
temperature], an abnormality may exist that should be investigated and corrected.
This operational limit is a corroborative that corresponds to the lower end of the SG pressure
[expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia. It was chosen to avoid premature operator
intervention, but allow maximum time for the operator to identify and correct the problem prior to
reaching the MSIS setpoint. This instrument application is consistent with the philosophy to back
up expected automatic control system response, i.e. TBS, with manual operator actions.
The safety significance of this application is low. Tavg indication is corroborated by Thot and
Tcold instruments, as well as by SG pressure indication. In addition, this application is backed up
by MSIS which is designed to protect the core in severe overcooling events.
CEN-152 revision 03 did not include instrument uncertainties in the [5250FJ EPG operational
limit.

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable for the following reasons:
1)

In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the
operator refers to T , T d, T * and SG pressure indicators on the main control board.

2)

The lack of absolute accuracy of the T instrumentation in this case will not prevent the
operator from accomplishing the intended function of this instrument application.

3)

There is significant redundant and corroborative instumention available to the operator
to address the intent of this instrument application.

4)

The instrument application is backed up by the MSIS which are designed to protect the
core in overcooling events, independent of operator action.
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The plant specific operational limit should be less than the no-load SBCS control
program band
and less than the typical T trend following an uncomplicated reactor trip. The selected
value
should be far enough below the SBCS control program corresponding temperature
to avoid
unnecessary operator intervention, while still high enough to give the operator
time to find and
correct a problem prior to a MSIS actuation if possible.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LiMIT BASES DOCUMEIT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 1 - APPLICATION 3
{4131
System Subject Parameter:

RCS AVE TEMP

Value:

[

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety function.

Cat:

C03

m

expected post-trip temperature], nominally 5350 F

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =
Summary:

The saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi above the
normal setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

The engineering and operational limits are based on a the upper end of a 10°F post-trip RCS
temperature control band, nominally [525 - 535°F] which was established based on
engineering judgment (including, but not centered on the no-load temperatur).
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable.
Basis for Engineering lIjmit(s):
The engineering and operational limits are based on a the upper end of a 10'F post-trp RCS
temperature control band, nominally [525 - 535 0F] which was established based on
engineering judgment (including, but not centered on the no-load temperature).
The intent of this application is to assist the operator in detecting a malfunction of the
TBVs(SBCS) or MSSVs, to provide early recognition of a decrease in RCS heat removal, as
soon as possible after a trip. In this contingency action, the operator is directed to ensure feed is
controlling or restoring level to at least one SG, and to ensure TBS/SBCS or the ADVs are
controlling T , within the [expected post-trip band], nominally 525 to 535 IF.
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It is assumed that if T . increases to greater than [535 0F], the normal control systems
are
malfunctioning and should be investigated and cornected. This operational limit corresponds
to
the upper end of the SBCS SG pressure [expected post-trip band], nominally 850
was chosen to avoid premiture operator intervention, but allow maxmum time for- 920 psia It
the operator to
identiiy and correct the problem prior to lifting the MSSVs. This instrument application
consistent with the philosophy to back up expected automatic control system response, is
i.e.
TBS/SBCS, with manual operator actions.
The safety significance of this application is low. RCS Tavg is corroborated by the
use of Thot
and Tcold temperature indication, in addition to SG pressure indication. In addition,
this
application is backed up by MSSs which are designed to ensure heat removal
in the event that
normal heat removal systems fail to control RCS temperate.
The authors of CEN-152, revision 03 did not include instrument uncertainties in the
[535 0fl EPG
operational limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant
specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable for the following
reasons:
1)

In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure
signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the
operator refers to T _,_ T A, T As and SG pressure indicators on the main control
board.

2)

The lack of absolute accuracy of the T ,| instrumentation in this case will not prevent
the
operator from accomplishing the intended function of this instrument application.

3)

There is significant redundant and corroborative instrumentation available to the operator
to address the intent of this instrument application.

The plant specific operational limit should be greater than the no-load SBCS control
band and greater than the typical T w,trend following an uncomplicated reactor trip. program
The selected
value should be far enough above the SBCS control program corresponding temperature
to avoid
unnecessary operator intervention, while still low enough to give the operator time
to find and
correct a problem prior to lifting the MSSVs.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-1)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 1 - APPLICATION 4
{414)
System Subject Parameter:

I

RCS AVE TEP

Value:

[epected post-trip band], nominally 5250 F to 535F

Use:

Ul 1

Cat:

C03

I

To verifr plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi above the normal
setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

I

Lower =

Saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi below the normal
setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

I

Summary:
The engineering limits are based on the normal control band for TBVs (SBCS),
885 psia +/- 35
psi.
The high and low operational limits are intended to define the normal post-trip
SG pressure band,
and thereby assist the operator in detecting and responding to a malfunction with
the TBVs or
steam bypass control systen (SBCS) as soon as possible.
Explicit instrument uncertainties need not be applied or specifically accounted
for in determining
the appropriate plant specific operational limits.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limits are based on the [normal control band for TBVs (SBCS) 885 psia +1 35
psi]. This application is used in standard post trip actions (SPTAs) as part of the criteria for
acceptable reactor coolant system (RCS) heat removal, i.e. at least one steam generator (SG) has
level in the [normal control band] or being restored by feedwater, average RCS temperature is
within the [expected post-trip band], nominally 5250 F to 5350 F, and SG pressure is within the
[expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia. The high and low operational limits are
intended to define'the normal post-trip SG pressure band, and thereby assist the operator in
detecting and responding to a malfunction with the TBVs or steam bypass control system (SBCS)
as soon as possible.
The TBVs/SBCS is designed to remove decay heat and sensible heat following a reactor trip
without overcooling the RCS. The upper and lower operational limits for this instrument
application are based on saturation temperatures corresponding to the TBVs/SBCS [program
control band 885 psia +±-35 psi].
Uncertainties Application Assessment.

Explicit instrument uncertainties need not be applied or specifically accounted for in determining
the plant specific operational limits.
This instrument application does not directly impact a safety function. Therefore, it does not
require a high degree of accuracy. An allowance for instrument inaccuracies is included, by
definition, in the engineering limits.
This application is used to verify normal RCS heat removal following an uncomplicated reactor
trip and is corroborated by SG pressure being controlled in the expected range (normal control
band). It is used by the operator to verify that the TBVsISBCS are functioning properly.
In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the operator
refers to T , T A, T ld and SG pressure indicators on the main control board. Therefore, it is
apparent that there is adequate redundancy and corroborative instrumentation for the operator to
address the intent of this application.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 1 - APPLICATION 5
{415)
System Subject Parameter.

RCS AVE TEM

Value: [minimum RCS temperature defining a PTS event], nominally 5000 F
Use:

U69
To veria* a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower limit = The minimum RCS temperature used as defining criteria for a
pressuied thermal shock transient
Summary:
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgment The operational limit of < 5000F is taken
from the CEN-152 definition for a pressurized thermal shock (PTS) transient
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application, since the engineering limit is an
approximate value arrived at via engineering judgment, and there is no explicit design limit to
protect against
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgment|
The operational limit of< 5000F is taken from the CEN-152 definition for a pressurized thermal
shock transient. As per CEN-152, rev 03, a pressurized thermal shock transient is defined as an
overcooling transient which causes RCS temperature to go below 500F.|
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The intent of the operational limit is to provide the operator with an easy to use criterion for

transitioning to use of the [2000 F] Post Accident PTS P-T curve.

This instrument application is found in Note #1 at the bottom of all Post Accident PressureTemperature Limit Figures in CEN-152
When the EPGs were first developed, CEN-152, rev 01 used a more detailed set of criteria to
determine that a pressurized thermal shock transient had occurred, requiring the operator to limit
subcooling to 2000 F thereafter. At that time the criterion was, 1) >100 0F/hour cooldown rate,
and 2) >1000 F total cooldown, and 3) >10 minutes duration (to allow for reactor vessel
response). In the course of the EPG simulator validation and training that followed, operators
recommended that the criterion be simplified, pointing out that the operator can easily recognize a
major uncontrolled cooldown event, without verifying all the previous criteria, which may be
difficult and time consuming to do. Therefore, using engineering judgment the EPG authors
changed the criterion to "anytime the RCS has experienced an uncontrolled cooldown which
causes RCS temperature to go below 5000F.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application, since the engineering limit is an
approximate value arrived at via engineering judgment, and there is no explicit design limit to
protect against.
In the context of the use of this application in the EPGs, the engineering limit is supplemented
with additional criteria to meet the intent of the limit ("anytime the RCS has experienced an
uncontrolledcooldown which causes RCS temperature to go below 500 0F)
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not Applicable
References:
None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?:

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.
5.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
ons or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there .vidence that industry operating exerience has been
consideied and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?
Does the title page contain the following:

14.
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Date of Issue
Correct Revision
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ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 1

{421}
System Subject Parameter:

REP CET TEMP

Value:

[not superheated]

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper=

00F superheat

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature of the RCS.
The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an indication that can be used by the operator
to
assess the status of adequate core heat removal and corroborate core covered and core uncovered
with the aid of RVLMS.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied. Due to the way representative CET (REPCET)
temperature is calculated, there is no meaningful way to apply the uncertainties to the individual
CETs, and the uncertainties associated with the REPCET derivation, have already been addressed
by the design of the system.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature of the RCS.
The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an indication that can be used by the operator
to
assess the status of adequate core heat removal and corroborate core covered and core uncovered
with the aid of RVLMS. A superheated core indicates that core uncovery is occurring, and
that
core heat removal is inadequate.
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For cases when pressurizer level is below the lower limit, RVLMS indication
that the core is
covered, in conjunction with subcooled CET temperatures, indicate that RCS
inventory is
sufficient to support adequate core cooling and prevent core damage. This
application is used in
the LOCA, SBO; and FRG Safety Function Status Checks (SFSC) to evaluate
the effectiveness of
core heat removal and RCS inventory control. The operator uses the ICC
display, SMM or
SPDS to perform the assessment.
All CEOG plants have a Subcooled Margin Monitor (SMM), Inadequate Core
Cooling (ICC)
display/cabinet, Ind/or a Safety Parameters Display System (SPDS). Using
the SMM, ICC
Display or SPDS, saturation margin may be calculated using [Representative]
CET temperature
(REPCET). The value of REPCET is a statistical combination of the CET
inputs representing a
value greater than 95% of all of the valid CET inputs, with a 95% confidence
interval. The inputs
are validated and REPCET is statistically chosen from the remaining inputs.
Overall Instrument
uncertainty associated with REPCET will be very small (typically <1%).
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied. Due to the way
[representative] CET
(REPCET) temperature is calculated, there is no meaningful way to apply the
uncertainties to the
individual CETs, and the uncertainties associated with the REPCET derivation,
have already been
addressed by the design of the system. The overall uncertainty associated
with REPCET, using
the method described above will be very small (<0.1%) (ref. 1).
In addition, category 03 is appropriate because of the dynamics associated with
applying this limit
under accident conditions. If core uncovery does occur, uncertainties associated
with this
indication will be masked by the rapidly increasing core exit temperatures.
Consequently, the
absolute value which is indicative of superheated conditions is less significant
than the rapidly
increasing trend.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1)

CE NPSD-928-P, Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible Solutions
to Margin
Loss (CEOG Task 782), February 1994, page 9.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 2
{422)}

System Subject Parameter:

REP CET TEMP

Value:

[no abnormal difference] between T hot and REPCET, nominally (i 100F)

Use:

U34
To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment are
necessary to support. a safety function.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

No difference between T hot and representative CET.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgment. The intent of the engineering limit is to
provide an operational value that enables the operators to assess the status of single phase liquid
natural circulation flow in at least one RCS loop.
Engineering judgment (category 02) may be used to determine the operational limit when
accounting for instrument uncertainties, system characteristics and process affects. It is necessary
to estimate the uncertainties to know what the expected band should be.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgment. When single phase natural circulation
flow is established in at least one loop, the RCS should indicate... .no abnormal differences
between [operating loop] T h. RTDs and core exit thermocouples. [Operating loop] T ha RTD
temperature should be consistent with the core exit thermocouples. Adequate natural circulation
flow ensures that core exit thermocouple temperature will be approximately equal to the
[operating loop] hot leg RTD temperature.
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The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an approximate operational value
that can be
used, in conjunction with other indications, to assess the status of single phase
liquid natural
circulation flow in at least one RCS loop. Under single phase natural circulation
flow, core exit
thermocouple temperatures should be consistent with the operating loop hot
leg temperature.
Approximate agreement between hot leg temperature and CET is corroborative
evidence that
there is fluid communication (flow) between the core and at least one hot leg.
Engineering
judgment was used to determine that an "abnormal difference" between T hot
and CETs could be
any difference greater than [0IF].
"No abnormal differences between T hot RTDs and core exit thermocouples"
is used throughout
CEN-1 52 as one of four criteria to verify single phase liquid natural circulation
flow is established
in at least one loop. The complete list of criteria is as follows:
a.
Loop delta-T (Thot - Tcold) less than normal full power delta-T,
b.
Hot and cold leg temperatures constant or lowering,
c.
RCS subcooling at least [minimum RCS subcooling] based on [representative]CET
temperature
d.
No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and core exit thermocouples.
This application possesses a moderate degree of nuclear safety significance.
A lack of absolute
instrument accuracy will not inhibit accomplishment of the intended function.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Engineering judgment (category 02) may be used to determine the operational
limit when
accounting for instrument uncertainties, system characteristics and process affects.
It is necessary
to estimate the uncertainties to know what the expected band should be.
The use of engineering judgment is acceptable to meet the intent of this instrument
application for |
the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit is an approximate value, and there is no explicit design
limit to
protect against.

2)

This application is used in corroboration with several other criteria to satisfy
the intent of
the step, i.e. verify natural circulation flow is established.
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The operator should be trained to recognize the indicated delta-T that is "normal" for a
wide spectrum of operating histories and RCS flow conditions. Also, operator training
should address plant conditions that may affect the actual delta-T, such as reverse flow in
the non-operating loop. The intent of applying operational margin to that which is normal
or expected is to prevent the operator from being directed to the contingency actions
when there is not a problem-with natural circulation flow.

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Make the acceptable band larger.
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 3
(423}
System Subject Parameter.

REP CET TEMP

Value:

[saturation temperature corresponding to PSVIPORV lift pressure],
nominally
6000 F

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment
of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the lift setpoint of the
primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%), [or PORVs].

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature corresponding
to the lift setpoint of
the primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%), [or PORVs].
This yields a
corresponding saturation temperature of approximately 6640 F.
The intent of the engineering limit is to establish a maxinum operational
[representativeJCET
temperature that provides indication that the core and the Steam
Generators (SGs) are effectively
coupled, and that the SGs are adequately removing decay heat.
If [representative]CET
temperature is greater than the engineering limit, then the SGs are
not adequately removing decay
heat, since being in excess of this value would indicate that the
core was producing more heat
than is being removed by the SGs.
Due to the way representative CET temperature is calculated,
there is no meaningful way to
apply instrument uncertainties to the individual CETs. The uncertainties
associated with the
[representative]CET derivation are addressed in the design of the
system. The overall uncertainty
associated with [representative]CET as described in the bases section
is typically very small
(<0 1%) (ref. 1).
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature corresponding
to the lift setpoint of
the primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%), [or PORVs].
This yields a
corresponding saturation temperature of approximately 664 0F.
This temperature limit is basically a steady state limit. It is recognized
that RCS pressure can be
>2500 psia ±3%, with frepresentative]CET temperature being
less than 6680 F, if the plant is in a
transient condition (e.g., rising pressurizer level squeezing the
pressurizer steam bubble).
However, if the main steam safety valves are adequately removing
RCS heat, and at least one
steam generator has adequate inventory and feed, the core exit
temperature
should never exceed
6640F (assuming ±3% tolerance for the primary code safety valves).
The CEN-152, revision 03 operational limit was based on the
design secondary system pressure
saturation temperature and the maximum expected core delta-T
for adequate natural circulation
flow.
In the EPG reference plant, the design secondary system pressure
was [1100] psia. The
corresponding saturation temperature is 556.3 0F. The [600]JF
operational limit was arrived at by
adding [43.7]°F to the steam generator design saturation temperature
to account for CET
inaccuracy and maximum expected core delta-T.
During the course of conducting this project, it was determined
the operational limit justification
of this instrument application in reference 1 could be improved.
The intent of the engineering
limit should be to provide indication that the core is being adequately
cooled by the Steam
Generators (SGs). Therefore, if frepresentative]CET temperature
is
greater
than the engineering
limit, it can be assumed that the SGs are not adequately removing
decay heat, since being in
excess of this value would indicate that the core was producing
more heat than is being removed
by the SGs.
This application is used in the LOAF, SGTR, and ESDE Safety
Function Status Check as an
acceptance criteria for core heat removal.
All CEOG plants have a Subcooled Margin Monitor (SMM),
Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC)
display/cabinet, and/or a Safety Parameters Display System (SPDS).
Using the SW, ICC
Display or SPDS, saturation margin may be calculated using
Representative CET temperature
(REPCET). The value of REPCET is a statistical combination
of the CET inputs representing a
value greater than 95% of all of the valid CET inputs, with
a 95% confidence interval. The inputs
are validated and REPCET is statistically chosen from the remaining
inputs. Overall Instrument
uncertainty associated with REPCET will be very small (typically
<1%).
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Due to the way representative CET (REPCET) temperature is
calculated, there is no meaningful
way to apply instrument uncertainties to the individual CETs.
The uncertainties associated with
the REPCET derivation is addressed in the design of the system.
The
associated with REPCET as described in the bases section is typically overall uncertainty
very small (<0.1%) (ref. 1).

I

The plant specific engineering limit is determined as described in
the bases section.
The plant specific operational limit is arrived at by subtracting process
additional margin needed to arrive at an easily read and remembered uncertainties and any
operating limit. The
resulting operational limit should also be greater than saturation
temperature corresponding to
secondary system design pressure ([1100] psia, [556.3] 0F). An
operational value between these
two bounding conditions will satisfy the intent of the application.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Il

Not applicable
References:
1)

CE NPSD-928-P, Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible
Solutions to Margin
Loss (CEOG Task 782), February 1994, page 9.
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

1.

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)
Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases fa the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?
Has what the Engineerng Limit ensures been clearly expressed?
Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

S.
6.
7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety.
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instnrnent uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalfjustification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures _

17.

J. C

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

16.

N/A

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

Is the document legible and reproducible?
Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?
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ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMNENT 3 - APPLICATION 1
{431}
System Subject Parameter:

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

[LTOP enabling criteuia], nominally 275 0 F

Use

,120
To determine when to activate a safety related SSC for which no automatic
initiation is provided in support of a safety function, safe shutdown, cooldown
or
depressurization.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

The technical specification LCO value for placing low temperature
overpressure protection (LTOP) in service.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the LTOP enabling temperature found in technical
specifications. This operational limit is intended to protect against subjecting the
RCS pressure
boundary to low temperature brittle fracture conditions.
It is not necessary to apply additional instrument uncertainties to the plant-specific
engineering
limit when determining the appropriate plant-specific operational limit
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the LTOP enabling temperature found in
technical
specifications. Technical Specifications (ref 1) require at least one overpressure
protection
system operable whenever cold leg temperature is less than or equal to [2851F].
The pressurizer
safety valves provide overpressure protection above [285]TF.
The actual temperature at which the pressure in the P/T limit curve falls below
the pressurizer
safety valve setpoint increases as the reactor vessel material toughness decreases
due to neutron
embrittlement.
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Each time the P/T limit curves are revised, the LTOP System will be re-evaluated to ensure its
functional requirements can still be satisfied using the installed overpressure protection method.
This operational limit is intended to ensure that low temperature overpressurization protection
(LTOP) is lined up at the required cold leg temperature to protect against subjecting the RCS
pressure boundary to low temperature brittle ficture.
This instrument application is used in cooldown/depressurization instructions ofthe Optimal and
Functional Recovery Procedures. Instrument uncertainties were not included in the EPG value.
The EPG value is a restatement ofthe reference plant tech spec value.
This instrument application is used to ensure operation within RCS pressure and temperature
limits designed to protect against brittle fracture. Protection ofthe RCS pressure boundary has a
high degree of nuclear safety significance. This conclusion is based on the high priority assigned
to protection of fission product barriers in 10 CFR 50 App. G, fracture Toughness Requirements.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Because this instrument application possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
instrument uncertainties must be accounted for. However, in this particular application, it is not
necessary to apply addftio,,al instrument uncertainties to the technical specification value for use
in the EOPs. Uncertainties are typically accounted for and applied as appropriate in developing
the corresponding plant-specific Technical Specification LCO requirement This assumption
should be verified on a plant specific bases.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, Revision 1, 04/07/95, Section B 3.4.12, Bases for Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System, Pages B 3.4-56 through 3.4-65.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELIE (CEN-152)
ENGNEERING LJMT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 2
(432)
System Subject Parameter

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

[pdst accident PT limits] and [Lowest service line temperature]

Use:

U25
To verify operation within the design limits to prevent damage to safety related
SSCs.

Cat:

Col

Engineering Limit(s):

None
Summary:
Not applicable
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for P/T curves is addressed in Module 5, RCS Subcooling and Pressurizer Pressure
application 5.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainty issues is addressed in Module 5, RCS Subcooling
Potential Margin Loss Options:
None
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUIMENT

MODUTLE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 3

(433}
System Subject Parameter:

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

SDM Calculation.

Use:

U12
To determine the value of a core physics parameter.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
None
Summary:
This instrument application is used to ensure that the technical specification Shutdown Margin
requirement is satisfied for the current or projected RCS temperature based on the most recent
boron sample.
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this EOP application, because
category 01 instrument uncertainties should be accounted for in the Shutdown Margin calculation.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
This inent application is used to ensure the technical specification Shutdown Margin
requirement is satisfied for the current or projected RCS temperature based on last boron sample.
Typically, it appears in the EOPs well after the event mitigation, and prior to commencing a
controlled cooldown.
In the EOPs, the primary focus is to maintain the reactor shutdown, as opposed to maintaining the
required technical specification shutdown margin. The primary indications used by the operator
to verify reactivity control are: reactor power level and trend, negative SUR, and CEA position
indication showing that all CEAs are fuily inserted. The initial transient would be over with by the
time the operator is directed to verify SDM. Core reactivity, i.e. SDM, may to less negative than
the required TS value, but core reactivity should remain negative and the reactor should remain
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shutdown if the reactivity control SFSC acceptance criteria are satisfied. The T dd limit is per
plant specific Surveillance Procedures for calculating the required SDM Boron Concentration.
The limiting temperature is a function of the current boron concentration, the method used to
calculate SDM, and the current plant physics condition.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this EOP application, because
category 01 instrument uncertainties should be accounted for in the Shutdown Margin calculation.
The Hot Shutdown Margin (SDM) .LCO is verified by Technical Specifications (TS) surveillance
procedures, to ensure that if an Excess Steam Demand Event occurs, there will be acceptable
consequences. Category 01 instrument uncertainty treatment is required for this use in technical
specifications. In technical specifications, this instrument application possesses a high degree of
nuclear safety significance because it is used to ensure positive reactivity control following DBA
and subsequent reactor shutdown. Explicit T c instrument uncertainties should be known and
accounted for in the Shutdown Margin calculation. Plant physics curves that rely on real-time
RCS temperature as a coordinate should be adjusted for instrument uncertainties.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIM1T BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 4
{434}
System Subject Parameter

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

[typical fbedwater required for sensible heat removal acrve]

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
finction.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
None
Summary:
There is no engineering limit associated with this application.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to analytically derived curves when generating plant
specific feedwater vs. T *dsensible heat removal curves.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
CEN-152 Figures 13-14 and 13-15 are examples of the types of figures that could be used in
determining how much condensate is required while a plant is being cooled by auxiliary feedwater.
Figure 13-14 represents the amount of condensate required in removing decay heat for a specific
duration oftime before the shutdown cooling system must be used due to the remaining
condensate inventory being inadequate. Each curve reflects a different time after shutdown (i
hours). Curves representing intermediate time segments may be added.
Figure 13-15 provides the operator with an indication of how much condensate is required to
remove system sensible heat while cooling down the plant to a desired cold leg temperature from
an initial cold leg temperature.
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Figure 13-14 and Figure 13-15 must be used together to calculate the condensate inventory
required for decay heat and sensible heat removal for a given cooldown. The intent of condensate
inventory information, whether it is presented in graphical, nomograph, or other forms, is to
enable the operating staff to determine whether suficient inventory exists for the planned actions.
It should give the operator information in a timely manner such that, if a cooldown is required,
enough condensate will be available to accomplish the task. In the event that enough condensate
does not eist for a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry conditions, the operator(s) can plan
accordingly to maximize the time to establish alternate sources of condensate. Instrument
uncertainties were not taken into consideration in generating these curves. The curves were
arrived at analytically.

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to analytically derived curves when generating plant
specific feedwater vs. T cu sensible heat removal curves. When using the sensible heat removal
curves, the operator is actually comparing one temperature to another in order to estimate the
amount of feedwater that will be required. This is essentially a delta comparison process.
Therefore, instrument uncertainties will not negatively impact the desired result It is assumed that
the instrument uncertainties are the same throughout the fiull range of indication.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Margin loss is not an issue for this particular application.
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCU1MENT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 5
(435)

System Subject Parameter.

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

[minimum expected post-trip temperature], nominally 525-F

Use:

U22

Cat:

C03

To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety
fimction.

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the minimum
expected normal post-trip SG pressure (35psi below the normal
setpoint for the TBVs/SBCS).

Lower =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the Main Steam
Isolation System (MSIS) setpoint

Summary:
The upper engineering limit is based on the lowest expected post-trip steam generator pressure
(35 psi below the normal setpoint for the TBVs/SBCS, nominally 885 psia). The lower
engineering limit is based on the low steam generator pressure setpoint for MSIS in technical
specifications. The operational limit and engineering limit are intended to mitigate or prevent
excessive RCS heat removal resulting from a malfinction of the TBVs, ADVs, or MSSVs.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied in this application because it is backed up by the
[MSIS] which is designed to protect the core in overcooling events, independent of operator
action.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The basis for the upper engineering limit is the saturation temperature corresponding to the
minimum expected post-trip steam generator pressure. The basis for the lower limit is the same as
the bases for the TS low SG pressure setpoint for MSIS.
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This application is used to provide early recognition and mitigation of an over-cooling event. In
this application, the operator is directed to ensure feed flow is not excessive, ensure
TBVs/ADVs/MSSVs are closed if SG pressure is less than [minimum expected post-trip value],
and ensure MSISis initiated if SG pressure is less than [MSIS setpoint].
Less than [minimum expected post-trip temperature] was chosen as an operational limit for this
application because it will facilitate early recognition of excess RCS heat removal following a
reactor trip. It is assumed that if T ,. decreases to less than[minimum expected post-trip
temperature], an abnormality may exist that should be investigated and corrected.
This operational limit is a corroborative that corresponds to the lower end of the SG pressure
[expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia. It was chosen to avoid premature operator
intervention, but allow maximum time for the operator to identify and correct the problem prior to
reaching the MSIS setpoint. This instrument application is consistent with the philosophy to back
up expected automatic control system response, i.e. TBS, with manual operator actions.
The safety significance of this application is low. Tavg indication is corroborated by Thot and
Tcold instrumene as well as by SG pressure indication. In addition, this application is backed up
by MSIS which is designed to protect the core in severe overcooling events.
CEN-152 revision 03 did not include instrument uncertainties in the [5250F] EPG operational
limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable for the following reasons:
1)

In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the
operator refers to T , T A, T A, and SG pressure indicators on the main control board.

2)

The lack of absolute accuracy ofthe T .A ins
on in this case will not prevent the
operator from accomplishing the intended function of this instrument application.

3)

There is significant redundant and corroborative instrumentation vailable to the operator
to address the intent of this instrument applicaton.

4)

The instrument application is backed up by the MSIS which are designed to protect the
core in overcooling events, independent of operator action.
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The plant specific operational limit should be less than the no-load SBCS control program band
and less than the typical T cold trend following an uncomplicated reactor trip. The selected value
should be far enough below the SBCS control program corresponding temperature to avoid
unnecessary operator intervention, while still high enough to give the operator time to find and
correct a problem prior to a MSIS actuation if possible.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 6
{436}
System Subject Pmeter

RCS COLD LEG TEMP

Value:

[maimum exected post-trip temperature], nominally 535SF

Use:

U22

To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety fuction.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

The saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi above the
normal setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

Summary:

The engineering and opeational limits are based on a the upper end of a 10'F post-trip RCS
temperature control band, nominally [525 - 535°F] which was established based on
engineering judgment (including, but not centered on the no-load temperature).
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering and operational limits are based on a the upper end of a 10F post-trip RCS
temperature control band, nominally [525 - 535*F] which was established based on
engineering judgment (including, but not centered on the no-load tperature).
The intent of this application is to assist the operator in detecting a malfunction of the
TBVs(SBCS) or MSSVs, to provide early recognition of a decrease in RCS heat removal, as
soon as possible after a trip. In this contingency action, the operator is directed to ensure feed is
controlling or restoring level to at least one SG, and to ensure TBS/SBCS or the ADVs are
controlling T cold within the [expected post-trip band], nominally 525 to 535 'F.
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It is assumed that if T cold increases to greater than [535 0F], the normal control systems are
malfunctioning and should be investigated and corrected. This operational limit corresponds to
the upper end ofthe SBCS SGpressure [expected post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 pa It
was chosen to avoid premature operator intervention, but allow maxim= time for the operator to
identify and correct the problem prior to lifting the MSSVs. This instrument application is
consistent with the philosophy to back up expected automatic control system response, ie.
TBS/SBCS, with manual operator actions.
The safety significance of this application is low. RCS cold is corroborated by the use of Thot
and T ave temperature indication, in addition to SG pressure indication. In addition, this
application is backed up by MSSVs which are designed to ensure heat removal in the event that
normal heat removal systems fail to control RCS temperature.
The authors of CEN-152, revision 03 did not include instrument uncertainties in the [535X'f EPG
operational limt
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
It is not necessary to include instrument uncertainties when deriving the plant specific operational
limit for this application. Category 03 treatment is acceptable for the following reasons:
1)

In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the
operator refers to T Do T A, T h, and SG pressure indicators on the main control board.

2)

The lack of absolute accuracy of the T , instrumentation
~
in this case will not prevent the
operator from accomplishing the intended function of this instrument application.

3)

There is significant redundant and corroborative instrumentation available to the operator
to address the intent of this instrument application.

The plant specific operational limit should be greater than the no-load SBCS control program
band and greater than the typical T cold trend following an uncomplicated reactor trip. The
selected value should be far enough above the SBCS control program corresponding temperature
to avoid unnecessary operator intervention, while still low enough to give the operator time to
find and correct a problem prior to lifting the MSSVs.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDEOiNE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING UIMT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 3 - APPLICATION 7
(437)
System Subject Parameter:

RCS COLD LEG TEM$P

Value:

[expected post-trip band], nominally 525 0 F to 5350F

Use:

UIl

Cat:

C03

To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi above the normal
setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

Lower =

Saturation temperature corresponding to 35 psi below the normal
setpoint for the TBVs (SBCS).

Summary:
The engineering limits are based on the normal control band for TBVs (SBCS), 885 psia +/- 35
psi.

The high and low operational limits are intended to define the normal post-trip SG pressure band,
and thereby assist the operator in detecting and responding to a malflmction with the TBVs or
steam bypass control system (SBCS) as soon as possible.
Explicit instrument uncertainties need not be applied or specifically accounted for in determining
the appropriate plant specific operational limits.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limits are based on the [normal control band for TBVs (SBCS) 885 psia +/- 35
psi].

This application is used in standard post trip actions (SPTAs) as part of the criteria for acceptable
reactor coolant system (RCS) heat removal, i.e. at least one steam generator (SG) has level in the
[normal control band] or being restored by feedwater, average RCS temperature is within the
[expected post-trip band], nominally 5250 F to 535 0F, and SG pressure is within the [expected
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post-trip band], nominally 850 - 920 psia. The high and low operational limits are intended to
define the normal post-trip SG pressure band, and thereby assist the operator in detecting and
responding to a malfunction with the TBVs or steam bypass control system (SBCS) as soon as
possible. The TBVs/SBCS is designed to remove decay heat and sensible heat following a reactor
trip without overcooling the RCS. The upper and lower operational limits for this instrument
application are based on saturation temperatures corresponding to the TBVsISBCS [program
control band 885 psia +/- 35 psi].
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Explicit instrument uncertainties need not be applied or specifically accounted for in determining
the plant specific operational limits.
This instrument application does not directly impact a safety function. Therefore, it does not
require a high degree of accuracy. An allowance for instrument inaccuracies is included, by
definition, in the engineering limits.
This application is used to verify normal RCS heat removal following an uncomplicated reactor
trip and is corroborated by SG pressure being controlled in the expected range (normal control
band). It is used by the operator to verifa that the TBVs/SBCS are functioning properly.
In automatic, the SBCS controls on RCS average temperature and SG pressure signals
respectively to control RCS heat removal. To monitor proper SBCS operation, the operator
refers to T ,a T A,, T , and SG pressure indicators on the main control board. Therefore, it is
apparent that there is adequate redundancy and corroborative intuentaton for the operator to
address the intent of this application.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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* TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of 2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?-

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship ofthe EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument unceraties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational justification used in making the applicability
determiion been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

:

15.

NA

,

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures

Does the header of each page contain the followingSequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17.

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
. ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION I
{441 }
System Subject Parameter

RCS HOT LEG TEMP

Value:

[not superheated] or [less than superherated]

Use:

U22

I

To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety function.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

0 'F superheat

I

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature of the RCS.
The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an indication that can be used by the operator to
assess the status of adequate core heat removal and corroborate core covered and core uncovered
with the aid of RVLMS.
Instrument uncertainties in addition to those already accounted for in the Shutdown Margin
Monitor (SMM, Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) display and Safety Parameter Display System
(SPDS) need not be applied. The main contributor to the saturation margin error is the
pressurizer pressure input. The RTD input uncertainty contributes very little.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature of the RCS.
The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an indication that can be used by the operator to
assess the status of adequate core heat removal and corroborate core covered and core uncovered
with the aid of RVLMS. Superheated hot leg temperature indicate that core uncovery has
occurred and that core heat removal is no longer sufficient to prevent core damage.
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For cases when pressurizer level is below the lower limit, RVLMS indication that the core is
covered, in conjunction with subcooled hot leg temperature, provide indication that RCS
inventory is sufficient to support adequate core cooling and prevent core damage. This
application is used in the LOCA, SBO, and FRG Safety Function Status Checks (SFSC) to
evaluate the effectiveness of core heat removal and RCS inventory control. The operator uses the
ICC display, SMM or SPDS to perform the assessment.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Instrument uncertainties, in addition to those already accounted for in the SMM, ICC display and
SPDS need not be applied. The main contributor to error in the saturation margin is the
pressurizer pressure input. The RTD input uncertainty contributes very little (ref. 1).
In addition, category 03 is appropriate because of the dynamics associated with applying this limit
under accident conditions. If core uncovery does occur, uncertainties associated with this
indication will be masked by the rapidly increasing core exit temperatures and hot leg
temperature. Consequently, the absolute value which is indicative of superheated conditions is
less significant than the rapidly increasing trend.
RCS Loop Temperatures less than superheat conditions can be used as a corroborative or backup
to assess core heat removal capability. Although the use of RCS loop temperatures are not the
preferred method, they may be used to provide secondary evidence that the core is covered. For
example, multiple RCS loop temperatures indicating subcooled conditions is at least consistent
with complete core covery. Since RCS loop temperatures are not a direct measure of core
temperature, they should not be used as the only parameter for determining core heat removal
capability.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:

1)

CE NPSD-928-P, Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible Solutions to Margin
Loss (CEOG Task 782), February 1994, page 9.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDEINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMhENT

MODUIE 4 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 2
System Subject Parameter.

RCS HOT LEG TEM

Value:

[no abnormal difference] between hot leg RTDs and average CET,
nominally( 100F)

Use:

U34
To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment are
necessary to support a safety function.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
No difference between T hot and represenive CET.
Summary:
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement The intent of the engineering limit is to
provide an operational value that enables the operators to assess the status of single phase liquid
natural circulation flow in at least one RCS loop.
Engineering judgement (category 02) may be used to determine the operational limit when
accounting for instrument uncertainties, system characteristics and process affects. It is necessary
to estimate the uncertainties to know what the expected band should be.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement When single phase natural circulation
flow is established in at least one loop, the RCS should indicate....no abnormal differences
between [operating loop] T la RTDs and core exit thermocouples. [Operating loop] T h RTD
temperature should be consistent with the core exit thermocouples. Adequate natural circulation
flow ensures that core exit thermocouple temperature will be approximately equal to the
[operating loop] hot leg RTD temperature.
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The intent of the engineering limit is to provide an approximate operational value that can be
used, in conjunction with other indications, to assess the status of single phase liquid natural
circulation flow in at least one RCS loop. Under single phase natural circulation flow, core exit
thermocouple temperatures should be consistent with the operating loop hot leg temperature.
Engineering judgement was used to determine that an "abnormal difference" between T hot and
CETs could be any difference greater than [100F].
Approximate agreement between hot leg temperature and [representative] CET is corroborative
evidence that there is fluid communication (flow) between the core and at least one hot leg.
Engineering judgement was used to determine that an "abnormal difference" between T hot and
CETs could be any difference greater than [100 F].
"No abnormal differences between T hot RTDs and core exit thermocouples" is used throughout
CEN-152 (ref 1) as one of four criteria to verify single phase liquid natural circulation flow is
established in at least one loop. The complete list of criteria is as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Loop delta-T (Thot - Tcold) less than normal full power delta-T,
Hot and cold leg temperatures constant or lowering,
RCS subcooling at least [minimum RCS subcooling] based on [representative CET
temperature
No abnormal differences between T hot RTDs and core exit thermocouples.

This application possesses a moderate degree of nuclear safety significance. A lack of absolute
instrument accuracy will not inhibit accomplishment of the intended function.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

Engineering judgement (category 02) may be used to determine the operational limit when
accounting for instrument uncertainties, system characteristics and process affects. It is necessary
to estimate the uncertainties to know what the expected band should be.
The use of engineering judgement is acceptable to meet the intent of this instrument application
for the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit is an approximate value, and there is no explicit design limit to
protect against.

2)

This application is used in corroboration with several other criteria to satisfy the intent of
the step, i.e. verify natural circulation flow is established.
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The operator should be trained to recognize the indicated delta-T that is "normal" for a
wide spectrum of operating histories and RCS flow conditions. Also, operator training
should address plant conditions that may affect the actual delta-T, such as reverse flow in
the non-operating loop. The intent of applying operational margin to that which is normal
or expected is to prevent the operator from being directed to the contingency actions
when there-is not a problem with natural circulation flow.

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Make the acceptable band larger.
References:
1)

CEN-152 rev. 3, Loss of Coolant Accident, step #29 bases, pages 5-104 through 5-106.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDEL[NE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMiT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 3
{443}
System Subject Parameter:

RCS HOT LEG TEMP

Value:

[MSSV lift prevent temperature], nominally 525 0F

Use:

U05
To verify or ensure RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety Function Acceptance
Criteria are satisfied.

Cat:

COl

Use:

U27
To prevent or mitigate off-site exposure to the public.

Cat:

I
I

I

COl

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper =

the saturation temperature for the lowest lifting main steam safety
valve (MSSV), including lift tolerance.

Summary:
The bases for the engineering limit is the lift setpoint of the lowest MSSV.
The intent of this instrument application is to prevent inadvertent lifting a MSSV on the ruptured
steam generator after it has been isolated.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (COI) should be performed for the
RCS hot leg temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The bases for the engineering limit is the lift setpoint of the lowest lifting MSSV.
The lowest lifting Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) setpoint for the reference plant is [1000]
psia, with a tolerance of [ 1%(10 psi)]. Therefore, this safety valve may open at a steam
generator pressure of [990] psia. The saturation temperature at [990] psia is approximately
[540]0 F. In order to prevent the steam generator pressure from exceeding the MSSV setpoint,
the temperature in the steam generator must remain less than [540]0F. Assuming the hot leg
temperature is equil to the steam generator saturation temperature, the hot leg temperature must
also remain below [540]0F.
The operational limit used in CEN-152, revision 03 is not based solely on the lift setpoint of the
MSSV. The resultant heatup that is expected to take place due to transferring from two steam
generators of cooling to one steam generator of cooling must also be accounted for. Following
steam generator isolation, the hot leg temperature in both loops is expected to rise due to the
increased heat removal load on the unisolated steam generator. Best estimate analyses have
shown this rise may be as much as (15]0 F. To ensure that the MSSVs do not open following this
temperature rise, the hot leg temperature prior to isolation must be reduced by this amount.
Therefore, hot leg temperature prior to steam generator isolation which will ensure the MSSVs
do not open after the subsequent increase in hot leg temperature after isolation, is [5400F-15] or
[525]0F.
The intent of this instrument application is to prevent inadvertent lifting a MSSV on the ruptured
steam generator after it has been isolated. Reducing RCS temperature prior to isolation is one of
the actions necessary to prevent inadvertently opening a direct release path to the environment
after steam generator isolation.
This instrument application is used in SGTR and in Heat Removal success paths of the FRG. In
SGTR, the steam generator with higher activity, higher radiation levels, or increasing water level
should be isolated. Reducing RCS temperature to below the saturation temperature associated
with the lowest pressure setpoint of the MSSVs is one of the actions required to prevent
inadvertent opening the isolated SG MSSV, which is a direct path to the environment. SG
isolation is an attempt to re-establish the containment isolation safety function.
However, should the pressure in the isolated SG approach the l setpoint for the isolated SG
MSSVs, it is more desirable from the perspective of positive operator control that the ADVs open
first. This is accomplished by raising the automatic ADV lift setpoint to [950 psia], manually
opening the ADV at [950] psia and increasing, or locally opening the ADV at [950 psia]. To
minimize release of radioactivity to the environment, opening the affected SG ADVs should be
minimized.
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This instrument application relates to preventing and minimizing uncontrolled and unmonitored
releases to the environment, therefore minimizing off-site exposure to the public during certain
accidents. This instrument application helps ensure that the assumptions in accident analysis
associated with off-site exposure during design basis events (DBEs) are not exceeded.
Instrumentation used to mitigate off-site exposure to the public has a high priority in 10 CFR 50
Appendix A criteria. Therefore, this instrument application is considered to have a high degree of
nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO1) should be performed for the
RCS hot leg temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application. The
derived uncertainties should be applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining
the appropriate plant specific operational limit.
The application of instrument uncertainties is important to carrying out the intent of this particular
instrument application due to its relationship to off-site exposure to the public as described in the
bases section.
The plant specific engineering limit is derived as described in the bases section. The plant specific
operational limit is arrived at by subtracting plant specific T ha instrument uncertainties, plus 150F
operational margin from the plant specific engineering limit to account for the subsequent rise in
temperature following SG isolation.
This application exists in SGTR and in the Functional Recovery Procedure. Consequently, harsh
containment instrument uncertainties need to be included for the FRG instrument application.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
If when plant specific instrument uncertainties are applied to the plant specific engineering limit
the resultant margin between the engineering limit and the operational limit is not acceptable, the
following options may be considered:
1.

T hot in the affected loop will be approximately equal to the affected SG temperature.
Therefore, SG pressure will be approximately equal to the saturation temperature
associated with T hot.

References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 4
System Subject Parameter:

RCS HOT LEG TEMP

Value:

[saturation temperature corresponding to PSVLPORV lift pressure], nominally
600°F

Use:

U22

To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.
Cat::

C03

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper =

The saturation temperature corresponding to the lift setpoint of the
primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%) [or PORVs].

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature corresponding to the lift setpoint of
the primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%) [or PORVs]. This yields a
corresponding saturation temperature of approximately 664 0F.
The intent of the engineering limit is to establish a maximum operational T hot temperature that
provides indication that the core and the Steam Generators (SGs) are effectively coupled, and that
the SGs are adequately removing decay heat. If T hot is greater than the engineering limit, then
the SGs are not adequately removing decay heat, since being in excess of this value would
indicate that the core was producing more heat than the SG safety valves could remove.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed for the
RCS hot leg temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application. The
derived uncertainties should be applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining
the appropriate plant specific operational limit.
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on the saturation temperature corresponding to the lift setpoint of
the primary code safety valves (typically 2500 psia, ±3%) [or PORVs]. This yields a
corresponding saturation temperature of approximately 6640F.
This temperature limit is basically a steady state limit. It is recognized that RCS pressure can be
>2500 psia ±30%, with T hot being less than 6680 F, if the plant is in a transient condition (e.g.,
rising pressurizer level squeezing the pressurizer steam bubble). However, if the main steam
safety valves are adequately removing RCS heat, and at least one steam generator has adequate
inventory and feed, the core exit temperature should never exceed 6640 F (assuming +3%
tolerance for the primary code safety valves).
The CEN-152, revision 03 operational limit was based on the design secondary system pressure
saturation temperature and the maximum expected core delta-T for adequate natural circulation
flow.

In the EPG reference plant, the design secondary system pressure was (1100] psia. The
corresponding saturation temperature is 556.30F. The (600]'F operational limit was arrived at by
adding [43.7]0F to the steam generator design saturation temperature to account for instrument
inaccuracy and maximum expected core delta-T (ref 1).
During the course of conducting this project, it was determined the operational limit justification
of this instrument application in reference I could be improved. The intent of the engineering
limit should be to provide indication that the core is being adequately cooled by the Steam
Generators (SGs). Therefore, if T hot is greater than the engineering limit, it can be assumed that
the SGs are not adequately removing decay heat, since being in excess of this value would
indicate that the core was producing more heat than is being removed by the SGs.

The T hot RTD temperature value of 6000 F is used in the LOAF, SGTR, and ESDE Safety
Function Status Check as acceptance criteria for core heat removal.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed for the
RCS hot leg temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application. The
derived uncertainties should be applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determiming
the appropriate plant specific operational limit.
The plant specific engineering limit is determined as described in the bases section. The plant
specific operational limit is arrived at by subtracting instrument uncertainties and process
uncertainties, plus any additional margin needed to arrive at an easily read and remembered
operating limit. The resulting operational limit should also be greater than saturation temperature
corresponding to secondary system-design pressure ([1100] psia, [556.3] 0 F in reference 1).
Adjusting the engineering limit for instrument uncertainties is necessary to meet the intent of the
limit for the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit does not include instrument uncertainty.

2)

The engineering limit is based on an explicit design value which is being used to evaluate
adequate core heat removal via a SG.

3)

The application of instrument uncertainties in the non-conservative direction (high side) is
necessary to create an unambiguous bounding upper limit, above which the operator can
be certain that heat removal via that SG is lost.

Potential Margin Loss Options:

None
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 4 - APPLICATION 5
{445}

System Subject Parameter.

RCS HOT LEG TEMP

Value:

[shutdown cooling entry temperature]. nominally 3000 F

Use:

U20
To determine when to activate a safety related SSC for which no automatic
initiation is provided in support of a safety function, safe shutdown, cooldown or
depressurization.

Cat:

COl

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

Shutdown Cooling System design temperature.

Summary:
The upper engineering limit is based on the design temperature of the shutdown cooling system.
This instrument application is intended to ensure hot leg temperature is less than the system
design temperature prior to attempting to align the SCS suction to the RCS.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (COI) should be performed for hot leg
temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The upper engineering limit is based on the design temperature of the shutdown cooling system
components [300]'F.
During post accident conditions, the shutdown cooling system may be placed in operation when
hot leg temperature is less than [300]OF. It should be noted that this temperature limit does not
include considerations for instrument error. Additionally, if the shutdown cooling system is
unable to maintain the temperature in the hot leg below the design limit, then the shutdown
cooling success path must be terminated and another success path chosen.
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This instrument application is intended to protect SCS components from high temperature. This
application is used in SCS entry criteria throughout the EPGs. Due to its relationship to safe
shutdown and cooldown of the plant it is considered to have a moderate degree of nuclear safety
significance.
Harsh containment instrument uncertainties should be considered for the FRG instrument
application.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on hot leg
temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform this application. The derived
uncertainties should be applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the
appropriate plant specific operational limit.
Adjusting the engineering limit for instrument uncertainties is necessary to meet the intent of the
limit for the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit is based on an explicit design value which is being used to ensure
that the SCS is protected from high temperature conditions.

3)

The application of instrument uncertainties in the conservative direction (low side) is
necessary to create an unambiguous bounding lower limit, below which the operator can
be certain that SCS design temperature will not be exceeded.

3)

The indirect relationship of this application to maintaining RCS pressure boundary
integrity and control of RCS inventory.

Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 5 - APPLICATION I
{451}
System Subject Parameter:

RCS LOOP DELTA-T

Value:

[normal fill poser delta-T], nominally 50 0F

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information for the accomplishment of a safety fumction.

Cat:

C03

I

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

Less than normal full power delta-T.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement. The intent of the engineering limit is to
provide a value that enables the operators to assess the status of single phase liquid natural
circulation flow in at least one RCS loop.
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties when determining the
plant specific operational value.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement. The intent of the engineering limit is to
provide a value that enables the operators to assess the status of single phase liquid natural
circulation flow in at least one RCS loop.
Under single phase natural circulation flow, the operating loop delta-T should be less than the
normal fill power delta-T. A loop delta-T less than the fill power delta-T ensures that the
[power/flow] ratio is within the nominal thermal hydraulic parameters for the RCS (i.e., the power
to flow ratio is equal or greater than that for full power operation).
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"Less than norriial full power delta-T" is used throughout CEN-152 as one of four criteria
to

verify that single phase liquid natural circulation flow is established in at least one loop. The
complete criteria are as follows:
a.
Loop delta-T (Thot - Tcold) less than normal fill power delta-T,
b.
Hot and cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing,
c.
RCS subcooling greater than the [minimum required] based on average CET
temperature,
d.
No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and core exit thermocouples.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties when determining the
plant specific operational value.

Adjusting the engineering limit for instrument uncertainties is unnecessary to meet the intent of
the limit for the following reasons:
1)
2)
3)

The engineering limit is a nominal value based on engineering judgement, and there is no
explicit design limit to protect against.
In the context of the EPG's, the engineering limit is supplemented with additional criteria
to meet the intent of the limit (see natural circulation criteria (b), (c), and (d) in the bases
section above).
The application of instrument uncertainties may create an acceptance criterion that is
misleading or impossible to meet: if instrument uncertainties are subtracted from the
engineering limit (conservatively lowering the delta-T limit), the operator may believe
there is a problem with natural circulation flow when there is none, and take action which
would delay the onset of stable natural circulation.

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 4 - DOCUMENT 5 - APPLICATION 2
{452}
System Subject Parameter:

RCS LOOP DELTA-T

Value:

[maximum expected delta-T shutdown with forced circulation], nominally 10F

Use:

U14

To determine if operator actions associated with non-safety related equipment are
necessary to provide indirect support of a safety function.
Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

RCS loop delta-T associated with operation of one RCP.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on best estimate analysis of the maximum delta-T expected with
minimum forced circulation (only 1 RCP operating) and maximum decay heat. Post-trip core heat
removal with forced flow is dependent on circulating subcooled fluid through the core to remove
decay heat.
Engineering judgement may be used to account for instrument uncertainties in this application.
Due to the nature of this application, there is no unacceptable margin loss.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on best estimate analysis of the maximum delta-T expected with
minimum forced circulation (only I RCP operating) and maximum decay heat. Post-trip core heat
removal with forced flow is dependent on circulating subcooled fluid through the core to remove
decay heat. The authors of CEN-152 used a "nominal" operational value of [100 F]. This value
was arrived at by using an engineering limit of [2-30 F], plus [7-80 F] to account for instrument
uncertainties.
The intent of the operational limit is to provide a "nominal" value that is easy to use, and that will
conclusively verify that at least one RCP is successfully circulating fluid through the coreIRCS
(i.e., no sheared shaft) for core heat removal.
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This instrument application is used assess the status of core heat removal.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Engineering judgement may be used to account for instrument uncertainties in this application.
Due to the nature of this application, there is no unacceptable margin loss.
The safety significance associated with this application is low for the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit is a best estimate value under a specific set of assumed conditions.
It is not a limiting value intended to protect an explicit design limit. In addition, the
resultant operational limit is a "nominal" value.

2)

In the context of the EPG, the operational limit is supplemented by additional criterion to
aid the operator in evaluating the adequacy of core heat removal. For example, RCS
temperature trends and subcooling can be used to corroborate core delta-T, when
evaluating core heat removal.

Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
References:
None
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 1 - APPLICATION 1
{511}
System Subject P-arameter.

RCS SUBCOOLING

Value:
[minimum RCS subcooling], nominally 200 F
Use:

U03
To verify or ensure Inventory Control Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are
satisfied.

7

Cat:

Col

Use:

U04
To verify or ensure Pressure Control Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are
satisfied.

Cat:

COI

Use:

U05
To verify or ensure RCS and Core heat Removal Safety Function Acceptance
Criteria are satisfied.

Cat:

Col

Use:

U16
To evaluate whether or not automatic control of safety equipment should/may be
overridden to regain manual control of affected equipment.

Cat:

C02

Use:

U19
To provide indirect support for the accomplishment of a safety function.

Cat:

C02
I
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To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment are
necessary to support a safety finction.
Cat:

C02

Use:

U14

To determine if operator actions associated with non-safety related equipment are
necessary to provide indirect support of a safety function.
Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):

Lower

=

greater than 00F subcooling.

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on avoiding saturated conditions (e.g. subcooling = 00F) in the
reactor coolant system, by ensuring some margin to saturation always exists. The lower
engineering limit does not include instrument uncertainties, process uncertainties, or operational
margin.

An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on
pressurizer pressure and the various temperature instrumentation used by the operator when
implementing these instrument applications.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The engineering limit is based on avoiding saturated conditions (e.g. subcooling = 00F) in the
reactor coolant system, by ensuring some margin to saturation always exists. The lower
engineering limit does not include instrument uncertainties, process uncertainties, or operational
margin.
The lower operational limit on subcooling used in CEN-1 52, revision 03 was nominally 200F.
The numerical value of this limit is based on engineering judgement. Conceptually, a lower limit
on reactor coolant subcooling is used for three different purposes in the EPGs. The manner,
specific region, and inputs for determining coolant subcooling to be used depend to a large extent
on the specific purpose intended. Coolant subcooling is used in the following ways in the EPGs:
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(1)

It is one of several parameters (all of which must be satisfied) used to verify adequate core
cooling.

*(2)

It is one of several parameters (any of which may exist) used to determine when and
where voiding is occurring in the reactor cooling system.

(3)

It is the primary parameter used to validate pressurizer level indication as representative of
RCS inventory. That is, if the RCS is subcooled throughout (except for the upper RV
head and using all available indications), then pressurizer level provides a usable indication
of acceptable RCS inventory.

In addition to the purpose for which the subcooling is to be used, another factor in determining
which subcooling input to use (i.e., temperature input) is the mode of RCS core heat removal
being employed.
There are five modes of core heat removal addressed in the emergency procedure guidelines.
They are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Forced circulation using RCPs
Natural Circulation (single phase)
Once through cooling ([feed and bleed using PORVs], or SIS flow through the core and
out a break)
Reflux cooling (two phase)
Shutdown Cooling System operation

For Core Cooling and Pressurizer level validation, with forced flow, loop Tbo is used in the
determination of subcooling. For Core Cooling and Pressurizer level validation, on natural
circulation, a representative CET temperature is used in the determination of subcooling. For
Void detection, the lowest subcooling value calculated is used. In all cases, all other subcooling
values are consulted for corroboration, and/or confirmation of expected trends (reference 1).
All CEOG plants have a Subcooled Margin Monitor (SMM) or Safety Parameter Display System
(SPDS) designed in part to provide on-line indication of subcooled margin. In addition, P-T
curves are contained in the EPGs for used by the operator to back up SMM or SPDS.
The importance of maintaining the RCS fluid in a subcooled single phase liquid state to facilitate
adequate core cooling gives this application a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on
pressurizer pressure and the various temperature instrumentation used by the operator to monitor
RCS subcooling during post-accident conditions. The derived values of uncertainty should be
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conservatively applied to the associated engineering limit when developing plant specific postaccident RCS minimum subcooling P-T curve.
An in depth assessment of the nature and impact of instrument uncertainties on Subcooled Margin
was done by CEOG Task 782 and documented in CE NPSD-928-P, February 1994 (Reference
2). Refer directly to CE NPSD-928-P for the associated uncertainty assessment.
In general, when verifying subcooling is adequate to ensure core heat removal, to be conservative,
the operator should use the highest expected RCS temperature for existing conditions as input to
the subcooling monitor or calculation. Higher temperature correlates to lower subcooling.
When developing the minimum subcooling operating curve, instrument uncertainties should be
uniformly applied to the lower engineering limit (0F curve) in the positive direction. This will
result in shifting the curve to the left. The EPGs consistently refer to a [minimum RCS
subcooling] margin, without explicitly identifying how much of the [minimum RCS subcooling is
operational margin, and how much (if any) is representative of instrument uncertainty. In
practice, each utility must select a combination of margin and instrument uncertainty to define the
acceptable degree of subcooling. Adding operational margin is, in general, conservative, but only
up to a point. The maximum amount of margin may be identified through the use of engineering
judgement. If failure to meet the required subcooling during well defined events causes
unnecessary abandonment of the optimal recovery procedure and transfer to the functional
recovery procedure, the operational margin may be excessive and should be lowered.
Coolant temperature and pressure (ie, subcooling) may vary with the actual location in the
system. Therefore, adequate subcooling at one location could be accompanied by a saturated
conditions elsewhere. One example of a system configuration where this would be true is, when a
SG is isolated and it is hotter than the rest of the RCS. Operator mtrining should make the
operator aware of such conditions and possible variations. It is not necessary to add additional
margin to account for these variances in the operational limit. Additionally, there are
corroborative indications of when subcooling is lost. If uncertainties should result in indication of
adequate subcooling when in reality subcooling has been lost, RVLMS will alert the operator to
the situation. The operator will have time to initiate corrective action, because loss of subcooling
does not immediately lead to inadequate core cooling.
Harsh containment instrument uncertainties need to be included for the LOCA, ESDE, and FRG
subcooling instrument applications.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
The potential for margin loss, and the options for addressing the loss, have been evaluated in
detail in Reference 2. The options identified include:
*
*
*
*
*

Use of other indications to compensate for the known effects of the environmental
conditions
Use of other parameter to corroborate (including RVLMS)
Use of "best estimate" errors rather than the conventional harsh errors
Use of transmitters less sensitive to the environmental conditions
Establishment of smaller uncertainties based on additional testing
Use of multiple instrument loops for indication over specified ranges

References:
1.

CEN-152, Section 13, Derivation ofRCS Pressure-Temperature Limit Curves

2.

CE NPSD-928-P, "Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible Solutions to Margin
Loss," CEOG Task 782, February, 1994
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMiT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 1 - APPLICATION 3
{513}
System Subject Parameter:
Value:

RCS SUBCOOLING

[mmum RCS subcooling for PTS], nominally 2000 F

Use:

U04
To verify or ensure Pressure Control Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are
satisfied.

Cat:

Col

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

the plant specific limiting value on subcooling that will significantly
reduce the possibility of pressurized thermal shock, [nominally
2000F].

Summary:
The potential for pressurized thermal shock is reduced if the RCS temperature and pressure are
maintained within acceptable limits. A convenient way to define the acceptable combinations of
low temperature and high pressure is to define an upper limit on coolant subcooling.
The generic [200 0FJ subcooling limit currently used in CEN- 152 was not based on specific
calculations, but was a best estimate judgement when CEN-1 52 was initially being developed in
the early; 1980s. Analyses were not performed to confirm that maintaining subcooling below
2000 F would entirely eliminate the possibility of pressurized thermal shock.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on RCS
pressurizer pressure and the various temperature instrumentation used by the operator to perform
this application.
The CEOG is currentlysponsoringaproject which willproduce a clear technical basisfor an
upper (PTS) limit on subcoofing andprovide additionalguidance to the operator When the
project is completed, the resultswill be incorporatedinto this document anda revision issued
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Basis for Engineering Limit(s):

The generic [2000 F] subcooling limit currently used in CEN-152 was not based on specific"
calculations, but was a best estimate judgement when CEN-152 was initially being developed in
the early 1980s. Analyses were not performed to confirm that maintaining subcooling below
2000 F would entirely eliminate thepossibility of pressurized thermal shock. 2000 F was judged to
provide a sufficient operating band: in order not to interfere with the operator's ability to control
the plant and still protect the plant.
The purpose of this limit is to establish the maximum post-accident limit on subcooling to
significantly reduce the possibility of pressurized thermal shock following a pressurized thermal
shock (PTS) transient. The limit only applies to plants where PTS is an issue. It is the
responsibility of each plant make this determination.
A pressurized thermal shock (PTS) transient, as defined by the authors of the EPGs, is an
overcooling transient which causes RCS temperature to go below 5000 F. The 2001F subcooling
line on the Post-Accident PT curves was included to provide an upper limit on subcooling
following an overcooling transient as described above.
The upper limit was selected with the understanding that, due to the inability of an operator to
control the initial cooldown transient in some cases, it was conceivable that the upper limit would
be violated during the first part of the transient. However, inspection of excess steam demand
event (ESDE) analyses performed for a generic CE plant, show that this is typically not the case.
The thermal stress imposed on the vessel during an overcooling transient, when combined with
the stress due to the RCS pressure, could result in crack initiation within the reactor vessel. The
degree to which any reactor vessel may be affected by PTS will vary depending on the vessel age,
vessel composition, neutron embrittlement, and other factors. Therefore, the upper engineering
limit for PTS is plant specific and will vary over core life. The limit only applies to plants where
PTS is an issue. Where it is an issue, the plant should perform the appropriate analysis to
determine the upper engineering limit for PTS or to verify the acceptability of using the generic
EPG value of 200 0F.
10 CFR 50 Appendix G provide requirements associated with RTNDT shift and the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) Pressure-Temperature (P-T) limits. This regulation requires that P-T
limits be established in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section El[
Appendix G in addition to supplemental requirements. The combined requirements provide a
prescriptive method for establishing P-T limits applicable to normal operation. In addition 10
CFR 50.61 establishes limits for the adjusted (irradiated RTNDT for reactor vessel beltline welds
and plate materials. These limits, commonly referred to as RTml3 values, are 2700F for plates,
forgings and Axial welds, and 3001F for circumferential welds at the vessel inner surface. These
limits have been imposed to provide protection against pressurized thermal shock events.
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If the vessel is expected to exceed the RTpls values, the owner/licensee has the options of
performing a probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis to demonstrate acceptable risk levels or to
perform a thermal anneal of the reactor vessel. Guidance for highly embrittled vessels is provided
by Regulatory Guide 1.154 for performing probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis while 10 COR
50.66 and a draft thermal annealing regulatory guide address thermal annealing. The CEOG is
currently sponsoringaproject which willproduce a clear technicalbasisfor an upper (P1I)
limit on subcooling andprovideadtionalguidance to the operator. When the project is
completed the results will be incorporatedinto this document anda revision issued
The importance of maintaining the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary gives this application a
high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
If a plant specific analysis is done to determine the Engineering limit for PTS as described above,
COI uncertainties should be applied when developing the operational limiting values. If the
generic EPG value of 200'F is used, each plant should perform the necessary analysis to
determine their plant specific limit in order to validate use of the nominal value.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
The potential for margin loss, and the options for addressing the loss, has been evaluated in detail
in Reference 2. The options identified include:
*
*
*
*

Use of other indications to compensate for the known effects of the environmental
conditions
Use of "best estimate" errors rather than the conventional harsh errors
Use of transmitters less sensitive to the environmental conditions
Establishment of smaller uncertainties based on additional testing
Use of multiple instrument loops for indication over specified ranges

References:
1.

CE letter SE-82-345, "Reactor Vessel Pressurized Thermal Shock," CE Owner's Group
Task 464

2.

CE NPSD-928-P, "Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible Solutions to Margin
Loss," CEOG Task 782, February, 1994
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELLNE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 1- APPLICATION 4
{514}
System Subject Parameter

RCS SUBCOOLING

Value:

20 °F -50 OF

Use:

U19
To provide indirect support for the accomplishment of a safety function.

Cat:

COI (lower limit)
C02 (upper limit)

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

greater than 00 F subcooling

Upper =

30'F above the minimum subcooling limit

|

Summary:
The lower engineering limit ensures that the RCS is sufficiently subcooled to maintain singlephase natural circulation. The upper limit provides an (arbitrary) operating band, 300F above the
minimum subcooling limit.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on
pressurizer pressure and the various temperature instrumentation used by the operator to monitor
RCS subcooling during post-accident conditions. The derived value of uncertainty should be
conservatively applied to the lower engineering limit when developing plant specific lower limit on
RCS subcooling. Engineering judgement (C02) may be used to select the upper limit engineering
for the operating band.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
Lower limit
The lower engineering limit is based on avoiding saturated conditions (e.g. subcooling = 00F) in
the reactor coolant system, by ensuring some margin to saturation always exists. The lower
engineering limit does not include instrument uncertainties, process uncertainties, or operational
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margin. The lower operational limit on subcooling currently contained in the CE Emergency
Procedure Guidelines is nominally 20 0F. The numerical value of this limit is based on engineering
judgement.
Conceptually, a lower limit on reactor coolant subcooling is used for three different purposes in
the EPGs. The manner, specific region, and inputs for determining coolant subcooling to be used
depend to a large extent on the specific purpose intended. Coolant subcooling is used in the
following ways in the EPGs:
(1)

It is one of several parameters (all of which must be satisfied) used to verify adequate core
cooling.

(2)

It is one of several parameters (any of which may exist) used to determine when and
where voiding is occurring in the reactor cooling system

(3)

It is the primary parameter used to validate pressurizer level indication as representative of
total RCS inventory. That is, if the RCS is subcooled throughout (except for the upper
RV head and using all available indications), then pressurizer level provides a usable
indication of acceptable RCS inventory.

In addition to the purpose for which the subcooling is to be used, another factor in determing
which subcooling input to use (i.e., temperature input) is the mode of RCS core heat removal
being employed.
There are five modes of core heat removal addressed in the emergency procedure guidelines.
They are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Forced circulation using RCPs
Natural Circulation (single phase)
Once through cooling ([feed and bleed using PORVs], or SIS flow through the core and
out a break)

(4)
(5)

Reflux cooling (two phase)
Shutdown Cooling System operation

For Core Cooling and Pressurizer level validation, with forced flow, loop Too is used in the
determination of subcooling. For Core Cooling and Pressurizer level validation, on natural
circulation, a representative CET temperature is used in the determination of subcooling. For
Void detection, the lowest subcooling value calculated is used. In all cases, all other subcooling
values are consulted for corroboration, and/or confirmation of expected trends.
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All CEOG plants have a Subcooled Margin Monitor (SMWV) or Safety Parameter Display System
(SPDS) designed mipart to provide online indication of subcooled margin. Inaddition, P-T
curves are contained in the EPGs for used by the operator to back up SMM or SPDS.
The importance Qf maimtamng the RCS fluid in a subcooled single phase liquid state to fiilitate
adequate core cooling gives this application a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Upper limit
The upper engineering limit is based on engineeringjudgement. The purpse of the limit is to set
an upper bound on RCS sucooling during a blackout to prevent excessive RCS leakage.
The station blackout event is characterized by a loss of RCS inventory and pressure controL The
rate at which these losses occur depends on the extent ofany RCS leakage (for example, through
pre-existing leaks in the steam generator tubes or through the RCP seals). Such leakage will
cause a decrease in RCS inventory and pressure, because no make-up flow can be delivered
during the blackout Any leakage from the pressurizer steam space (via the safety valves or the
PORVs) will cause an even more rapid decrease in the RCS pressure. Heat removal is maintained
by natural circulation.
Eventually, the RCS pressure decrease will result in reaching saturation conditions and heat
removal process will transition to a two-phase process. Since the single-phase natural circulation
process is better understood and simpler for the operators to control, the station blackout
guideline strategy is to maintain the single-phase natural circulation for as long as possible. This
is accomplished by controlling the cooldown rate and associated de-pressurization rate (feeding
and steaming the steam generators) to maintain saturation margin in the range of [20 to 50]0 F.
The intent of the upper limit is to limit the lose of RCS inventory during a blackout. Cooldown of
the RCS should be minimized. In the absence of any RCS make-up capability, the volume
shrinkage which accompanies a cooldown will only aggravate the loss of inventory control, and
could conceivably eventually lead to uncovering the core. The (50]°F value was selected by the
EPG writers based on engineering judgement and simulator exercises, to provide a reasonable and
achievable operating band.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Lower limit
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed on
pressurizer pressure and the various temperature instrumentation used by the operator to monitor
RCS subcooling during post-accident conditions. The derived values of uncertainty should be
conservatively applied to the associated engineering limit when developing plant specific postaccident RCS minimum subcooling P-T curve.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed and
conservatively applied to the lower engineering limit when developing plant specific lower limit on
RCS subcooling. For consistency, the derived lower operating limit [20] *F should be used
consistently throughout the EOPs.
Upper limit
Engineering judgement (C02) may be used to select the upper limit engineering for the operating
band. The chosen upper limit should accommodate the expected post trip pressure response to
allow adequate maneuvering room for the operator and still limit system pressure to conserve
system inventory. Since the ultimate upper operational limit is arbitrary, instrument uncertainties
need not be explicitly accounted for.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

CE NPSD-928-P, "Subcooled Margin Monitoring System Possible Solutions to Margin
Loss," CEOG Task 782, February, 1994
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 1of 2)
1.

OK

N/A

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project

Authoriaion?
2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been dlearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineeng Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety

-

been addressed?

S.

Does the document explicitly state that instument uncertainties need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rational/justification used in making the applicability
determinaton been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?
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Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.
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-

15.

N/A
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CE-152)
:
ENGINEERING LIEFT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE S - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 1
{521}
I
System Subject Pma

eter

Value(s):

[SDC Entry Pressure], Nominally

Use:

U25
To verify operation within the design limits to prevent d
SSCs.

Cat:

Col

Use:

U20

Ca:

Col

Use:

U34

Cat:

C02

I

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

e to safety related

To determine when to activate a safety related SSC for which no
automatic initiation is provided in support of a safety function, safe
shutdown, cooldown or depressurization.

To determine if operator actions associated with safety related equipment
are necessary to support a safety function.

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper =

shutdown cooling system design pressure.

I

The engineering limit is based on the design pressure of the shutdown cooling system
components. During post accident conditions, the shutdown cooling system may be placed in
operation when the RCS has been depressurized to the point that the shutdown cooling system
will not be exposed to pressures greater than its design pressure.

I

Summary:
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An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (C01) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. In addition to instrument
uncertainties, such factors as the relative location (elevation) of the Pressurizer pressure
instruments, with respect to the SDC system, should be accounted for in the operational limit.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The upper engineering limit is based on the shutdown cooling system design pressure. The
shutdown cooling system may be placed in operation when the RCS has been depressurized to
the point that the shutdown cooling system will not be exposed to pressures greater than its
design pressure.
The operational limit (including the instrument uncertainties described below) should be
compared to the setpoint of the permissive interlock which prevents opening of the shutdown
cooling suction line isolation valves. The operational limit used in the procedures should be
adjusted if necessary, to avoid instructions to initiate shutdown cooling operation at pressures
above the permissive setpoint.
This application is used in shutdown cooling system entry criteria throughout the EPGs .
Aligning the SDC for operation before the RCS has been sufficiently depressurized could
initiate an intersystem LOCA with severe consequences.
Due to its relationship to safe shutdown and cooldown of the plant this instrument application
is considered to have a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (COI) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit. In addition to instrument uncertainties, such factors as the relative location
(elevation) of the Pressurizer pressure instruments, with respect to the SDC system, should be
accounted for in the operational limit.
Adjusting the engineering limit for instrument uncertainties is necessary to meet the intent of
the limit for the following reasons:
1)

The engineering limit is based on an explicit design value which is being used to ensure
that the SDC system is protected from high pressure conditions.

2)

The application of instrument uncertainties in the conservative direction (low side) is
necessary to create an unambiguous bounding lower limit, below which the operator
can be certain that SCS design pressure will not be exceeded.
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3)

01

This application relates to maintaining RCS pressure boundary integrity and control of
RCS inventory.

Harsh containment instrument uncertainties need to be applied for the LOCA, ESDE, and FRG
instrument applications.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
The operational "window" for reaching shutdown cooling system operation is bounded on the

upper side by the SDC system entry pressure. There is no lower limit directly associated with
the SDC system. However, RCP NPSH requirements must be considered if SDC entry is
accomplished under forced flow conditions. Narrowing of this window could be countered by:
Securing the RCPs just before the final depressurization to SDC entry pressure. The
plant Technical Specifications must be reviewed for limits on operation with the RCPs
secured.
*

Re-evaluation of RCP operating limits. The pump vendor may be able to provide less
restrictive pressure requirements for short-term operation. Typically, operating the
RCP with lower suction pressure is permitted for limited time periods if the pump seal
temperatures and pressures are monitored.

References:
1)

CE Calculation N-PEC-13 / B-PEC-77 / F-PEC-55, "Limitations on Initiation of
Shutdown Cooling," 6/30/71
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 2
{522}
System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Post Accident PT Curves]

I

Use:

U04
To verify or ensure Pressure Control Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are

l

satisfied.

Cat:

CMl

Use:

U19
To provide indirect support for the accomplishment of a safety function.

Cat:

C02

Use:

U25
To verify operation within the design limits to prevent damage to safety related
SSCs.

Cat:

Col

Engineering Limit(s):
Pressure/Temperature limits as derived for the plant specific P-T limit curves.
Summary:
The P-T limit curves establish operating limits that provide a margin to brittle failure of the
reactor vessel and piping of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). Instrument
uncertainties must be applied when deriving the plant specific P-T curves for accident
conditions.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limits when determining the plant specific P-T limit
curves.
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The CEOG is currently sponsoring a project which will addresspost accident cooldown rates,
P-T limits andprovide additionalguidance to the operator. When the project is completed, the
results will be incorporatedinto this document and a revision issued.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The plant Technical Specifications establish operating limits that provide a margin to brittle
fracture of the reactor vessel and piping of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB).
10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2), -requires the establishment of P/T limits for material
fracture toughness requirements of the RCPB materials. Reference 2 requires an adequate
margin to brittle failure during normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and
system hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use of the ASME Code, Section m, Appendix G.
The P-T limit curves are composite curves established by superimposing limits derived from
stress analyses of those portions of the reactor vessel and RCS that are the most restrictive. At
any specific pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change, one location within the
reactor vessel or RCS will dictate the most restrictive limit.
Across the span of the P-T limit curves, different locations are more restrictive, and, thus, the
curves are a composite of the most restrictive regions.
The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the RCS has been operated under
conditions that can result in brittle fracture of the RCPB, possibly leading to a non-isolable
leak or loss of coolant accident.
P-T limits are derived for the pressure retaining components of the RCPB to provide adequate
margins of safety during any condition of normal operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences and system hydrostatic tests. The purpose of the P-T curve is to protect the RCPB
from stresses that exceed the fracture toughness requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref.
2); and thereby limit the risk of RCPB failure.
Maintaining the RCS within these P-T limits is addressed throughout the EPGs .
The CEOG is currently sponsoring a project which will addresspost accident cooldown rates,
P-T limits and provide additionalguidance to the operator. WhVen the project is completed, the
results will be incorporatedinto this document and a revision issued.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO1) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrmentaton for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limits when determining the plant specific PIT limit
curves.
Harsh containment instrument uncertainties need to be applied for the LOCA, ESDE, and FRG
instrument applications.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
None
References:
1.

NUREG-1432, CEOG ISTS, revision 1, 04/07/95, LCO 3.4.3 and associated Bases

2.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 3
{523}

System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Minimum RCP NPSH Limits]

Use:

U10
To monitor the operation of non-safety related equipment to prevent equipment
damage that otherwise might lead to an adverse impact on one or more safety
functions.

Cat:

C02

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

reactor coolant pump suction pressure that meets or exceeds the
minimum NPSH and pump seal pressure requirements.

Summary:

Operation of the RCPs must be limited to those conditions that adequate Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH) is available to prevent pump cavitation and damage. The RCP seals also require
a minimum pressure for proper operation.
This application is used throughout the EPGs to verify proper operation of the RCPs . This is
to protect the RCPs from damage and to protect against RCP seal damage, with a resulting
LOCA. Therefore, this application is considered to have a moderate degree of nuclear safety
significance. Category (C02) instrument uncertainties should be applied.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
Operation of the RCPs must be limited to those conditions that adequate Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH) is available to prevent pump cavitation and damage. The RCP seals also require
a minimum pressure for proper operation. The pump suction pressure requirements are
usually established by the pump vendor.
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This application is used throughout the EPGs to verify proper operation of the RCPs . This is
to protect the RCPs from damage and to protect against RCP seal damage, with a resulting
LOCA. Therefore, this application is considered to have a moderate degree of nuclear safety
significance.

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The two constraints on RCP operation are normally combined into a single curve plotted on
the P-T limit curves. Operation of the RCPs is prohibited below this curve. The effects of
instrument uncertainty and elevation head are typically included in the curves, such that the
curves are presented in terms of indicatedpressure vs. indicatedtemperature. Category (C02)
instrument uncertainties should be applied for the following reasons:
Damage and subsequent failure of RCP seals may cause a LOCA, and thus
complicating recovery from the event in progress,
*

Application of instrument uncertainty is consistent with the approach taken regarding
the other curves which accompany the RCP NPSH curve on the P/T limits

Potential Margin Loss Options:
If the RCP operating limits restrict the window for entering shutdown cooling system
operation, the pump vendor may be able to provide less restrictive pressure requirements for
short-term operation. Typically, operating the RCP with lower suction pressure is permitted
for limited time periods if the pump seal temperatures and pressures are closely monitored.
Consideration should also be given to the effects resulting from operation of one or several
reactor coolant pumps. It may be beneficial to operate the RCPs in a preferred pump
combination, to take maximum advantage of the available pressure.
References:
None
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{524}

System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Expected Post-Trip Band], nominally 1700 - 2350 psia.

Use:

Ull
To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Cat:

C03

Eineering Limit(s):
Upper =

maximum expected post trip value for an uncomplicated reactor
trip.

Lower =

minimum expected post-trip value for an uncomplicated reactor
trip.

Summary:

The intent of this application is to verify that Pressurizer pressure is within the expected range
following an uncomplicated reactor trip.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied for this EOP application because the limits are
nominal in nature.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The intent of this application is to verify that Pressurizer pressure is within the expected range
following an uncomplicated reactor trip. The upper limit is typically consistent with the high
pressure alarm setpoint [2350] psia. The lower limit is typically consistent with the low
pressure alarm setpoint [1700] psia.
The instructions to verify that the pressure is within this range are included in the standard post
trip actions to check that the pressure control Safety Function is being satisfied and to
determine if an event beyond an uncomplicated trip may be in progress. Pressure outside of
this range provides diagnostic information to the operators.
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This application has a low safety significance.

Uncertainties Application Assessment:
This application is category 03. Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because the
limits are nominal in nature.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:
Value:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

[PORV Setpoint], nominally, 2400 psia.

Use:

U11
To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

the setpoint for automatic opening of the PORV.

Summary:

The Pressurizer Code Safety Valves provide over pressure protection for the RCS. The
PORVs provide for pressure control. If the PORVs do not open, the code safeties will protect
the RCS. If they do not close, Safety Injection will protect the RCS.
The plant specific EOPs should refer to the PORV opening setpoint. No additional instrument
uncertainties should be applied.
This application is only applicable to plants that have PORVs.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The Pressurizer Code Safety Valves provide over pressure protection for the RCS. The
PORVs provide for pressure control. As such their setpoint has a moderate degree of safety
significance. If the PORVs do not open, the code safeties will protect the RCS. If they do not
close, Safety Injection will protect the RCS.
The operators are instructed to verify that the PORVs open at their automatic setpoint, and if
the valves fail to open automatically, they should be opened manually. This application is also
used in the LOCA guideline, which directs the operators to check for inadvertent PORV
opening as the cause of the LOCA. If the PORVs are open and the pressure is below the
automatic opening setpoint, the operators are directed to ensure PORV (or block valve) closure
to isolate the LOCA.
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Additional instrument uncertainties were not applied by the EPG authors in arriving at the
operational limit.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The plant specific EOPs should refer to the PORV opening setpoint. No additional instrument
uncertainties should be applied. This application is used to ensure proper automatic
functioning of the PORVs. A lack of absolute instrument accuracy will not inhibit
accomplishment of the intended function.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.

References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[SIT Isolation Pressure], nominally 250 psia.

Use:

U39
To determine when to remove a safety system from service for which automatic
actuation would complicate the operator's ability to perform a controlled
shutdown of the plant.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

maximum Safety Injection Tank (SIT) pressure (as specified in
the plant Technical Specifications).

Summary:

The SITs are isolated, vented, or drained to prevent them from discharging into the RCS
during a controlled plant depressurization. Inadvertent SIT injection could disrupt the
cooldown and depressurization, but it will not prevent the accomplishment of any safety
function.
Instrument uncertainty need not be applied for this application.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The SITs are isolated, vented, or drained to prevent them from discharging into the RCS
during a controlled plant depressurization . For plants with high pressure SITs, this may be
necessary to allow the plant to be brought to shutdown cooling system entry conditions.
Under certain conditions, discharge from the SITs can cause the RCS pressure to "hang up,"
extending the time required to depressurize to SCS system entry pressure. The concern here is
that the time could be extended to the point where condensate inventory is depleted before the
SDC can be placed in service (References 1 through 5 ).
I
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Inadvertent SIT injection could eventually allow the Nitrogen cover gas to enter the RCS.
This is not desirable. However, before nitrogen would enter the RCS, a protracted SIT
injection must first occur. The time required to inject the contents of the SITs and
depressurize is considerable. Within this period of time, it is reasonable to expect that the
operator will discover the situation and initiate corrective action to prevent Nitrogen from
entering the RCS.
Inadvertent SIT injection could disrupt the cooldown and depressurization, but it will not
prevent the accomplishment of any safety function. Since a lack of absolute instrument
accuracy will not inhibit accomplishment of the intended function, these applications possess a
low degree of nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainty need not be applied for this application. The isolation and venting of
the SITs is important, but the precise point of initiation is not. Injection of a limited amount
of water from a SIT is not a safety issue, but rather a operational issue. In the event that SIT
started to discharge, SIT level and pressure would be trending downward as the SITs drained
(alarms would actuate), and this would alert the operator to the fact that the SITs were
discharging.
When selecting an operational value, it is reasonable to use engineering judgment to apply
sufficient operational margin to the engineering limit to ensure that the SITs will not inject
during a controlled cooldown/depressurization. Since the actual SIT pressures at any given
time cannot be predicted in advance, it would be prudent to base the operational limit on the
maximum SIT pressure permitted by the Technical Specifications.
Potential Margin Loss Options:

Not applicable
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System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Lowest MSSV Setpoint], nominally 1000 psia.

Use:

U27
To prevent or mitigate off-site exposure to the public.

Cat:

Col

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

less than the equivalent pressure to the lowest set Main Steam
Safety Valve (MSSV), including lift tolerance.

Summary:

The bases for the engineering limit is the lift setpoint of the lowest MSSV, plus lift tolerance.
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (C01) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit.

Basis for Engineering Timit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the lift setpoint of the lowest MSSV, plus lift tolerance.
The intent of the application is prevent lifting an MSSV, with the potential for it sticking open,
resulting in an uncontrolled release to the environment during a SGTR, because the operator
would not be able to do anything to stop it. The CEN-152, Revision 03 operational limit [<
950 psia] was derived by taking the lowest MSSV setting [1000 psia.], subtracting the lift
tolerance, typically ± 1 % (Ref. 1), [I 10 psi], and additional operational margin [40 psi].
This application appears in the steam generator tube rupture guideline, and in the Heat
Removal Success Paths in the Functional Recovery Guideline. The instructions are to maintain
the RCS pressure approximately equal to the pressure in the isolated steam generator, and less
than [lowest MSSV setpoint] .
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This upper limit on the RCS pressure is intended to minimize the potential for the RCS
pressurizing the steam generator (through the tube leak), to the point where the secondary
safety valves would lift. This is to be avoided, because such a scenario presents an
uncontrolled leak path from the RCS to the atmosphere.
Steam Generator pressure is used to back up this application. Should the pressure in the
isolated SG approach the lift setpoint for the isolated SG MSSVs, it is more desirable from the
perspective of positive operator control, that the ADVs open first. This is accomplished by
raising the automatic ADV lift setpoint to the upper end of (expected positive band]. To
minimize release of radioactivity to the environment, opening the affected SG ADVs should be
minimzed. This instrument application relates to preventing and minimizing uncontrolled and
unmonitored releases to the environment, therefore minimizing off-site exposure to the public
during certain accidents. This instrument application helps ensure that the assumptions in
accident analysis associated with off-site exposure during design basis events (DBEs) are not
exceeded.
Instrumentation used to mitigate off-site exposure to the public has a high priority in 10 CFR
50 Appendix A criteria. Therefore, this instrument application is considered to have a high
degree of nuclear safety significance. The ultimate safety significance is based on plant
specific safety analyses.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (CO 1) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit.
The application of instrument uncertainties is important to carrying out the intent of this
particular instrument application due to its relationship to off-site exposure to the public as
described in the bases section. The plant specific engineering limit is derived as described in
the bases section (i.e., MSSV setpoint minus lift tolerance). The plant specific operational
limit is arrived at by subtracting plant specific pressure instrument uncertainties from the plant
specific engineering limit.
This application is used in SGTR and in the Functional Recovery Procedure. Consequently,
harsh containment instrument uncertainties need to be applied for the FRG instrument
application.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Reference 2 contains instructions for maintaining the isolated SG pressure below the MSSV set
pressure by steaming through the ADVs.
References:

I

None
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System Subject Parameter:
Value:
Use:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

[HPSI Pump Shutoff Head], nominally 1300 psia.
U69

To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.
Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

shutoff head of the HPSI pumps.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the nominal shutoff head of the HPSI pumps. This
application is used in two different ways in the EPGs. The first is in the acceptance criteria
for Once-Through-Cooling and the second is in the RCP restart criteria.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the shutoff head of the HPSI pumps, nominally [1300] psia.
This application is used in two different ways in the EPGs. The first appears in the Functional
Recovery Guideline, Heat Removal safety function, success path HR-4 (Once- ThroughCooling). This success path requires that the RCS pressure be decreased below the shutoff
head of the HPSI pumps to ensure SIS flow. When Once-Through-Cooling (OTC) is lined
up, i.e. ADVs opened and PORVs opened, pressurizer pressure will decrease to a point where
it is being controlled by the HPSI pumps. Observing HPSI pump flow is positive indication
that OTC is established.
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The second use is in RCP restart instructions to determine whether or not fHPSI pumps will
deliver flow to the RCS based on system pressure, otherwise there is no reason to start the
HPSI pumps. RCP restart may result in pressurizer level decreasing, when any existing voids
are condensed by the forced circulation flow. In anticipation of this, the guidelines instruct the
operators to run the charging pumps prior to the RCP restart, and if the RCS pressure is below
the HPSI pump shutoff head, to operate HPSI pumps as needed to control pressurizer level.
Both applications possess a low degree of nuclear safety significance. In the first case, OT-C
initiation, the operator is instucted to do everything possible to lower RCS pressure, thus
ensuring HPSI flow is initiated. It is reasonable to expect that it will decrease to within the
capacity of the EPSI pumps. Therefore, the explicit value of pump shutoff head is only a
reference point. Pressurizer pressure decreasing- is the primary desired indication.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be explicitly applied for these application.
In the first application, pressurizer pressure is used as one of several indications that ensure

OTC is established. The primary indications of successful OTC are safety injection flow and
RCS temperature stable or decreasing. Pressurizer pressure less than the shutoff head of the
HPSI pumps and pressurizer pressure decreasing is a prerequisite to flow.
In the second use, the operators are simply identifying whether or notu-would make sine to
operate the HPSI pumps. Operating or not operating HPSI pumps in this case will only affect
the time required to establish the desired pressurizer level.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:
Value:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

[SBLOCA Plateau Pressure], nominally 1300 psia.

Use:

U73
To determine if operator actions associated with non-safety related equipment
are necessary to directly support an EPG strategy.

Cat:

Col

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

plant specific maximum "pressure plateau" value analytically
determined for selected small break LOCAs.

Summary:

The engineering limit is a plant specific value based on small break LOCA analyses. The limit
is, essentially, the maximum "pressure plateau" value observed for selected small break
LOCAs.
Category (CO1) instrument uncertainties must be applied when deriving the plant specific limit
to be used to ensure that the first tQRCPs are tripped in accordance with the Trip Two Leave
Two strategy.
A+>
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
Lower Limit
The engineering limit is based on the "pressure plateau" for small break LOCA as determined
by analyses (Reference 1 ). These analyses form the bases for the "Trip Two Leave Two"
strategy for tripping the RCPs. The lower limit is based on the fact that following a small
break LOCA, the RCS pressure stabilizes at a pressure sufficiently high above the steam
generator secondary side pressure to remove the core fission product decay heat. The RCS
pressure stabilization is referred to as the "pressure plateau".
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Based on the results of the analyses, the nominal setpoint for tripping the first two RCPs is
1210 psia for the 2700 MWt plants, and 1320 psia for ANO-2, and 1361 psia for 3400 MWt
plants. Instrument uncertainty are not included in these values. The nominal operational value
chosen for the reference plant was [1300] psia, which includes instrument uncertainties.
Reference 2 specifically states that instrument uncertainties must applied when developing the
plant specific operational limit.
The T2/L2 strategy is aimed at ensuring all RCPs are tripped in the case of a LOCA. The trip
scheme provides for at least two RCPs to remain operating for non-LOCA events (SLBs,
SGTRs, and AOs. It is beneficial to trip all RCPs during large break LOCA events to
minimize the loss of coolant from the primary system. Conversely, for non-LOCA events
involving system depressurization, it is beneficial to keep one or more RCPs running in the
interest of maintaining the availability of the main spray flow to the pressurizer for RCS
pressure control. In addition, the RCP operation provides better plant control by the
operators, by minimizing voiding of the reactor vessel upper head/upper plenum region due to
forced coolant flow through this region. RCP operation also provides for better mixing in the
reactor vessel downcomer/lower plenum region minimizing PTS concerns.
In the T2/L2 strategy, two RCPs are tripped when RCS pressure falls below a pressure plateau
value, and the remaining two RCPs are tripped if pressure continues to decrease and
minimizing RCS subcooling is lost.
This use applies to instrument applications associated with non-safety related SSCs that provide
direct support of an EPG strategy (in this case, the RCP T2/L2 strategy). The application
possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance because of its relationship to LOCA
analyses.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:

An explicit plant specific instrument uncertainty calculation (C01) should be performed for
pressurizer pressure instrumentation for this application. The derived uncertainties should be
applied to the plant specific engineering limit when determining the appropriate plant specific
operational limit.
The application of instrument uncertainties is important to carrying out the intent of this
particular instrument application because it may impact the severity of LOCAs. The plant
specific engineering limit is derived as described in the bases section. The plant specific
operational limit is arrived at by adding plant specific instrument uncertainties to the pressure
plateau value (i.e. the plant specific engineering limit).
This application is used in LOCA applications throughout the EPGs. Consequently, harsh
containment instrument uncertainties need to be applied for the FRG instrument application.
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Potential Margin Loss Options:
Application of uncertainty to the engineering limit is not expected to result in unacceptable
margin loss. This particular application has been the subject of extensive review, analysis and
simulator exercises. The effects of uncertainty on the setpoint are considered to be well
established.
References:
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CEN 268, Revision 1
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System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Expected PORV Closure Pressure], nominally 2340 psia.

Use:

U1l
To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

PORV closure pressure (pressure at which the valve open signal
is removed).

Summary:

This instrument application is used in the Functional Recovery Guideline, Pressure Control
Success Path PC-2 (PORVS/Pzr Vent) , as part of the PORV closure criteria. These criteria
include verifying that the PORVs have reduced the RCS pressure to the PORV closure
setpoint.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the engineering limit.
*This application is only applicable to plants that have PORVs.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
This instrument application is used in the Functional Recovery Guideline, Pressure Control
Success PC-2 (PORVS/Pzr Vent) , as part of the PORV closure criteria. These criteria
include verifying that the PORVs have reduced the RCS pressure to the PORV closure
setpoint. The closure setpoint for the PORVs is plant specific and depends on the detailed
design of the valves and their controls. Typically, the closure pressure is several percent
below the opening pressure, to minimize valve cycling near the opening pressure. It is also
desirable for the closure pressure to be below the RCS high pressure alarm setpoint.
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In the context of the Pressure Control success path acceptance criteria, this instrument
application is used to verify that the safety function is being satisfied. As such, it is
considered to have a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Additional instrument uncertainties need not be applied to the engineering limit. The other
PORV closure criteria, particularly the requirement that pressure be constant or decreasing, are
more significant than the actual pressure at which the PORV closes. As stated above, the
automatic closing setpoint for the valves is plant specific, and is therefore somewhat arbitrary
with respect to ensuring the safety functions. For consistency, the operational limit used in the
EOPs should refer to the plant specific PORV closure pressure (or the pressure at which the
valve open signal is removed).
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.

References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:
Value:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

[LPSI Pump Shutoff Head], nominally 200 psia.

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "Normal Values" provided in SSC
design criteria or Safety Analysis.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper =

shutoff head of the LPSI pumps.

Summary:

The engineering limit is based on the nominal shutoff head of the LPSI pumps. This
application is used to direct securing the pumps following a LOCA when RCS pressure
remains greater than the shutoff head.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on the shutoff head of the LPSI pumps, nominally [200] psia.
The LPS1 pump termination criteria used throughout the EPGs states that the pumps may be
stopped if RCS pressure is greater than the shutoff head and controlled . If the pressure is
above the shutoff head, the pumps are not delivering any flow to the RCS and are not
contributing to maintaining the safety functions. If the pressure is expected to be maintained
above the shutoff head (i.e., "controlled"), then the pumps may be stopped.
This instrument application possesses a low degree of nuclear safety significance and is used
corroboratively. Termination criteria always consist of more than one independent process
parameters. In addition, the SFSCs (which are Category 1) will verify whether the parameters
stay within the appropriate ranges.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to this application. The indicated pressurizer
pressure which corresponds to the LPSI pumps operating at shutoff is, to some extent, event
specific. Variations in the pump suction pressure, the RCS and pressurizer levels, and the
high pressure injection flow rate would all influence the pressurizer pressure at shutoff. The
SI pump termination criteria are always followed by restart criteria, which will assure that if
the LPSI pump operation were actually contributing to plant stability, the pumps would be
restarted. Since the restart criteria are based on trending parameters, instrument uncertainties
need not be applied to them, either.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[Normal Control Band], nominally 2225 - 2300 psia.

Use:

Ull
To verify plant parameters are in the normal or expected post-trip range.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

upper end of the normal control band for the pressurizer pressure
control system.

Lower

=

lower end of the normal control band for the pressurizer pressure
control system.

Summary:

Following an uncomplicated reactor trip, the pressurizer pressure control system should
function to restore pressure to within the specified range.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied. The procedures should refer to the pressurizer
pressure control system setpoint values.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
Following an uncomplicated reactor trip, the pressurizer pressure control system should
function to restore pressure to within the specified range. If the pressure is not trending
towards this range, the operators should take manual control of the heaters and sprays to bring
the pressure into this range.
This instrument application is used to help verify that the control systems are functioning
properly to control the pressurizer pressure within the normal post-trip range. It does not
substantially impact a safety function. The safety function status check provides the
verification that the safety function is being satisfied. This application, therefore, possesses no
nuclear safety significance.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied. The procedures should refer to the pressurizer
pressure control system setpoint values. The specific setpoint values and actual inputs should
be used to determine if the system is worldng properly. If instrument uncertainties are applied
then the assessment cannot be performed based on the actual operating parameters.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.
References:
None
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System Subject Parameter:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

Value:

[approximately equall to Isolated SG Pressure, nominally + 50 psi.

Use:

U69
To verify a parameter is in agreement with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Upper

=

50 psi greater than SG Pressure

Lower

=

50 psi less than SG Pressure

Summary:

The engineering limits provide an operational band that minimizes backflow, while at the same
time permitting back flow to control SG level or to aid in cooldown of the affected SG. The
50 psi band is a nominal value.
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because ± 50 psi is a "nominal" value. It is a
theoretical value considered to be a reasonable estimate of the capability of the operators,
using typical plant instrumentation.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limits provide an operational band that minimizes backflow, while at the same
time permitting back flow to control SG level or to aid in cooldown of the affected SG. The
50 psi band is a nominal value.
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Maintaining the RCS pressure approximately equal (± 50 psi) to the isolated steam generator
pressure will accomplish two goals:
1)
2)

minimize the loss of primary fluid to the secondary side and the possibility of
overfilling the isolated steam generator;
minimize the amount of unborated water flowing into the RCS from the steam
generator which could reduce the RCS boron concentration.

During a SGTR event and the subsequent cooldown, the operator should make every attempt
to maintain a zero differential pressure between the RCS and the affected SG (during NC or
forced circulation) (Reference 2 ). Reference 1 recognized that maintaining the differential
pressure at the tube break at exactly 0 psid would be impossible given the limitations of the
available instrumentation. However, references 2 and 3 shed additional light on the subject.
They conclude that the best way to determine that zero differential pressure exists is by
trending SG level (preferably NR) and Pressurizer level, while maintaining temperatures and
inventory stable. They use this method to determine the indicated SG pressure and indicated
Pressurizer pressure when zero differential exists by establishing a stable SG level with stable
RCS inventory control.
The upper limit allows the operator to maintain the pressurizer pressure greater than steam
generator pressure to permit flow of RCS fluid into the steam generator. Maintaining the RCS
pressure approximately equal to the isolated SG pressure (+ 50 psi) will minimize the loss of
primary fluid to the secondary side. Alternately, the pressure is lowered to less than SG
pressure to control level in the steam generator (Ref. 1 ).
I
This lower limit allows the operator to maintain pressurizer pressure less than steam generator
pressure to permit backflow of steam generator fluid into the RCS to help reduce steam
generator level. This helps prevent steam generator overfill and possible damage to the main
steam lines and main steam safety valves. Reference 1 presents calculations which
demonstrate that, if the RCS could be instantaneously diluted by the entire mass of a nonborated steam generator, other effects on reactivity would prevent a reactor restart. Reference
1 concludes that the flowrate established by a 50 psid differential pressure will not threaten
the maintenance of adequate shutdown margin. Therefore, the lower engineering limit for
pressurizer pressure will equal the steam generator pressure less 50 psi.
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Uncertainties Application Assessment:
Instrument uncertainties need not be applied because + 50 psi is a "nominal" value. It is a
theoretical value considered to be a reasonable estimate of the capability of the operators,
using typical plant instrumentation. The ± 50 psi limit is not a precisely calculated value, and
maintaining the differential pressure within this range is not necessary to prevent equipment
damage or to verify a safety function. Therefore, this instrument application possesses no
nuclear safety significance.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable.

References:
1.

CE-NPSD-407, NSSS Response to Operator Actions During Postulated Events for
Resolution of C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines SER Items, March 1987.

2.

CE-NPSD-926, Evaluation of Steam Generator Back Flow During a Tube Rupture
Event, February 1994.

3.

CE-NPSD-990, Evaluation of the Effects of Intentional Backflow to Cool
(depressurize) a Ruptured Steam Generator During a SGTR Event, March 1995.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE (CEN-152)
: ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT
MODULE 5 - DOCUMENT 2 - APPLICATION 14
{5214}
System Subject Parameter:
Value:

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

JSIAS Setpoint], nominally 1600 psia.

I

Use:

U13
To verify automatic actuation of the ESFAS due to its setpoint being exceeded,
or to indicate directly to the operator to manually actuate the safety systems
associated with those setpoints since they failed to automatically actuate.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower =

the Technical Specification (TS) ALLOWABLE TRIP setpoint
for SIAS.

Summary:

The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the TS ALLOWABLE
VALUES for SIAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit. The
engineering limit, establishes the decreasing Pressurizer pressure value at which automatic
controls activate to initiate Safety Injection, independent of operator action.
No uncertainty should be applied to the engineering limit, which is the ESFAS actuation
setpoint. Since the intent is to verify Safety Injection System Actuation, it serves no useful
purpose to add additional uncertainties to those already applied to establish the SIAS setpoint,
which is category (C01).
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The bases for the engineering limit is the same as the bases for the TS ALLOWABLE
VALUES for SIAS. The operational limit is the same as the engineering limit. The
engineering limit establishes the decreasing pressurizer pressure value at which automatic
controls activate to conserve and restore RCS inventory, independent of operator action.
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This instrument application is used through out the EPGs to prompt the operator to ensure that
the Safety Injection System has actuated based on Pressurizer pressure decreasing to the SIAS
setpoint. The authors of CEN-152 assumed that the same value of indicated Pressurizer
pressure is used as the nominal setpoint for the Safety Injection Actuation System (SIAS).
Ensuring automatic actuation of SIAS has a high degree of nuclear safety significance, just as
the ESFAS setpoint itself is very important to safety. In the unlikely event that the automatic
system fails to perform as designed, the operator is expected to perform the exact same
function, even though this is beyond design bases. The EOP SFSCs backup the EOP step to
verify actuation. The SFSCs provide a independent functional check on the adequacy of the
automatic responses to the event.
Uncertainties Application Assessnent:
No uncertainty should be applied to the engineering limit, which is the ESFAS actuation
setpoint. Since the intent is to verify Safety Injection System Actuation, it serves no useful
purpose to add additional uncertainties to those already applied to establish the SIAS setpoint,
which is category (COl).
Instrument uncertainties are not applied in this case because we do not want the operator to
initiate any safety signal too early. Such action may further complicate an event. Also, we
expect the safety systems to automatically initiate when designed and the design setpoint
already accounts for instrument uncertainties. Therefore, this should only be a manual backup
in case the automatic setpoint does not initiate.
Potential Margin Loss Options:
not applicable.
References:
None
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CIHECKIST

Review Criteria (page 1 of2)

OK

1.

Are the deliverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project
Authorization?

2.

Has the intent of the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

3.

Has the Engineering Limit been clearly identified?

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

7.

Hs the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear

N/A

_

._

I

Safety been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrument uncertainties
need or need not be applied for each application?

__v/

9.

Has the rational/justification used in making the applicability
determination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the instrument
uncertainties can not be accommodated when it is desirable for
them to be explicitly applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)

OK

11.

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a-deliberate effort has been made to consider
the impact of the work product on the health and safety of the
public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:
-

15.

N/A

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue

Correct Revision
Pagination (page 1 of X)
All Required Signatures

4-_

.-

Does the header of each page contain the following:
Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
-

Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17.

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:

&
z Ž~ c~ 42 f &
PAIndependent
()L Reviewer:
Name/Signature/Date
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System Subject Parameter:

RCS RX VESSEL UPPER HEAD TEMPERATURE

Value:

[indicates saturated conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]

Use:

U22
To provide corroborative information related to the accomplishment of a safety
function.

Cat:

C03

Engineering Limit(s):
Lower

=

greater than 00F subcooling (using RVLMS HJTCs).

Summary:
The engineering limit is based on avoiding saturated conditions (e.g. subcooling = 00F) in the
reactor coolant system, by ensuring some margin to saturation always exists. The engineering
limit does not include instrument uncertainties, process uncertainties, or operational margin.
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties when determining the
plant specific operational value.
Basis for Engineering Limit(s):
The engineering limit is based on avoiding saturated conditions (e.g. subcooling = 00F) in the
reactor coolant system, by ensuring some margin to saturation always exists. The engineering
limit does not include instrument uncertainties, process uncertainties, or operational margin.
Saturation margins greater than 0F equate to unsaturated (subcooled) coolant. If the saturation
margin is greater than 00F, then saturation conditions do not exist and voiding does not exist in
the reactor vessel head.
This instrument application is used throughout the EPGs as an indication of reactor vessel upper
head voiding. The heated junction thermocouples (HJTCs) are part of the HJTC reactor vessel
level monitoring system supplied by CE at some plants.
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The unheated junction thermocouples are located at several elevations within the vessel upper
head. In addition to their normal function of RV head region level monitoring, they also provide
an indication of the fluid temperature within the head region.
Void formation in the upper RV head region is not a serious problem unless the void inhibits RCS
depressurization, or is of sufficient magnitude to interfere with RCS flow (Reference 1 provides
analyses which show that this is unlikely). For these reasons, this instrument application is
considered to have a moderate nuclear safety significance.
Uncertainties Application Assessment:
The engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties when determining the
plant specific operational value.
Since the intent of the engineering limit is to provide an go, no-go threshold value that enables the
operators to distinguish between voiding and not voiding it is not possible to apply instrument
uncertainties without imposing a potentially significant restriction on the safe operational space.
Also, the engineering limit need not be adjusted for instrument uncertainties because there are
other corroborating parameters the may be used to determine whether voids are forming a bubble
in the RV head region. The following are examples of other parameters that may be used:
*
*
*

Letdown flow greater than charging flow
Pressurizer level increasing more than expected when operating pressurizer spray
RVLMS indicates voiding

Potential Margin Loss Options:
Not applicable
References:
1.

CEN-199, "Effects of Vessel Head Voiding During Transients and Accidents in C-E
NSSS's," March, 1982
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TASK 86 & 84 CJUALITY ASSURANCE CKLTST

OK

Review Criteria (page I of 2)
1.

N/A

Are the deiverables consistent with the Project Plan and the Project

Auxthorization?
2.

Has the intent of the Engineerng Limit been dearly expressed?7

3.

Has the Ege

4.

Has the bases for the Engineering Limit been clearly expressed?

5.

Has what the Engineering Limit ensures been clearly expressed?

-

6.

Have all assumptions been clearly stated?

-

7.

Has the relationship of the EPG value or descriptor to nuclear Safety
been addressed?

8.

Does the document explicitly state that instrent uncrtanes need
or need not be applied for each application?

9.

Has the rationalfJustification used in makln the applicability
detrmination been clearly expressed?

10.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider
other options to be used in the event that the inume uncertainties
can not be accommodated when it is desirable for them to be explicitly
applied?
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TASK 868 & 884 QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST

Review Criteria (page 2 of 2)
11.

OK

N/A

77

When necessary, have recommendations for additional analyses,
verifications or simulator validations, to confirm assumptions or
conclusions, been provided?

12.

Is there evidence that industry operating experience has been
considered and incorporated as appropriate?

13.

Is there evidence that a deliberate effort has been made to consider the
impact of the work product on the health and safety of the public?

14.

Does the title page contain the following:

15.

-

Document Title
Document Number
Date of Issue
Correct Revision

-

All Required Signatures

Pagination (page I of X)

J,

e

-

Does the header of each page contain the following:
-

Sequentially numbered pages (page 1 of X)
Document Number
Correct Revision
Date of Issue

16.

Is the document legible and reproducible?

17.

Are all cross-outs and overstrikes initialed and dated by the author?

Comments/remarks:

P,.J 5Independent Reviewer. Name/Signature/Date
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Rec Use-code Description

Justification

Category

1)

UO1

To verify or ensure Reactivity Control
Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are
satisfied.

The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
Issatisfied, detect inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The-Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC. Itdoes not apply to Technical
specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires Category 1
instrument uncertainty treatment.

COl

2)

U02

To verify or ensure electrical power Is
available to specified vital/non-vital
buses.

The purpose of this Instrument application is to verify that electrical power is
available to specified electrical buses. The Use applies to Emergency Operating
Procedures and not to Technical Specifications. CEN-152 does not specify how to
determine power availability to an electrical bus. It is understood that "nominal
voltage" indication, bus power available lights, feeder breaker status lights, and
load breaker status lights are all available to the operator to determine if a
particular bus is energized. Instrument uncertainties need not be applied to a
"nominal voltage" range and can not be applied to status light indications.
Therefore, it is appropriate to place this Use in category 3.

C03

3)

U03

To verify or ensure Inventory Control
Safety Function Acceptance criteria are
satisfied.

The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
is satisfied, detect inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs, SPAC and associated figures. It does not apply
to Technical specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety
significance, relative to its use in the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires
Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

Col

4)

U04

To verify or ensure Pressure Control
Safety Function Acceptance Criteria are
satisfied.

The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
Is satisfied, detect inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs, SPAC and associated figures. It does not apply
to Technical specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety
significance, relative to its use in the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires
Category 1 Instrument uncertainty treatment.

Col

5)

U05

To verify or ensure RCS and Core Heat
Removal Safety Function Acceptance

The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
is satisfied, detect inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate

COl

l/

(
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Criteria are satisfied.

corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs, SPAC and associated figures. It does-not apply
to Technical specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety
significance, relative to its use In the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires
Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.
The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
is satisfied, detect inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC. It does not apply to Technical
specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to Its use In the EOPs.- Therefore, this Use requires Category 1
instrument uncertainty treatment.

6)

U06

To verify or ensure Containment
Isolation Safety Function Acceptance
Criteria are satisfied.

7)

U07

To verify or ensure Containment
The purpose of this Instrument application is to verify that the safety function
Temperature and Pressure Safety Function Is satisfied, detect Inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
Acceptance Criteria are satisfied.
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC. It does not apply to Technical
specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires Category 1
instrument uncertainty treatment.

8)

U08

To verify or ensure Containment
Combustible Gas Control Safety Function
Acceptance Criteria are satisfied.

The purpose of this instrument application is to verify that the safety function
is satisfied, detect Inadequate control of the safety function, and initiate
corrective actions to restore the safety function. The Use applies to Emergency
Operating Procedure SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC. It does not apply to Technical
specifications. The Use possesses a high degree of nuclear safety significance,
relative to its use in the EOPs. Therefore, this Use requires Category I
instrument uncertainty treatment.

Cot

9)

U09

To monitor operability or operation of
safety related Systems, Structures, and
Components (SSCs), that could impact the
accomplishment of a safety function, if
Impaired.

This Use applies to instrument applications in the Instruction Section or
Contingency Section of the EOPs. The Use is not applicable to the Technical
specifications. The associated applications require a best estimate degree of
accuracy to obtain the desired result. The values or conditions do not by
themselves substantially impact a safety function. The values or conditions are
used corroboratively within the body of the EOPs to support accomplishment of a

C02

COl

COl
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safety function or to restore a safety function that is injeopardy. The Safety
Function Status Checks provide the ultimate safety net to verify or ensure the
safety function issatisfied. Safety Function Status Check instrumentation is
category 1.Therefore, itis acceptable for this Use to be placed inCategory 2.
10)

U10

To monitor the operation of non-safety
related equipment to prevent equipment
damage that otherwise might lead to an
adverse impact on one or more safety
functions.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to prevent non-safety related
equipment damage. They are not used for verification of a safety function.
Operation of the associated equipment isnot required to ensure accomplishment of
a safety function or safe control of the plant. This Use possesses a lower degree
of nuclear safety significance. Therefore, itisacceptable for this Use to be
placed inCategory 2.

C02

11)

U11

To verify plant parameters are in the
normal or expected post-trip range.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to confirm key plant parameters
are indicating within the expected range (normal control band) following an
uncomplicated reactor trip. This Use isapplicable only to the EOPs. Instrument
uncertainties need not be applied to normal control bands. The associated
instruments do not require a high degree of accuracy to verify a parameter is
within the normal control band. Inaddition, there are other checks within the
procedures that are outside these normal control limits and are used to ensure the
associated engineering limit isnot exceeded. Those instrument applications are
COI or C02 as appropriate. The instrument applications are only used to help
verify that the control systems are functioning properly to control the associated
parameters within that normal Post-trip range. They do not by themselves
substantially impact a safety function. The Safety Function Status Checks provide
the ultimate safety net to verify the safety function issatisfied. Safety
Function Status Check instrumentation istypically category 1. This Use has no
significant impact on nuclear safety. Therefore, additional instrument
uncertainties need not be encluded.

C03

12)

U12

To calculate or determine the value of a Process loop inputs used to calculate or determine the value of a core physics
parameter require Category 1 treatment of instrument uncertainties. The resulting
core physics parameter.

instrument uncertainties should be accounted for when the core physics parameter
iscalculated or determined. Core physics parameters possess a high degree of
nuclear safety significance. Therefore, the associated process input
instrumentation also requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.
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13)

U13

To verify automatic actuation of the
ESFAS due to its setpoint being
exceeded, or to indicate directly to the
operator to manually actuate the safety
systems associated with those setpoints
since they failed to automatically
actuate.

The Use applies to instrument applications within the EOPs used to verify ESFAS
actuation or manually Initiated safety systems when It isdetermined that the RPS
or ESFAS failed to actuate as required. The Use does not apply to Technical
Specifications. The associated instrument applications do not possess the same
high degree of nuclear safety significance that isattached to the actual RPS or
ESFAS setpoint. This isbecause manual actuation isnot the only backup for those
setpoints. The Safety Function Status Check safety net of the EOPs provides a
function based backup to the RPS and ESFAS and those verifications are category 1.
Inaddition, failure of the RPS and ESFAS systems (as would be the case ifmanual
actuation was required) isconsidered to be outside design bases space. Therefore
it isdifficult to calculate and apply instrument uncertainties ina meaningful
manner. Also, itwould unnecessarily complicate the EOPs to include a second
number to be used for actuation verification and backup for each RPS and ESFAS
setpoint. Doing so, would place an unjustified burden on the operator. Therefore,
no additional uncertainties should be applied to these setpoint values appearing
the EOPs. One additional item to consider is that the operator is required to use
the indicator associated with the actuation channel to verify actuation. These
instruments are qualified instruments of which there are four redundant channels.
The only additional uncertainties to consider for verification and manual
actuation are those associated with the indicators on the panel. In this context,
these uncertainties are considered to be insignificant.

C03

14)

U14

To determine if operator actions
associated with non-safety related
equipment are necessary to provide
indirect support of a safety function.

This Use applies to instrument applications pertaining to non-safety related SSCs
that provide indirect support of a safety function. The Use applies only to EOPs.
The application possesses a moderate degree of nuclear safety significance.
Therefore, it isacceptable for this Use to be placed inCategory 2.

C02

15)

U15

To determine ifan ESFAS initiating
parameter is less than the reset value,
to facilitate resetting the actuation
and taking manual control of affected
equipment.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to gain control of equipment
following an ESFAS actuation. Manual control of equipment may be initiated after
the actuating parameter reaches the reset value. Prompt restoration of certain
safety systems is important to minimize equipment damage incontainment due to
prolonged exposure to water and corrosive chemicals. These instrument applications
also function to stabilize the plant and initiate long term recovery. This Use is
applicable to the EOPs only. Itisacceptable for the instrumentation utilized to
accomplish this Use to be placed inCategory 3.

C03

(
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16)

Use-code Description
U16

Justification

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

To evaluate whether or not automatic
control of safety equipment shoutd/may
be overridden to regain manual control
of affected equipment.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -…--

weather or not to
This Use applies to instrument applications used to evaluate
been activated by the
has
it
after
equipment
terminate operation of safety related
degree of
moderate
a
possess
ESFAS. The associated instrument applications
criteria
Termination
nuclear safety significance and are used corroboratively.
several.
usually
parameter,
process
always consist of more than one independent
the
within
stay
parameters
the
not
or
In addition the SFSCs will verify whether
also
applications
instrument
These
1.
appropriate ranges and they are category
This Use is
function to stabilize the plant and initiate long term recovery.
Use to be
this
for
acceptable
Is
applicable to the EOPs only. Therefore, it

C02

placed in Category 2.

17)

U17

To detect or prevent a significant
abnormal degradation or failure of the
RCS pressure boundary.

18)

U18

Blank Record

19)

U19

To provide indirect support for the
accomplishment of a safety function.

and protect the RCS
This Use applies to instrument applications used to monitor
Protection
Specifications.
Technical
to
only
pressure boundary. This Use applies
significance.
safety
nuclear
of
degree
of the RCS Pressure boundary has a high
protection of
This conclusion is supported by the high priority assigned to
A and the
Appendix
50
CFR
10
1.97,
Guide
fission product barriers in Regulatory
specification
Technical
on
Statement
Policy
final
criteria established by the NRC
treatment.
Improvements. Therefore, it requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty

to aid in confirming
This Use applies to instrument applications used in the EOPs
found in EOP
applications
supporting
or restoring a safety function. These are
in the SFSCs,
found
not
are
They
instructions, contingency actions and figures.
corroboratively
used
are
applications
SPAC or SPTA instructions. These instrument
Status Checks
to monitor the status of a safety function. The Safety Function
is
function
safety
the
provide the ultimate safety net to verify or ensure
This Use
1.
category
is
satisfied. Safety Function Status Check instrumentation
associated
this
of
because
possesses a lower degree of nuclear safety significance
to be placed in
supporting role. Therefore, it is acceptable for this Use
is based on
categorization
Category 2. Relative to bus voltage indication, this
a value is
when
the use of bus voltage indication to verify the safety function
specified, this Use
specified in the EOP. If a specific bus voltage value is not
be applied to bus
becomes category 3 because instrument uncertainties can not
breaker status
power available lights, feeder breaker status lights, and load
available to a bus.
lights which are alternative means of verifying that power is

CMl
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Date: 11/12/96
Rev.: 01

............................................

To determine when to activate a safety
This Use applies to instrument applications used in support of a safety function
related SSC for which no automatic
to facilitate safe shutdown and cooldown of the plant and tong term accident
initiation is provided in support of a
recovery. These applications are found in EOP instructions and contingency
safety function, safe shutdown, cooldown actions, not in SPTAs, SFSCs or SPACs. This Use does not apply to Technical
or depressurization.
Specifications. If RCS pressure is too high when lining up for SDC, the potential
exists for lifting the LTOP relief. if the relief does not reseat, a LOCA
situation is created. Therefore, this Use possesses a high degree of nuclear
safety significance, relative to its use in the EOPs. It requires Category 1
instrument uncertainty treatment.

Category
….….
..

COl

For plants which use PORVs for LTOP protection, the PZR level instrument
applications assigned to this Use can be category 2. For plants which use a
spring loaded LTOP, this Use should remain category 1 since the height of the
water column places an additional process uncertainty on the instrument
application.

21)

U21

To verify operation within the design
requirements of SSCs that could directly
impact the accomplishment of a safety
function, if impaired.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to verify safety related SSC
operation is in accordance with design requirements. The applications possess a
moderate degree of nuclear safety significance because in these cases lack of
absolute instrument accuracy will not inhibit accomplishment of the intended
function. This Use is applicable to both the EOPs and TS. In the EOPs, these
instrument applications are corroborative in nature. They are not the only
parameters available to verify the associated SSC is operating within design
limits. Therefore, It is acceptable for this Use to be placed in Category 2.

C02

22)

U22

To provide corroborative information
related to the accomplishment of a
safety function.

This Use applies to instrument applications where more than one parameter is used
corroboratively to verify a condition. This Use has no significant impact on
nuclear safety. Therefore, instrument uncertainties need not be applied.

C03

23)

U23

Blank Record

24)

U24

To monitor the operation of non-safety
related SSCs.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to monitor the operation of nonsafety related SSCs in the EOPs. The Use does not apply to Technical
Specifications. This Use has no significant impact on nuclear safety. Therefore,

C03

i
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Use Report

Justification
i.nstrumen uncerait........

Category
.
................................

instrument uncertainties are not required to be accounted for.
25)

U25

To verify operation within the design
limits to prevent damage to safety
related SSCs.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to verify RCS operation is within
pressure and temperature limits designed to protect RCS components against
failure. This Use applies to both the EOPs and TS. Protection of the RCS Pressure
boundary has a high degree of nuclear safety significance. This conclusion Is
supported by the high priority assigned to protection of fission product barriers
in Regulatory Guide 1.97 and in 10 CFR 50 App. G Fracture Toughness Requirements.
Typically, only instrument applications inEOP SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC have category
1 instrument uncertainty requirements. This Use is an exception to that rule.
Taking the exception is judged necessary due to the high degree of nuclear safety
significance associated with maintaining RCS P/T limits. Therefore, these
instrument applications require Category I instrument uncertainty treatment.

Cal

26)

U26

To detect and monitor for significant
releases of radioactive material to the
envi ronment.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to monitor for and minimize
radioactive releases to the environment. This Use applies to alarm trip setpoints
specified in Technical Specifications. Monitoring offsite exposure to the public
has a very high priority in Regulatory Guide 1.97 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix A
criteria. However, offsite dose calculations, using grab sample analysis, is
controlled by a separate NRC approved document, the Offsite Dose Catc Manual
(ODCM). The application of instrument uncertainties is dealt with separately
within this manual. This T.S. Use has a lesser degree of nuclear safety
significance because the specified instrument applications are backed up by
analysis of grab samples. Consequently, it is acceptable for this Use to be
placed in Category 2,

C02

27)

U27

To prevent or mitigate off-site exposure This Use applies to instrument applications used to prevent or mitigate off-site
exposure to the public. This Use may apply to the EOPs or Technical
to the public.
Specifications. These instrument applications ensure that the assumptions in
accident analysis associated with offsite exposure during DBEs are not exceeded.
Instrumentation used to monitor offsite exposure has a high priority in Regulatory
Guide 1.97 criteria and 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criteria. Typically, only instrument
applications in EOP SPTAs, SFSCs and SPAC have category 1 instrument uncertainty
requirements. This Use Is an exception to that rule. Taking the exception ia
Judged necessary due to the high degree of nuclear safety significance associated
with minimizing offsite exposure. Therefore, these instrument applications require

col
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Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.
28)

U28

To prevent significant releases of
radioactive material to the environment
by plant configuration control during
accident conditions.

29)

U29

Blank Record

30)

U30

To monitor the operability or operation
of Safety Related SSCs needed to support
a Safety Function

31)

U31

Blank Record

32)

U32

Blank Record

33)

U33

34)

U34

This Use applies to instrument applications used to establish plant conditions in
order to prevent or minimize radioactive releases to the environment. This Use is
applicable only to the EOPs. The applications are indirectly associated with the
mitigation of offsite exposure to the public. They possess a moderate degree of
nuclear safety significance. Therefore, it is acceptable for this Use to be placed
in Category 2.

C03

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure that safety related
SSCs needed to support the accomplishment of a Safety Function remain operable, as
required by TS. This Use applies to Technical Specifications and not to EOPs.
Therefore, the associated instrumentation requires Category 1 instrument
uncertainty treatment

Cal

To monitor the operability or operation
of safety related SSCs needed for safe
shutdown.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to verify that equipment needed
to place or maintain the plant in HOT or COLD SHUTDOWN are operable, with or
without offsite power available. This Use applies to Technical Specifications
only. These instrument applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety
significance. They are part of a broad group of process variables referenced in
Reg Guide 1.97 and used in support of 10 CFR 50, App. A General Design Criteria to
ensure safe shutdown capability. Therefore, this Use requires Category I
instrument uncertainty treatment.

Col

To determine if operator actions
associated with safety related equipment
are necessary to support a safety
function.

This Use applies to instrument applications associated with a broad group of
auxiliary support functions found in the EOPs which are necessary to ensure the
operability of safety related equipment. The Use does not apply to Technical
Specifications. These instrument applications possess a moderate degree of nuclear
safety significance. The lack of absolute accuracy of the instrumentation will not
prevent the operator from accomplishing the Intended function. These instrument

C02
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Category
.. ..

-

applications are used corroboratively. The operator relies on more than one
independent process variable to verify SSC status. Therefore, it is acceptable
<
for this Use to be placed in Category 2.
35)

U35

Blank Record

36)

U36

To verify the operability of non-safety
related equipment such as RCPs, whose
failure to operate is not likely to
impact a safety function.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to evaluate the operability of
non-safety related SSCs such as RCPs. This Use applies only to EOPs. The RCPs are
not needed to accomplish a safety function, although in some instances when
conditions permit, forced corculation may be perferred. Verification of RCP
restart criteria possesses a low degree of nuclear safety significance. Therefore,
it is acceptable for this Use to be placed in Category 3.

C03

37)

U37

To ensure surveillance parameters, other
than chemistry parameters, are
maintained within limits using special
Maintenance and Test Equipment (MTE).

This Use applies to instrument applications associated with Technical
Specification surveillances performed IAW section 4.0.5 (Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code), Reg Guide 1.52, ANSI N510-1975, or other similar
regulation. This use applies to non-chemistry parameters. It does not apply to
EOPs. Typically, these instrument applications involve the use of temporarily
installed gages or special Maintenance and Test Equipment (MTE). However,
permanently installed process instrumentation may also fall into this category. If
the surveillance is performed 1AW the previously mentioned documents, the accuracy
requirements of the specified instrumentation is governed by the associated
document. Typically, accuracy Is assured by performing a calibration or recertification in accordance with a plant specific Nuclear Safety Calibration
Program, applicable National Institute of Standards and Technologies procedure or
vendor calibration procedure. Loop uncertainties for installed process
instrumentation should be accounted for. Loop uncertainties for temporary gages or
special MTE may not apply. The determination of accuracy requirements for these
instrument applications is not within the scope of this guideline.

COT

38)

U38

Blank Record

39)

U39

To determine when to remove a safety
system from service for which automatic
actuation would complicate the
operator's ability to perform a

This Use applies to instrument applications used to support safe shutdown and
cooldown of the plant and support long term accident recovery. These applications
are found in EOP instructions, not in SFSCs or SPACs. Inadvertent SIT injection
would disrupt cooldown and depressurization, but it would not likely prevent the

C03
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

controlled shutdown of the plant.

accomplishment of
of nuclear safety
accuracy will not
is acceptable for

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure safety related SSCs
needed to support accomplishment of the associated Safety Function, are operable
as required by Technical Specifications. It does not apply to EOPs. The Instrument
applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance. Therefore, this
Use requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

Col

a safety function. These applications possess a moderate degree
significance because in these cases tack of absolute histrument
inhibit accomplishment of the intended function. Therefore, it
this Use to be placed in Category 2.

40)

U40

To ensure reactivity control.

41)

U41

Blank Record

42)

U42

Blank Record

43)

U43

To ensure RCS pressure control.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure safety related SSCs
needed to support the accomplishment of the associated Safety Function, are
operable as required by Technical Specifications. It does not apply to EOPs. The
instrument applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Therefore, this Use requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

CoI

44)

U44

To ensure RCS and Core heat removal.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure safety related SSCs
needed to support the accomplishment of the associated Safety Function, are
operable as required by Technical Specifications. It does not apply to EOPs. The
instrument applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Therefore, this Use requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

CMl

45)

U45

Blank Record

46)

U46

Blank Record

47)

U47

Blank Record

48)

U48

Blank Record

(
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49)

U49

To ensure a chemistry parameter is
maintained within Limits based on
laboratory or special test equipment.

This Use applies to Instrument applications associated exclusively with chemistry
parameters. These are non-process parameters determined via sample analysis or
with the aid of laboratory testing equipment. The associated instrumentation is
usually located In a laboratory environment, but may be portable. Laboratory
testing equipment have Its own accuracy requirements as specified in the
applicable standards. The accuracy of that equipment was taken into consideration
when assigning the value in the TS and the EOPs. As long as the instruments are
calibrated as required and the expected accuracy is maintained, no additional
uncertainty requirements need to be applied. Determination of accuracy
requirements for Category S parameters are not within the scope of this project.

C05

50)

U50

To ensure RCS activity Is within the
initial conditions assumed in the
accident analysis.

This Use applies to instrument applications associated exclusively radio-chemistry
parameters. These are non-process parameters determined via sample analysis or
with the aid of laboratory testing equipment. The associated Instrumentation is
usually located in a laboratory environment, but may be portable. Laboratory
testing equipment has its own accuracy requirements as specified In the applicable
standards. The accuracy of that equipment was taken into consideration when
assigning the value in the TS and the EOPs. As long as the instruments are
calibrated as required and the expected accuracy is maintained, no additional
uncertainty requirements need to be applied. Determination of accuracy
requirements for Category 5 parameters is not within the scope of this guideline.

C05

51)

U51

To monitor core physics parameters to
protect the fuel or cladding.

This Use is applicable to core physics parameters only. Parameters in this
category possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but are not
considered process variables. However, when calculations for determination of core
physics parameters are performed, calculational uncertainties are typically
applied. In additioh, anytime data from a process loop Inputs to these
calculations, category 1 level uncertainty calculations must be performed on those
loops and the resulting instrument uncertainties must be accounted for In the core
physics parameter calculations/determinations.

C04

52)

U52

Blank Record

53)

U53

To define mode of operation or determine This Use applies to instrument applications used to define mode of operation or
establish TS applicability and not specify a precise requirement. The associated
the applicability of an LCO or
power plateaus, temperature and pressure limits have uncertainties built into the
Surveillance Requirement via process

C03
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parameters.

number which establishes the initial conditions for conducting associated tests.
The tack of absolute accuracy of the associated parameter/values will not prohibit
accomplishment of the intended function. The associated instrument applications
possess a low degree of nuclear safety significance. Therefore, it is acceptable
for this Use to be placed in Category 3. If nominal numbers obtained from generic
documents are adopted in plant specific procedures and presented as plant specific
values, the application of instrument uncertainties should be evaluated.

54)

U54

To consider parameters in the decision
making process.

This Use applies to instrument applications were the parameter is referenced for
decision making purposes only. No specific value or limit is included for
verification or comparison. This use has no significant impact on nuclear safety.
Therefore, instrument uncertainties can not be applied. If specific numbers are
added in plant specific applications of this Use, the categorization should be reevaluated.

C03

55)

U55

To assess requirements to adjust DNBR
Penalty Factors via core physics
parameters.

This Use is applicable to core physics parameters only. Parameters in this
category possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but they are not
considered process variables. However, anytime data from a process loop inputs to
these calculations, category 1 level uncertainty calculations must be performed on
those loops and the resulting instrument uncertainties accounted for in the core
physics parameter calculations/determinations.

C04

56)

U56

To ensure plant operation within initial
assumptions of the Transient and
Accident Analyses.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure the plant can be
controlled and safely shutdown following a DBA. This Use applies to Technical
Specifications only. Design features are based on normal operation within the
bounds of the initial conditions assumed in the Accident Analyses. These
instrument applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Therefore, this Use requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

CDI

57)

U57

Blank Record

58)

U58

To determine the rate or direction of a
change, the magnitude of a step change,
make a relative comparison, monitor, or
ensure maximization.

This Use applies to instrument applications used for trending purposes, (i.e.,
increasing, decreasing, not changing).. In these applications, no values or ranges
are included. The Use also applies to rates of change or magnitudes of step
changes, (i.e., cooldown rate, leakage rate, changes in activity (Alarm/trip
setpoint 2 X bkgd), where a value may be included. In these cases, the point of

C03
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interest is the delta between two data points, or the change in a parameter over a
period of time. Instrument uncertainties need not be applied, because they would
not affect the characteristic slope of the trend or the rate of change since the
identical instrument isused to indicate the magnitude or rate of change.
59)

U59

To specify operability requirements for
instruments whose applicability is
specified elsewhere.

This Use is applies to process parameter instruments required to be operable by
Technical Specifications. The application of these instruments is not addressed
here, but is covered elsewhere when the instruments are actually used. The
instruments possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but no values or
application criteria are specified. Therefore, instrument uncertainties can not be
applied.

C06

60)

U60

To monitor core design parameters to
ensure reactivity control.

This Use is applicable to core physics parameters only. Parameters in this
category possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance, but are not
considered process variables. However, when calculations for the determination of
core-physics parameters are performed, calculational uncertainties may be applied.
In addition, anytime data from a process loop inputs to these calculations,
category 1 level uncertainty calculations must be performed on those loops and the
resulting instrument uncertainties accounted for in the core physics parameter
calculations/determinations.

C04

61)

U61

To ensure power distribution, shutdown
margin and CEA positions (excluding part
-length CEAs) are maintained within
acceptable limits based on the Accident
Analyses.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to ensure the plant can be
controlled and safely shutdown following a DRA. This Use applies to Technical
Specifications only. Design features are based on normal operation within the
bounds of the initial conditions assumed in the Accident Analyses. These
instrument applications possess a high degree of nuclear safety significance.
Therefore, this Use requires Category 1 instrument uncertainty treatment.

Col

62)

U62

Blank record

63)

U63

To monitor environmental conditions in
an area which houses safety-related
equipment to ensure the equipment
remains operable.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to support safety related SSCs to
enable performance of a safety function. This Use applies only to TS. The
applications provide an Indirect auxiliary function. In these cases, failure to
maintain an exact value will not significantly impact the accomplishment of the
related safety function. The spaces where the affected equipment is located are
continiously monitored or checked on a regular bases and there Is time to respond

C02
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--------

with corrective action before the onset of equipment failure. There is no direct
correlation between the ambient temperature in the space and equipment failure.
Therefore, these applications possess a moderate degree of nuclear safety
significance and it is acceptable for this Use to be placed in Category 2.
This Use applies to direct parameter determinations, when no process
instrumentation is provided. The associated instrumentation is not subject to
indication error, other than human error. The adequacy of installed scales for
direct visual observation of level is established at installation. There are no
instrument loops to require instrument uncertainty determinations.

C03

To verify accuracy requirements for CEA
position indicator channels or
operability requirements for their "Full
out/ Full in" position indicators.

This Use applies to instrument applications associated with CEA position
indication for which instrument uncertainties can not be applied, ie. "not fully
incerted" and "within 5 inches"). Therefore, instrement uncertainties need not be
applied to these applications. This Use applies only to Technical Specifications.

C03

U69

To verify a parameter is in agreement
with "nominal values" provided in SSC
design criteria or safety analyses.

This Use applies to instrument applications used to monitor nominal values from
the design criteria, or safety analyses. Nominal values are defined here to be
theoretical values considered to be reasonable estimates of the actual values.
They are not precise calculated values. They are not used to prevent equipment
damage or to verify a safety function. Therefore, the associated applications
possess no nuclear safety significance. If nominal numbers obtained from generic
EPGs or TS are adopted in plant specific procedures and presented as plant
specific values, the applications of instrument uncertainties should be
evaluated.

C03

U70

To verify charging or Si flow is in
agreement with "nominal design values"
included in the EOPs.

This use applies to instrument applications used to monitor values that are taken
from the system design bases. These instrument applications are used to aid the
operator in evaluating system performance and to prompt the operator to
investigate possible causes of degraded system flow if it is below the expected

C03

64)

U64

To determine fluid level or component
position directly, in cases where no
process instrumentation is provided.

65)

U65

Blank Record

66)

U66

Blank Record

67)

U67

Blank Record

68)

U68

69)

70)

(f

(

\
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71)

U71

Blank record

72)

U72

Blank Record

73)

U73

To determine ifoperator actions
associated with non-safety related
equipment are necessary to directly
support an EPG strategy.

--

…-........................................................
value. Adding an additional uncertainty value to the required system design
flowrate value could have the effect of requiring the operator to obtain a system
flowrate beyond that of design if the actual Instrument uncertainty during
procedure performance Isless than that expected via the instrument uncertainty
calculations. Since this would be wasting the operator's time and may never be
able to be achieved, this practice isnot recommended. If instrument uncertainty
issuch that indicated system flowrate Isnot equal to the design flowrate, this
does not necessarily mean that the flowrate is inadequate. The ultimate adequacy
of system flowrate isdetermined by the status of the Heat Removal, Inventory
Control, and/or Reactivity Control Safety Function. If they become Jeopardized,
the operator will be alerted to the situation and take appropriate action per the
EOP (e.g., increase SI/charging flow). Therefore, inthis context, these
Instrument application values are nominal innature and no instrument uncertainty
needs to be applied.

This Use applies to instrument applications associated with non-safety related
SSCs that provide direct support of a EPG strategy. The Use applies only to EOPs
(eg., RCP Trip Two/Leave Two strategy). The applications possesses a low to
moderate degree of nuclear safety significance. Therefore, It is acceptable for
this Use to be placed in Category 2.

Category
.....--
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE
FILE #

MISC-PENG-ER-060

PARAMETER

CVCS

3 1-CVCS.IR4
MISC-PENG-ER-061

Radiation Monitoring

2_1 -RMS. IR4

MISC-PENG-ER-062

CST Volume

I l-CSTA.R4

REVIVAT ITE

RWT.
flrbH

-

VWVjvAAS

SIR flRlVDTln

I. letdown flow greater than charging flow

(311) [letdown flow greater than charging flow]

2. greater than 40 GPM

(312) [nominal capacity of one charging pump]

I. Air ejector high activity alarm

.

(21.) [condenser offgas monitor alarm]

2. No containment area radiation monitors alarming

(212) [containment area or atmospheric radiation
monitor alarm]

3. No steam plant activity monitors alarming

(213) [steam plant activity monitor alarm]

4. no process radiation alarms

(214) [process radiation monitor alarm]

I. I-eedwater Capacity vs rime to Shutdown Cooling

(Ill) [minimum required inventory]

2. Typical Feedwater Required for Sensible Heat Removal
3. Adequate per FW Inventory Requirements (Figure reference)
4. Evaluate condensate inventory

MISC-PENG-ER-063

Containment Hydrogen Concentration

l. < 0.5%
> 0.5%

(221 }[minimum detectable concentration for
hydrogen]

2. <4%

(222) [lower flammability concentration for hydrogen]

I. < 1.5 psig
2. < 3.0 psig

(23 1) [maximum expected normal containment
pressure] or [high containment pressure
alarm setpoint]
(232) [CIAS reset pressure]

3. < 7.0 psig

(233) [CSAS reset pressure]

2_2-112. 1R4

MISC-PENG-ER-064

Containment Atmospheric Pressure

2_3-CP.1 R4

4. < 10 psig,
5. < 4 psig,

10 psig
> 4 psig

(234) [CSAS setpoint]
(235) [CIAS setpoint]
(236) [containment design pressure]

icterm.doc 11/12/96

Page I

(,

(
CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE

FILE #
MISC-PENG-ER-065

PARAMETER
Containment Atmospheric
Temperature

REV 3 VALUE

ELBD #

-

REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

I. < 120 0F

(241 ) [maximum expected normal containment
temperature]

2. < 1800 F

{242) [saturated vapor temperature corresponding to
< "- -'theCIAS setpoint]]

3. < 2400 1

(243) [saturated vapor temperature corresponding to
CSAS setpoint]
{244) [maximum expected containment temperature

2 4-CT. I R4

during station blackout]

MISC-PENG-ER-066

Core Power

1. < IE(-X) %

(251 ) [maximum expected reactor power 15 minutes
after shutdown]

2_5-PWR. IR4
_
I(252)

[reactor shutdown]

(253) [adequate shutdown margin]

. __

MISC-PENG-ER-067

Core CEA Position

I. Maximum of I CEA not fully inserted

2_6-CEA. IR4
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(261 ) [no more than one full length CEA NOT
inserted]
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE
FILE #
MISC-PENG-ER-068

PARAMETER
ECCS-SI Flow

3 4-ECCS. I R4

REV 3 VALUE

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

1. 30 gpm
< 30 gpin
> 30 gptn

(34 1) [minimum required HPSI pump flowratel

2. > 40 gpm

(342) [nominal capacity of one charging pump]

3. In accordance with SIS flow curve
Acceptable SIS flow vs. RCS pressure

(343) [SI flow delivery curves]

injecting water into the RCS per Figure

MISC-PENG-ER-069

ECCS-SI RWT Level

1. < 10 %

(35 1) [RAS setpoint]

MFW and AFW Flow

1. > 150 gpm

(1211 [minimum feedilow for heat removal]

2. < 150gpm

(122) [maximum feedflow that will not cause water-

3_5-RWT. I R4
MISC-PENG-ER-070
1 2-FW. IR4

hammerl

MISC-PENG-ER-071

MS Steam Generator Level

13-SGL. IR4

I. Above the feed ring
Below the feed ring

( 131) [above or below the feedring]

2. < 15%

(132) [SG level for initiating o- r-CJ

> 15%

3. > 30%

{(133) [SG level for terminating O-T-C]
134) [expected post-trip band]
(135) Not used
(136) [normal control band]
(137) [top of the indicating range]
(138) [top of the tube bundle]
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE
FILE #
MISC-PENG-ER-072

PARAMETER
MS Steam Generator Pressure

1_4-SGP.IR4

MISC-PENG-ER-073

RCS Average Temperature

4l -TAVE.I 4

REV 3 VALUE
I. < 800 psia

(141) [minimum expected post-trip pressure]

2.< 950 psia

(142) [lowest MSSV lift setpoint] or [maximum
expected post trip value]

3. 850 - 950 psia

(143) [expected post-trip band]

4.< 500 psia

{144) [MSIS setpointl

1. < 545 OF

{411) not used

2. <525'F

(412) [minimum expected post-trip temperaturec

3.> 535 OF

(413) [maximum expected post-trip temperature]

4. 525 F to 535°F

(414) [expected post-trip range]
(415) [minimum RCS temperature defining a PTS

5. <500OF

MISC-PENG-ER-074

RCS Coolant Average CET
Temperature

4_1-CET.IR4

icterm.doc 11/12/96

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

event]

1. Less than superheat or Not superheated

{421) [less than superheat] or [not superheated]

2. No abnormal difference between T hot (+ 10 OF

(422) [no abnormal difference between CET
temperature and T hot]

3. Less than 600 0F

(423) [saturation temperature corresponding to
PSVs/PORVs lift pressure]
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE

MISC-PENG-ER-075

REV 3 VALUE

PARAMETER

FILE #

RCS Cold Leg Temperature

4_3-TC.1R4

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

1.< 275 0F

(431 ) [LTOP enabling criteria]

2. Within post-accident PT limits

(432) [post-accident PT limits]
(433) [SDM calculation]
(434) [typical feedwater required for sensible heat
removal]
(435) [minimum expected post-trip temperature]
(436) [maximum expected post-trip temperature]
(437) [expected post-trip range]

MISC-PENG-ER-076

RCS Hot Leg Temperature

4 4-T1. IR4

I. Less than superheat

(441) [less than superheat] or [not superheated]

2. No abnormal difference between T hot (± 10 OF

(442) [no abnormal difference] between CET
temperature and T hot

3. < 525 OF

(443) [MSSV lift prevent temperature]]

4. < 600 OF

(444) [saturation temperature corresponding to
PSVs/PORVs lift pressure]
(445) [SD)C entry temperature]

5. < 300 OF
MISC-PENG-ER-077

RCS Loop Delta-T

I. < normal full power delta-T
< the full power delta-T if all RCPs are off

(452) [maximum expected delta T shutdown with

4_5-DT.IR4

forced circulation]

2. Less than 10 OF

icterm.doc 11/12/96

(45 1) [normal full power delta-T]
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE

MISC-PENG-ER-078

REV 3 VALUE

PARAMETER

FILE #

RCS Coolant Subcooling

1. > 20 OF,

20 0F subcooling curve

(51 1) [minimum RCS subcooling]
(512) Notused

5_1-SUB.IR4
2. 200 'F subcooling curve

Pressurizer Level

3_2-PZRL.1 R4

icterm.doc 11/12/96

(513) [maximum RCS subcooling for PTS]
(F
.514)

3. 20 - 50
MISC-PENG-ER-079

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

[allowable range of subcooling during SBO]

1. 35 - 245 IN

(321 ) [expected post-trip band]

2. 245 IN

(322) [maximum level for inventory control]

3. < 35 IN
>35 IN

(323) [minimum lcvel for inventory control]

4. 120 - 220 IN
Normal band

{324) [normal PLCS program band]

5. 100 - 200 IN

(325) [RCP restart level control band]

6. > 100 IN

{326) [heater cutoff setpoint]

7. > 200 IN

(327) Not used
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE
FILE #
MISC-PENG-ER-080

PARAMETER
Pressurizer Pressure

5 2-PZRP.IR4

REV 3 VALUE

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

1. SDC maximum entry condition
normal SDC parameters exist
< 300 psia

(5211 [SDC entry pressure]

2. Within the post-accident PT limits

(522) [post-accident PT limits]

3. minimum RCP NPSH curve

{523) [RCP NPSH limits]

4. 1700 - 2350 psia

{524) [expected post-trip band]

5. 2400 psia
< 2400 psia

(525) [PORV setpoint]

> 2400 psia

MISC-PENG-ER-081

RCS Reactor Vessel Level

6. 250 psia

(526) [SIT isolation pressure]

7. < 1000 psia

(527) [lowest MSSV setpoint]

8. < 1300 psia

(528) [V-lPS pump shut-off head)

9. < 1300 psia

(529) [SBLOCA plateau pressure]

10. < 2340 psia

(52101 [expected PORV closure pressure]

11. > 200 psia

{5211 [1,PSI
[
pump shut-off head]

12. 2225 - 2300 psia

(5212) [normal control band]

13. Approximately equal to isolated SG pressure (+ 50 psi)

(5213) [approximately equal to isolated SG pressure]

14. < 1600 psia

(5214) [SIAS setpoint]

I. RVLMS indicates a minimum level at the top of the hot leg
nozzles

(3311 [top of the hot leg nozzles]

2. RVLMS indicates the core is covered

(332) [top of the active fuel region]

3. No voiding as indicated by the RVLMS

(333) [full]

3_3-RVLM.1 R4
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CEN-152 REVISION 04 PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTOR CROSS REFERENCE
PARAMETER

FILE #
MISC-PENG-ER-082

REV 3 VALUE

ELBD # - REV 4 VALUE DESCRIPTOR

RCS Reactor Vcssel Upper Head
Temperature

I. saturated conditions in upper head

{53 1) [saturated conditions in upper head]

ESF-Containment Spray Flow

1.> 1500 gpm

(271) [design flowrate]

5_3-HEAD. IR4
MTSC-PENG-ER-083

2_7-CS.IR4
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*
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*
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*
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*
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*
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*
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F-HR4
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F-HR4
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*
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526

F_HR4
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*
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*
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Step No
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522, 432, 136

F-HR4

43

F_HR4
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136,451, 452, 443, 511, 333

F_HR4
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343

F_HR4

3

F_HR4
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F_HR4

5

451, 511, 422, 442
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343, 136,421
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*
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*
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131, 122, 136
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*
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*
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*
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*
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*
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*
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